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REMOTE CONTENT MANAGEMENT AND the implementation of various back - end and / or networked 
RESOURCE SHARING ON A GAMING systems , including more hardware and software elements , as 

MACHINE AND METHOD OF is generally known . 
IMPLEMENTING SAME In a typical casino - based electronic gaming machine , such 

5 as a slot machine , video poker machine , video keno machine 
PRIORITY CLAIM or the like , a game play is initiated through a wager of 

money or credit , whereupon the gaming machine determines 
a game outcome , presents the game outcome to the player This application is a continuation of , claims priority to and then potentially dispenses an award of some type , and the benefit of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 11 / 595 , including a monetary award , depending upon the game 

798 , filed on Nov . 10 , 2006 which claims the benefit of and 10 outcome . In this instance , the gaming machine is operable to 
priority to U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 60 / 792 , receive , store and dispense indicia of credit or cash as well 
082 , filed on Apr . 13 , 2006 , and which claims the benefit and as calculate a gaming outcome that could result in a large 
priority to U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 60 / 822 , monetary award . The gaming machine is enabled to operate 
859 , filed on Aug . 18 , 2006 , the entire contents of which are in this manner because it is placed typically in a location that 
each incorporated by reference herein . 15 is monitored ( e . g . , a casino ) , the gaming machine hardware 

and software components are secured within a locked cabi 
COPYRIGHT NOTICE net and the gaming machine includes a security system for 

detecting fraud or theft attempts . 
A portion of the invention of this patent document con - Because gaming machines can be operable to accept , 

tains or may contain material which is subject to copyright 20 store , dispense and / or award large sums of money , gaming 
protection . The copyright owner has no objection to the machines are often the targets of theft attempts . Thus , 
photocopy reproduction by anyone of the patent document besides including a security system , gaming software and 
or the parent invention in exactly the form it appears in the gaming hardware are designed and / or selected to resist theft 
Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records , but attempts and include many security features not present in 
otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever . 25 personal computers or other gaming platforms . For example , 

a hardware - based security method for preventing illegal 
TECHNICAL FIELD software modification is to store gaming software on an 

unalterable memory , such as an on EPROM , a read - only 
The present invention relates generally to gaming devices CD / DVD optical disc or a read - only disk memory with write 

and systems , and more specifically to remote content man - 30 capability disabled . As another example , a software - based 
agement on a gaming machine . security method for preventing / detecting illegal software 

modifications is to execute authentication routines that com 
BACKGROUND pare information stored and programs executed on the 

gaming machine against known and trusted information . 
Casinos and other forms of gaming comprise a growing 35 The trusted information and authentication routines can be 

multi - billion dollar industry both domestically and abroad , stored in a trusted memory location such as a verified 
with electronic and microprocessor based gaming machines EPROM on the gaming machine . 
being more popular than ever . A gaming entity that provides One advantage of utilizing the hardware and software 
gaming services may control gaming devices that are glob - based security methods described above is that the potential 
ally distributed in many different types of establishments . 40 for fraud and theft is greatly reduced . Further , for gaming 
For example , gaming machines may be placed in casinos , software approved by a gaming regulator to ensure fairness , 
convenience stores , racetracks , supermarkets , bars and another advantage is that the hardware and software based 
boats . Further , via a remote server , a gaming entity may security methods can be used to detect any subsequent 
provide gaming services in locale of a user ' s choosing , such modifications to the gaming software that might put a player 
as on a home computer or on a mobile device carried by the 45 at an unfair disadvantage . One disadvantage of the security 
user . methods described above is that the ability to later alter or 

Electronic and microprocessor based gaming machines expand gaming software to add additional features or correct 
can include various hardware and software components to errors is somewhat limited . For instance , for gaming 
provide a wide variety of game types and game playing machines that utilize EPROM ' s to store executable gaming 
capabilities , with such hardware and software components 50 software , the EPROM has to be physically replaced in the 
being generally well known in the art . For example , bill gaming machine to alter the gaming software . 
validators , coin acceptors , card readers , keypads , buttons , A gaming entity may provide gaming services to tens of 
levers , touch screens , displays , coin hoppers , player tracking thousands of users . For instance , a single land - based casino 
units and the like are examples of hardware that can be may include thousands of gaming machines . Player ' s gam 
coupled to a gaming machine . Software components can 55 ing interests are constantly changing and the effort associ 
include , for example , boot and initialization routines , vari - ated with providing fresh content to users is quite costly . The 
ous game play programs and subroutines , credit and payout ability of a casino operator to maximize their operating 
routines , image and audio generation programs , security profits and keep their customers happy is directly linked to 
monitoring programs , authentication programs and a ran - their ability to provide new and desirable gaming content . In 
dom number generator , among others . 60 view of the above , it would be desirable to provide gaming 

The functions available on a gaming machine may depend apparatus and method that reduce the costs associated with 
on whether the gaming machine is linked to other gaming providing new gaming content on gaming devices . 
devices . For instance , when connected to other remote 
gaming devices , a gaming machine may provide progressive SUMMARY 
jackpots , player tracking and loyalty points programs , cash - 65 
less gaming , and bonusing among other items . Many of The present invention addresses the need described above 
these added components , features and programs can involve by providing a gaming system . The gaming system may 
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comprise a number of host devices each coupled to one or This embodiment may enable the gaming system to 
more gaming machines . The gaming machines may be provide at least one outcome from a process ( or one more 
operable to provide wagering on an outcome of a game of process threads ) , which has previously obtained approval 
chance , display the outcome of the game of chance , accept from a regulatory gaming commission ( i . e . , the game and 
cash or an indicia of credit and dispense an award , such as 5 game outcomes generated by the gaming machine ' s proces 
cash or indicia of credit , to a player utilizing the gaming sor which utilize one or more approved random number 
machine . generators and approved accounting procedures , and also 

In particular embodiments , the gaming machine may be provide at least one outcome from a process which has not 
operable to establish a communication link with a host previously obtained approval and may not require approval 
device that enables content provided by the host device to be 10 from a regulatory gaming commission ( i . e . , the outcome 
output on the gaming machine . To output the content pro - generated by the remote host ) . 
vided by the remote host , a host - controlled process that may In a particular embodiment , the master gaming controller 
be authenticated by the gaming machine and executed in a that controls wager - based games played on a gaming 
secure memory location such that it may be isolated from machine may execute an interface program . The interface 
other processes executing on the gaming machine may be 15 program may be approved for execution by the master 
utilized . The host - controlled processes may be decoupled gaming controller . The executed interface program may be 
from the process used to execute the game of chance played utilized under control of a remote host to provide an inter 
on the gaming machine such that the content output by the face on the gaming machine . The remote host may provide 
host - controlled process doesn ' t alter the play of game of data , such as multimedia content and other instructions for 
chance . 20 utilizing capabilities of the executed interface program . The 

In addition , the gaming machine may monitor the executed interface program may be designed / configured and 
resources utilized by the host - controlled process to prevent utilized in a manner , such that , it may be unable to affect the 
the game play from being less than optimal . For instance , a outcome of the wager - based game played on the gaming 
host - controlled process could overburden the CPU on the machine . 
gaming machine resulting in less than optimal graphical 25 The executed interface program may utilize various gam 
output for the game of chance or host - process could produce ing machine resources ( e . g . , displays , input devices and 
audio output that clashed with the audio output related to the output devices , storage devices , processors , communication 
play of the game of chance to produce an unpleasant gaming interfaces , etc . ) . The utilization of these resources may occur 
experience . In each of these instances , to prevent the game while the gaming machine may be operable to provide play 
play experience on the gaming machine from degrading , the 30 of the wager - based game of chance . In particular , the 
gaming machine may limit and / or prevent access to certain executed interface program may be used to output video and 
resources ( e . g . , CPU usage may be limited ) and actively audio content provided from the remote host and receive 
monitor resources utilized by the host - controlled process to input from devices coupled to the gaming machine , such as 
insure that adequate game play performance is maintained a touch screen . In this case , the executed program and its 

Another aspect of the invention pertains to computer 35 associated capabilities may be approved for execution on the 
program products including a machine - readable medium on gaming machine by the master gaming controller but spe 
which is stored program instructions for implementing any cific instantiations of the interface provided by the executed 
of the methods described above . Any of the methods of this program may not be pre - approved or even require jurisdic 
invention may be represented as program instructions and / or tion approval . This capability allows the master gaming 
data structures , databases , etc . that can be provided on such 40 controller and gaming devices coupled to the gaming 
computer readable media . machine to be utilized to provide dynamically adjustable and 

In one embodiment , each gaming machine in the gaming customizable content on the gaming machine without requir 
system disclosed herein may be operable to provide one or ing all of the content processed by the master gaming 
more locally controlled games ( i . e . , wagering games con controller to be pre - approved for execution by the master 
trolled by the master gaming controller which may comprise 45 gaming controller as has been done in the past . 
a gaming machine CPU or one or more processors ) and also In another embodiment , the gaming machine may not 
provide one or more externally controlled processes ( i . e . , have to authorize an externally controlled process ( or alter 
remote host controlled processes ) , wherein each externally natively the externally controlled process may be pre - au 
controlled process must be authorized by the master gaming thorized by the gaming machine processor ) . In one such 
controller to maintain the integrity of the locally controlled 50 embodiment , the gaming device includes a separate display 
game . In one such embodiment , if the externally controlled ( or other devices ) dedicated or substantially dedicated to 
process is authorized by the master gaming controller , then providing any externally controlled processes to the player . 
the externally controlled process provides : ( a ) one or more In an alternative embodiment , one or more externally con 
services to the player , ( b ) one or more enhanced functions or trolled processes may have a continuing or standing autho 
features of the gaming machine to the player ; ( c ) one or 55 rization . In one such embodiment , the authorization exists 
more outcomes to a player ; or ( d ) a combination of such for one or more defined time periods . It should be appreci 
services , functions and outcomes to a player , wherein the a ted that by utilizing the master gaming controller for at least 
externally controlled process may be based , at least in part , one determination ( i . e . , the game of chance award determi 
on one or more aspects of the locally controlled games . In nation described above ) and by utilizing the remote host for 
other embodiments , if the externally controlled process is 60 at least another determination ( i . e . , a determined service , a 
authorized by the gaming machine processor , then indepen - determined enhanced gaming machine feature and / or a 
dent of the locally controlled games , the externally con - determined outcome provided via the externally controlled 
trolled process provides : ( a ) one or more services to the process ) , the gaming system disclosed herein may be oper 
player ; ( b ) one or more enhanced functions or features of the able to provide a plurality of determined aspects of the 
gaming machine to the player ; ( c ) one or more outcomes to 65 player ' s gaming experience wherein at least one determined 
a player ; or ( d ) a combination of such services , functions and aspect may be performed locally and at least one determined 
outcomes to a player . aspect may be performed remotely . 
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Accordingly , it should be appreciated a gaming device reference to the associated drawings . In addition , other 
including a primary game operable upon a wager by a methods , features and advantages of the invention will be or 
player , at least one display device , at least one input device , will become apparent to one with skill in the art upon 
and a master gaming controller including at least one local examination of the following figures and detailed descrip 
processor may be provided . The master gaming controller 5 tion . It is intended that all such additional methods , features 
may be programmed to communicate with a remote host , to and advantages be included within this description , be enable the player to wager on a play of the primary game , within the scope of the invention , and be protected by the generate a primary game outcome for the play of the primary accompanying claims . game , cause all or a part of the display device to display the 
play of the primary game , and receive at least one request 10 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 
from the remote host to provide at least one remotely 
affectable process on the display device where the remotely The included drawings are for illustrative purposes and affectable process may be executed by the master gaming serve only to provide examples of possible structures and controller . If the at least one request to provide the remotely 
affectable process is received , the master gaming controller 15 process steps for the disclosed inventive systems and meth 
may be programmed to determine an availability of at least ods for providing a customizable interface and remote 
one gaming device resource , such as all or a portion of the management of content on a gaming machine . These draw 
display . In a particular embodiment , when the gaming ings in no way limit any changes in form and detail that may 
device resource is available and the gaming device resource be made to the invention by one skilled in the art without 
is a display device , the master gaming controller may be 20 departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention . 
programmed to accept the request to provide the remotely FIGS . 1A , 1B , and 1C are block diagrams illustrating an 
affectable process ; and may enable the remote host to cause interaction between a host and gaming machine for one 
a portion of the display device to display content via the embodiment of the present invention . 
remotely affectable process , where the content displayed via FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an interaction 
the remotely affectable process is displayed simultaneously 25 between two hosts and a gaming machine for one embodi 
with the play of the primary game on the display device . If ment of the present invention . 
the gaming device resource is not available , the local pro - FIGS . 3A , 3B , and 3C are block diagrams showing 
cessor may be programmed to reject the request to provide hardware and software components and their interactions on 
the remotely affectable process . a gaming machine for embodiments of the present invention . 

In another embodiment of the gaming system disclosed 30 FIG . 4A is an interaction diagram between a host and 
herein , the gaming system enables one or more players at gaming machine for one embodiment of the present inven 
one or more gaming machines to interact with the gaming tion . 
machine and / or the remote host via a customizable interface FIG . 4B is a block diagram of a remote host that is 
under control of a remote host . In one embodiment , one or externally controlled interface ( ECI ) enabled connected to a 
more aspects of the customizable interface may be affected 35 plurality of gaming machines that are ECI enabled for one 
in accordance with functions provided by the remote host embodiment of the present invention . 
and one or more aspects of the customizable interface may FIGS . 5A and 5B are block diagrams illustrating features 
be affected in accordance with functions provided by the of an externally controlled interface ( ECI ) on a gaming 
gaming machine . In this embodiment , the result of at least machine for embodiments of the present invention . 
one player input via the customizable interface may cause a 40 FIG . 6 illustrates a perspective view of one embodiment 
change related to the locally controlled game via a commu - of a gaming machine . 
nication between the remote host and the gaming machine . FIG . 7 illustrates a block diagram of a gaming system for 
For example , bonus credits won on the customizable inter - embodiments of the present invention . 
face may result in the bonus credits added to the credit meter FIG . 8 is a flowchart of one embodiment of the present 
on the gaming machine and subsequently displayed . Further , 45 invention , illustrating the remote host proving a player a 
a result of at least another player input related to the play of bonus award based on the player ' s gaming activity for the 
the game or some other function on the gaming machine currently played gaming session . 
separate from the features provided by the customizable FIG . 9A is an enlarged elevation view of one embodiment 
interface may affect a configuration of the customizable illustrating a player interface and a separate game interface 
interface . For example , after a win of a large jackpot , the 50 for the gaming machine invention herein . 
remote host may be notified and in response alter the FIGS . 9B , 9C and 9D are enlarged elevation views of one 
configuration of the customizable interface , such as display - embodiment of the present invention , illustrating a plurality 
ing a congratulatory message . This configuration enables of different nested menus and the different aspects of the 
different customizable features performed by different pro - player ' s gaming experience which may be modified utilizing 
cessors at different locations to be simultaneously displayed 55 the nested menus . 
and altered by the player , thus enhancing the player ' s 
gaming experience . DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In certain embodiments the devices and methods 
described herein include , but are not limited to any combi - Exemplary applications of systems and methods accord 
nation of two or more , three or more , or four or more , of the 60 ing to the present invention are described in this section . 
elements or features described above and / or any combina - These examples are being provided solely to add context and 
tion of two or more , or three or more , or four or more of the aid in the understanding of the present invention . It will thus 
elements or features described herein . be apparent to one skilled in the art that the invention may 

Aspects of the invention may be implemented by net - be practiced without some or all of these specific details . In 
worked gaming machines , game servers and other such 65 other instances , well known process steps have not been 
devices . These and other features and benefits of aspects of described in detail in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring 
the invention will be described in more detail below with the present invention . Other applications are possible , such 

an 
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that the following example should not be taken as definitive to gaming resources is granted to a remote host . The 
or limiting either in scope or setting . resources allocated to ECI ' s may be limited for many 

In the following detailed description , references are made reasons , such as ensuring the game play experience is 
to the accompanying drawings , which form a part of the adequate or for security purposes , and the examples 
description and in which are shown , by way of illustration , 5 described herein , which are provided for illustrative pur 
specific embodiments of the present invention . Although poses only . For instance , the CPU cycles provided to execut 
these embodiments are described in sufficient detail to ing ECI processes may be limited to ensure a minimal 
enable one skilled in the art to practice the invention , it is graphically rendered frame rate is maintained on the gaming understood that these examples are not limiting , such that machine . As another example , the ECI processes may not be other embodiments may be used and changes may be made 10 allowed to directly control or access certain devices , such as without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention . money handling devices , to prevent the ECI from allowing Although the present invention is directed primarily to 
gaming machines and systems , it is worth noting that some cash or an indicia of credit to be input or output from the 
of the apparatuses , systems and methods disclosed herein gaming machine . 
might be adaptable for use in other types of devices , systems 15 It should be appreciated that the gaming device resources 
or environments , as applicable , such that their use is not utilized by the ECI processes include , but are not limited to : 
restricted exclusively to gaming machines and contexts . graphic resources of the gaming machine ( 1 . e . , what graphi 
Such other adaptations may become readily apparent upon cal real estate is available on the display device without 
review of the inventive apparatuses , systems and methods interfering with the graphics of the primary game ) , audio 
illustrated and discussed herein . 20 resources of the gaming machine ( i . e . , what audio content 

In the following figures , method and apparatus applicable may be provided by the gaming machine without interfering 
to various gaming system configurations and their associated with the audio of the primary game ) , timing resources 
components are described . The gaming systems may com - available ( i . e . , has the primary game ended or is the primary 
prise a network infrastructure for enabling one or more hosts game beginning ) , and / or CPU processing resources of the 
to communicate with gaming machines . The gaming 25 gaming machine . In one embodiment , access to such 
machines may be operable to provide wagering on a game resources may be based on a priority system configured to 
of chance . A plurality of gaming devices , such as bill / ticket maximize an optimal gaming experience for each player . 
validators , printers , mechanical displays , video displays , In particular embodiments , the host - controlled ECI pro coin hoppers , light panels , input buttons , touch screens , key ns , key cesses may be decoupled from the processes used to gen pads , card readers , audio output devices , etc . , may be 30 erate the game of chance played on the gaming machine coupled to the gaming machine . The gaming devices may be such that the content output by the host - controlled ECI controlled by a master gaming controller executing authen 
ticated software to provide a gaming interface for a game processes doesn ' t alter the play of game of chance . Thus , the 
play experience on the gaming machine . logic for the game processes may be designed such that 

information regarding the state or content generated by the Externally - Controlled Interface Processes 
In particular embodiments , the gaming devices on the on the ECI processes is not needed to generate the game of chance 

gaming machine may be controlled by software executed by and / or the game and related processes may not recognize 
a master gaming controller 46 ( see at least FIG . 6 ) on the any information produced by the ECI ' s . The ECI processes 
gaming machine in conjunction with software executed by a may be designed in a similar manner . 
remote logic device ( e . g . , a remote host , a central server or 40 An advantage of ECI software and game software 
a central controller ) in communication with the gaming decoupled in this manner may be that content may be 
machine . The master gaming controller may execute exter - provided from a remote host that enhances the functionality 
nally - controlled interface ( ECI ) processes , described in and features available on the gaming machine . The content 
more detail below , that enable content generated and man - can be easily varied with little or no modification to the 
aged on the remote host to be output on the gaming machine . 45 gaming software resident on the gaming machine . For 
The gaming machine may receive and send events to the instance , many features and services on a gaming machine 
remote host that may affect the content output by one or can be provided using a generic ECI that enables access to 
more ECI processes as well as enable an ECI process to be a display and a touch screen on the gaming machine ( e . g . , 
initiated on the gaming machine . see at least FIGS . 5A and 5B ) . Externally controlled inter 

The master gaming controller may be configured to limit 50 faces , the interaction between a remote host and a gaming 
the resources that can be utilized by the ECI processes machine , embodiments of hardware and software architec 
executing on the gaming machine . Specific resource limita tures on a gaming machine related to ECI ' s are described 
tions may be predetermined , negotiated with a host device with respect to the following figures . 
controlling an ECI prior to the execution of the ECI on the FIGS . 1A to IC are block diagrams illustrating an inter 
gaming machine or combinations thereof . To enforce any 55 action between a host and gaming machine for one embodi 
established resource limitations , the master gaming control ment of the present invention . In FIG . 1A , a block diagram 
ler may constantly monitor resources utilized by the ECI of a gaming system comprising a gaming machine 100 , a 
processes and other gaming processes executing on the remote host 110 and a network that enables for communi 
gaming machine . cation between the gaming machine and the remote host 100 

The ECI ’ s may be executed while a gaming machine is 60 ( not shown ) is illustrated . The gaming system is provided for 
operable to provide a play of wager - based game of chance illustrative purposes only . Gaming systems comprising mul 
( During operation , one or more games and one or more tiple gaming machines and multiple remote hosts are pos 
executed simultaneously , one or more games may be sible . Further , in some embodiments , the gaming machine 
executed without execution of an ECI or one or more ECIS 100 may perform functions of the remote host 100 or the 
may be executed while a game is not being played ) . There - 65 remote host 110 may be a game server providing games that 
fore , the resources may be limited to ensure that a gaming are output on other gaming devices or the remote host 110 
experience on the gaming machine is optimal while access may be a gaming machine similar to gaming machine 100 . 
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Further details of embodiments of gaming systems and The remote host 110 may use the resource information 
gaming devices that may be used are described with respect provided by the gaming machine 100 to determine what 
to FIGS . 2 - 9D . content to send to the gaming machine 100 . For example , 

The gaming machine 100 comprises a touch screen dis video content to be output on the portion of the display 102 
play 102 that may be a component of a game interface 116 . 5 allocated for use by the remote host may be generated and / or 
The game interface 116 comprises the components on the selected to be compatible with the size of the display 
gaming machine 100 , such as input buttons ( not shown ) , window . The process of establishing a resource sharing 
audio output devices ( not shown ) , etc . , that enable a game to arrangement between the remote host 110 and the gaming 

machine 100 , which may involve a negotiation between the be played on the gaming machine 100 . An operating system 
104 executes a number of processes including game logic 10 remote host 110 and gaming machine 100 , are described in 

further detail with respect to FIGS . 2 to 4 . 106 for providing a game on the game interface 116 , event In FIG . 1B , a state of the gaming machine 100 and the logic 108 and communication logic for communicating with remote host 110 is illustrated where the gaming machine 100 
the remote host 110 ( not shown ) . Further details of gaming has launched two ECI ' s , 122 and 124 , that enable the remote 
machines and game play are described with respect to FIGS . 15 host 110 to output content for a bonus interface 118 and a 
2 to 9D . service interface 120 on touch screen display 102 . The bonus 

In FIG . 1A , the game interface 116 may be divided into interface 118 may be just one example of an interface that 
two regions on the touch screen display 102 . A first region may be provided . A multimedia player , such as a Flash 
includes symbols and paylines for a video slot game . A PlayerTM by AdobeTM ( Adobe Systems Incorporated , San 
second region 117 includes game information including the 20 Jose , Calif . ) , may be one example of software that may be 
number of credits available for wagering on the slot game . used as an ECI , such as 122 and 124 . The multimedia player 
In the game state illustrated in the figure , five credits are may allow , as one of its features , multimedia content 
available for wagering . received from the remote host 110 to be displayed on the 

The remote host 110 comprises a processor , memory and touch screen display 102 and / or output on other gaming 
a communication interface ( each not shown ) . Content 114 25 devices , such as speakers coupled to the gaming machine . 
that may be output on the gaming machine 100 and event The remote host may download the multimedia content as 
logic 112 that enables the remote host 110 to respond to part of application files that are utilized by the ECI ' s , 122 
events and information received from the gaming machine and 124 . The application files may include embedded con 
and / or generate events to send to the gaming machine 100 . tent , data , scripts and other instructions for accessing the 
Additional details of remote hosts are described with at least 30 capabilities of the ECI to be utilized . For example , the Flash 
respect to FIGS . 2 , 4 and 7 . PlayerTM runs and / or parses flash files which may include 

In FIG . 1A , the event logic 108 detects an event message Adobe Flash Action ScriptTM The flash files may include 
and sends an event message with information describing the information relating to utilizing raster or vector graphics , a 
event to the remote host 110 . As is described with respect to scripting language to control functions of the player and 
FIG . 1B , the remote host 110 responds to the event by 35 information for providing bidirectional streaming including 
requesting the gaming machine to launch an externally audio and video information . In particular , an ECI may be 
controlled interface ( ECI ) that enables content 114 stored on operable to receive video and / or audio streaming of content 
the remote host 110 to be output on the gaming machine . A from a remote host . The multimedia player and associated 
few examples of events occurring on the gaming machine files , such as the Flash PlayerTM may be a component of a 
100 that may trigger an instantiation of an ECI to be 40 “ Rich Internet Application , " ( RIA ) . 
launched on the gaming machine 100 include but are not Rich Internet applications ( RIA ) are typically interface 
limited to ( 1 ) a deposit of credits on the gaming machine , ( 2 ) applications provided by a host to a client with download 
a player tracking card inserted into a card reader , ( 3 ) able components that have the features and the functionality 
information being read from a portable instrument carried by of locally installed and executed programs . RIAs typically 
a player ( e . g . , a cell phone , RFID tag or other wireless 45 transfer the processing necessary for the interface generated 
device ) , ( 4 ) an actuation of button , such as a mechanical by the application to the client but keep the bulk of the data 
button or a touch screen button , ( 5 ) an event triggered from i . e . , maintaining the state of the program , the data etc ) back 
a play of the game 106 , ( 6 ) a cash - out command detected on on the host . RIA ' s are not limited to web - based applications 
the gaming machine , ( 7 ) an input of a wager , ( 8 ) an initiation applied over the Internet and may be utilized in other 
of the game 106 , ( 9 ) a number of credits available on the 50 network architectures . In an RIA involving a host device and 
gaming machine , ( 10 ) the result of one or more games , ( 11 ) a client device ( e . g . , remote host 110 may be considered a 
the result of the generation of one or more symbols , ( 12 ) a " host " and gaming machine 100 may be considered a 
designated win amount , ( 13 ) a player cashing out available “ client ” in particular embodiments ) , an application for gen 
credits , and ( 14 ) a player tracking card removed from a card erating an interface executed on the client may be operable 
reader . As is described in more detail with respect to FIG . 2 , 55 to perform functions independently of the host , such as 
an event generated on the remote host may also trigger the computations , send and retrieve data in the background , 
launch of an ECI on the gaming machine . store data locally , redraw sections of the screen , and / or use 

The event sent from the gaming machine is evaluated by audio and video in an integrated manner , etc . 
the event logic 112 on the remote host 110 . In response to the The application for generating the interface may also 
receiving the event 110 , the remote host 110 sends a message 60 share data with other applications locally executing . For 
requesting access to resources on the gaming machine 100 . example , two ECIs executing on gaming machine 100 may 
In response , the gaming machine 100 may send a message share data . The shared data may affect the content displayed 
to the remote 110 describing the resources it has available on one or both ECIs . In particular embodiments , the ECIS 
for external control and any usage limitations that are may be prevented from directly sharing data with other 
associated with the resources , such as a portion of the 65 processes executing on the gaming machine . For example , to 
display 102 including its dimensions that may be utilized by share data with a non - ECI process , the ECI may have to send 
the remote host . the information to the remote host first , which then may or 
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may not perform additional processing on the data before performing at other casinos before they choose to buy it . 
communicating it back to the gaming machine . Thus , the desire for a customized version of the particular 

Returning to FIG . 1B , after the ECI ' s , 122 and 124 , have game generally arises after the content of the game has been 
been launched by the operating system 104 , the touch screen fixed by the approval process . To provide desired customi 
display 102 may be divided into four regions . The game 5 Zation after the approval process , the customized game 
interface 116 may be displayed in a first region , the bonus would have to be resubmitted for approval , which is very 
interface 118 may be displayed in a second region , the expensive . 
service interface 120 may be displayed in a third region and One advantage of using ECIs is that a presentation of a 
the game information 117 in a fourth region . The game game may be enhanced using an ECI , such as by providing 
interface 116 is configured to fit in a smaller region as 10 a presentation for a bonus multiplier , as described above , in 
compared to FIG . 1A , which may affect the graphical conjunction with the presentation of the game . The content 
presentation of the game and may affect a mapping of touch of the ECI may be customized and altered after the release 
screen buttons to the display 102 associated with the game of the game while the presentation provided by the game 
interface 116 . may not be altered after its release . The presentation pro 

In general , a master gaming controller in the gaming 15 vided via an ECI may be designed to look like a component 
machine may be operable to provide content to display of an associated game , e . g . , it may use the same theme and 
regions of different sizes . To provide content to display may be displayed on the same screen , and thus , to the player 
regions of different sizes , the gaming machine may perform may appear as another component of the presentation of the 
one or more of the following , 1 ) select from among stored associated game even though as will be discussed further , 
content , such as bitmaps , movies , animations , geometric 20 the ECI may be a logical entity decoupled from the associ 
models , etc . , according to which content is more appropriate ated game . Thus , using an EC , the appearance of game 
for a given display size , 2 ) rearrange a position of one or customization may be provided to a user without having to 
more components in a display window relative to one customize the actual game that is submitted for jurisdiction 
another , 3 ) scale content , 4 ) stretch content , 5 ) interpolate approval . 
content , 6 ) generate new content , 7 ) adjust parameters of a 25 In yet another embodiment , the gaming device utilizes a 
3 - D graphical environment used to generate content and 8 ) plurality of display devices to display the game interface and 
combinations thereof . one or more ECIs . For example , a first display device may 

In one embodiment , the wager - based games played on the display the game interface and a second display device may 
gaming machine may be configured such that the manner in display each ECI communicated from the remote host . In 
which a game is played or the manner in which an outcome 30 one such embodiment , each display device may be con 
is generated for the game may not be altered via any trolled by one or more different processors such that each 
information from any instantiation of an ECI on the gaming display device may generate and display information or data 
machine 100 . For example , in one embodiment , the bonus independently of ( or alternatively dependent on ) informa 
interface 118 may be used to provide a bonus multiplier for tion or data displayed by the other display devices . 
an award associated with an outcome of a game played on 35 In another embodiment , the remote host may be in com 
the gaming machine , such as a ten times bonus . In this munication with each such processor to oversee ( and pos 
example , the bonus multiplier doesn ' t affect how the game sibly control ) what may be displayed on one or more display 
is played or how the outcome to the game is generated . But , devices of each gaming device in the gaming system . In this 
the bonus multiplier does affect the award for the game , i . e . , embodiment , the remote host may be either in direct com 
it is multiplied by a factor of ten . 40 munication with or indirect communication with such as 

In the example described in the preceding paragraph , the through a player tracking system ) each gaming device in the 
gaming program may include logic to generate a simple gaming establishment . This configuration provides that even 
message that a bonus multiplier has been provided , such as if the remote host is not directly in communication with a 
a simple text message “ You have won a bonus Multiplier . ” designated gaming device ' s CPU , the remote host may be 
The bonus interface ECI 118 may be used to enhance and 45 still operable to communicate with and provide such desig 
customize the presentation of the award of the bonus mul - nated gaming device ( and all gaming devices in the gaming 
tiplier . For instance , in a particular embodiment , the bonus establishment ) one or more ECIs as described herein . 
multiplier may be provided by a local casino and bonus Examples of display devices that may be controlled via an 
interface ECI 118 may be used to display one or more of a ECI are described with respect to U . S . application Ser . No . 
casino logo , a custom message from the casino and a theme 50 10 / 756 , 225 , filed Jan . 12 , 2004 , entitled , “ Virtual Glass for 
based presentation , such as a casino theme or a holiday a Gaming Machine , ” by Lemay , et al , which is incorporated 
theme as part of a presentation for the bonus multiplier herein in its entirety and for all purposes . 
award . The bonus interface 118 may enable a player to win a 

In many gaming jurisdictions , after a game is approved , bonus award . In one embodiment , a player may be afforded 
the content of the game may not be altered . Thus , to 55 an opportunity to select between a number of bonus multi 
customize a game for a particular casino or a particular pliers where a probability of an award of the selected 
gaming entity , customized content would have to be added multiplier varies from multiplier to multiplier and may be 
to the game and then submitted to an associated gaming calculated based upon which multiplier is selected . In one 
jurisdiction for approval at which point the content would be embodiment , the logic for determining whether the selection 
fixed ( Gaming jurisdictions don ' t allow the gaming software 60 of a particular multiplier may reside on the remote host 110 . 
to be altered in any way after it has been approved ) . The In another embodiment , the logic for determining the selec 
approval process is time consuming and expensive . tion of a particular multiplier resides on the remote host and 

Prior to the approval process for a particular game , the uses data communicated from the gaming device , such as 
gaming software provider for the particular game often data based on a player tracking information . 
doesn ' t know which casinos or other gaming entities are 65 When the player selects one of the multipliers , raw touch 
going to purchase the particular game . For instance , game screen input data may be sent via event logic 108 and using 
purchasers often wait and see how the particular game is necessary communication logic ( not shown ) to the event 
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logic 112 on the remote host 110 . When the ECI 122 for the providing a standard set of device descriptions and associ 
bonus interface 118 is instantiated , a portion of the touch ated inputs that may be provided to an ECI . In another 
screen display 102 that may be used by the ECI 122 may be embodiment , the gaming machine device descriptions and 
determined . This information provides a mapping in regards associated inputs may be varied depending on the remote 
to which regions of the display are assigned to ECI ' s . With 5 host that is requesting resources for an ECI . 
this information , the operating system 104 may determine As described above , even when the remote host or ECI is 
whether a touch input received at a particular location is in to receive input from an input device , not all of the input 
a region assigned to an ECI and when it is determined that information received from an input device may be routed to 
the input is in a region assigned to a particular ECI , route the the ECI and / or the remote host controlling the ECI . For 
touch information to a remote host controlling the particular 10 instance , the remote host may specify that information read 
ECI . from a player tracking card is to be sent directly to the 

In another embodiment , the ECI , may be designed or remote host or routed through the ECI but not information 
configured to perform some data handling received from the from a credit card . As another example , the remote host may 
touch screen . For instance , the ECI may be configured to specify that it is looking for input only from a portion of the 
receive raw touch screen data and determine whether a 15 mechanical input buttons on the gaming machines and that 
button has been activated . It may be possible to specify , prior only input from the specified buttons is to be directly routed 
to execution of the ECI what portion of a display screen is to the remote host or routed through the ECI but not other 
available to the ECI and its associated dimensions / coordi - buttons . In yet another example , the remote host may specify 
nates . Thus , a remote host , such as 110 , may download an that if the player inserts a ticket into the bill validator while 
application file including desired content for use by the ECI , 20 the ECI is active that the gaming machine is to directly route 
such as 122 and 124 , that allows the ECI to process touch the ticket information to the remote host or route it through 
input . For example , the application file may include a the EC . 
mapping of coordinate locations for each active area ( i . e . , an Returning to FIG . 1B , after the remote host 110 receives 
area for accepting touch inputs such as buttons on displayed from the gaming machine 100 the raw touch input corre 
on the display behind the touch screen ) . The mapping may 25 sponding to the selection of one of the bonus multipliers , in 
allow the ECI to process the raw touch data and then send one embodiment , the bonus interface manager 126 on the 
higher - level information to its external controller , i . e . , host remote host 110 determines that the raw touch input corre 
110 , such as , “ Button A activated . ” sponds to a selection of the “ 2x ” multiplier illustrated in 

Input processing logic may be provided with an ECI for FIG . 1B . In another embodiment , the raw touch input may 
input devices other than a touch screen . For instance , as part 30 be routed to ECI 122 , which process the raw touch input and 
of an instantiation of an ECI controlled by a first remote then notifies the remote host that the “ 2x ” multiplier has 
host , it may be agreed that when input from one or more been selected . 
input devices , such as a touch screen , card reader , a In response to the selection of the “ 2x ” multiplier , the 
mechanical key pad , mechanical input buttons and combi - bonus interface manager may send updated content to gam 
nations thereof , is detected , the input information is to be 35 ing machine 100 that indicates the “ 2x ” multiplier was 
sent to the first remote host as long as the ECI is active or selected , which may be displayed by the ECI process 122 to 
sent to the ECI for processing , which then may forward the the display screen . For instance , the “ 2x ” multiplier may be 
processed information to the remote host . Thus , in general , highlighted or emphasized in some manner in the bonus 
as part of the initial instantiation of an ECI , information interface 118 on the touch screen display 102 . In another 
regarding what input devices are associated with the ECI 40 embodiment , the EC 122 may have the capability to update 
and / or what types of input information to route to the ECI the display to indicate the “ 2x ” multiplier has been selected 
and / or to route directly to the remote host associated with the without receiving additional content or instructions from the 
ECI may be determined and stored on the gaming machine . bonus interface manager 126 . 
The information regarding what input devices are associated In this example , the bonus interface manager 126 next 
with the ECI may be determined during an initial negotiating 45 generates a random number and determines that the player 
process between the host and the gaming machine . has won the “ 2x ” multiplier . In response , the bonus interface 

In another embodiment , the ECI may provide initial manager 126 sends updated content indicating the player has 
processing of information . For example , during the nego - won the “ 2x ” multiplier , which may be displayed by the EC 
tiation process , the gaming machine may specify informa process 122 to the display screen . Next , the remote host 110 
tion regarding inputs it receives from various input devices 50 may send two events to the gaming machine 100 which may 
that it will share with the ECI . The specified information be received and processed by the event logic on the gaming 
may include but is not limited to the type of device , machine . 
manufacturer of the device , one or more inputs generated The first event received from the remote host 110 may 
from the device and a format for the information for each the cause the gaming machine 100 to double the credits in the 
inputs . Using the specified information , the remote host may 55 credit meter stored on the gaming machine . The first event 
generate application files for an ECI or generate a new ECI may be processed by event logic 108 on the gaming 
application that performs the proper processing / filtering of machine . When the credit meter has been doubled , as shown 
the inputs received from the gaming machine and routes in FIG . 1C , the gaming machine 100 may send a message to 
needed information to the remote host or remote hosts the remote host 110 indicating the amount credited to the 
associated with the ECI . 60 player . Both the gaming machine 100 and the remote 110 
As described in the previous paragraph , the gaming may store a record of this event ( i . e . , the award of the 

machine may not pass along information regarding all of the additional credits ) for auditing and dispute resolution pur 
inputs it receives from devices coupled to the gaming poses to secure memory location , such as a Non - volatile 
machine . For instance , the gaming machine may not pass memory . It should be appreciated that this first event illus 
along input information generated by a bill validator or 65 trates an occurrence of an ECI ( in this case , a 2x multiplier ) 
money handling devices coupled to the gaming machine . In modifying one or more aspects of the locally controlled 
one embodiment , the gaming machine may include logic for game of chance . 
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The second event sent from the remote host 110 causes the generate a new touch screen mapping that corresponds to the 
gaming machine 100 to close down or hide the bonus rearranged icons . The remote host 110 download content , 
interface 118 and terminate the ECI process 122 associated information , applications files , etc , to the gaming machine to 
with the bonus interface ( see at least FIG . 1C ) . The remote implement or all or a portion of the specified changes . The 
host 110 terminates the bonus interface manager 126 used to 5 content provided from the remote host may be output on the 
send content associate with the ECI 122 to the gaming gaming machine 100 via the ECI 124 associated with the 
machine 100 ( see at least FIG . 1C ) . During the termination service interface 120 . 
process , the gaming machine 100 and remote host 110 may As illustrated in FIGS . 13 and 1C , the service interface 
exchange messages with information indicating the ECI 122 120 includes a number of icons that enable a user to select 
is no longer active and session termination information , such 10 a service . These icons include food , drinks , coffee , infor 
as a session associated with the ECI 122 ended at a certain mation and communications with another person , such as 
time , date , etc . another game player or a concierge associated with a casino . 

In one embodiment , the gaming machine enables the The types of icons displayed may depend on personal 
player at least partial control in when to open and close preferences and game play habits of the game player at 
down ( or hide ) the ECI . In one such embodiment , a player 15 gaming machine 100 as well operating conditions specified 
may open and close an ECI via a button connected to ( or at the casino . For instance , a more valued game player may 
otherwise associated ) with the remote host . In this embodi - have access to food , drinks and coffee while a less valued 
ment , the master gaming controller may receive a message game player may have access to only drinks and coffee . 
from the remote host indicating a desire to close down or Accordingly , for the less valued game player , the food icon 
hide the ECI . In another embodiment , a player may open and 20 would not be displayed on the service interface 120 . Addi 
close an ECI via a button connected to ( or otherwise tional details regarding service interfaces are described with 
associated ) with the master gaming controller . For example , respect to FIGS . 5A and 5B . 
a dedicated mechanical input switch / button may be provided To personalize an ECI , such as 124 , if the remote host 110 
on the gaming machine that generates a signal indicating a does not store player information , the remote host 110 may 
desire to open or close an ECI . 25 receive player information from another gaming device , 
When an ECI is initiated or terminated on the gaming such as a player tracking server , that enables the ECI ' s 

machine , in response to an input from an input device on the controlled by the remote host to be personalized . The player 
gaming machine , such as the actuation of an input switch as information may include information regarding game play 
described in the preceding paragraph , in response to some history for a particular player . In addition , while games are 
other event generated on the gaming machine , or in response 30 being played on the gaming machine 100 , the remote host 
to an event generated on a remote host , in one embodiment , 110 may directly receive from the gaming machine 100 or 
the gaming machine may initiate a session with a remote via an intermediary device , game play information , such as 
host that is to provide the ECI or terminate a session with the wager amounts , amounts won , amounts lost , types of games 
remote host that provided the ECI . played , amounts deposited to the gaming machine , number 

In another embodiment , when a request is received to 35 of games played , game started , game completed , etc . The 
terminate an ECI , the gaming machine may maintain the game play information may or may not be associated with a 
session with the remote host but place the ECI into an particular player . 
inactive or hibernating state and notify the remote host of the When an icon on the service interface 120 is selected , the 
ECI status . For example , when the ECI is used to output touch screen input data may be sent to the remote 110 which 
content to a portion of a display and a request is received to 40 determines what selection was made , i . e . , food , coffee , 
terminate the ECI , the gaming machine may display other drink , etc . In response , as further described with respect to 
content in the portion of the display previously utilized by FIGS . 5A and 5B , the service interface manager 128 on the 
the ECI , such as resizing the game interface to fit into this remote host 110 , may generate new content to send to the 
portion of the display , place the ECI into an inactive state gaming machine 100 . For example , in response to a selec 
and notify the remote host of its inactive state without 45 tion of the food icon , new content regarding food choices 
terminating the session . When it is later determined that the may be sent to the gaming machine 100 . These food choices 
ECI is to be reopened , the gaming machine may open the may be displayed in the service interface 120 region on the 
ECI in the display again and notify the remote host of the touch screen display 102 instead of the icons illustrated in 
active status of the ECI . At this time , the gaming machine FIGS . 1B and 1C . 
may or may not renegotiate resources for the ECI . 50 After a food choice is selected , in one embodiment , the 

Returning to FIGS . 1B and 1C , after the bonus interface remote host 110 may contact a casino entity providing the 
118 and ECI 122 are terminated , additional resources related food services and may place an order for the food . When the 
to the touch screen display 102 become available on the food is ready , it may be delivered to the gaming machine 
gaming machine . In this example , ECI 124 associated with 100 . In another embodiment , after the food choice is 
the service interface 120 may be still active after the ECI 122 55 selected , the remote host 110 may place an order for the food 
is terminated . Thus , the gaming machine 100 and the remote and instruct the gaming machine 100 to print a ticket and / or 
host 110 may renegotiate the resources assigned to ECI 124 . display information indicating a time and / or a location 
As is illustrated in FIG . 1C , after the renegotiation of where the food may be picked up by the game player . 

resources , the game interface 116 and / or the service inter As previously described , the remote host 110 may down 
face 120 may be resized and assigned to different areas of 60 load information content in an appropriate format , such as 
the touch screen display 102 . In response , service interface application files including embedded content , such as video 
manager 128 on the remote host 110 generates new content and audio files , and other information and / or instructions for 
from the content 114 stored on the remote host 110 for the an ECI , such as 122 and 124 . The application files may be 
service interface 120 that is consistent with the new display stored locally on the gaming machine 100 . In addition , when 
area . In particular , the icons displayed in the service inter - 65 resources are available ( resource monitoring is described 
face 120 may be rearranged as compared to FIG . 1B , to fit with respect to at least FIGS . 2 and 3A ) , one or more 
into the new display region and the remote host 110 may application files or one or more portions of an application 
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file may be stored on the gaming machine 100 even after an to one or more of the diamonds or stars on the game interface 
ECI has completed execution . 116 in FIG . 1A , 1B or 1C . In this example , the ECI may be 

The gaming machine 100 and / or remote host 110 may operable to display content within a moving symbol . In 
include logic in regards to storing or purging files . For general , the ECI may be operable to display content within 
example , some commonly used files may be stored perma - 5 a display portion that moves around the screen . For example , 
nently , other files may be stored for a certain time period , the display portion assigned to the ECI may be a shape that 
other files may be stored only as long as a particular ECI is moves , such as appears to bounce and the ECI may output 
active , other files may be stored as long as storage space is content to this remote shape . 
available . When application files executed are downloaded In another embodiment , one display portion may be 
from the host 110 to the gaming machine , the host may 10 surrounded or overlap another display portion . For example , 
provide information that helps the gaming machine manage a first ECI or other process may output content to a rectan 
it applications files . For example , the host 110 may designate gular display portion with a " hole " in it . The hole may 
some application files that are used regularly or are likely to simply be another display portion at the location of the hole 
be needed in the future . The gaming machine may use this that is controlled by a second ECI or other process , such as 
information when determining where to store the application 15 a game process . In one embodiment , the first ECI may be 
file or when determining a purge schedule for application aware of the “ hole ” and arrange its content so that it does not 
files . fall with the hole . 
One advantage of saving one or more application files on In yet other embodiments , the gaming machine may be 

the gaming machine may be that download times may be operable to provide display portions for utilization by an 
reduced . For example , if all or a portion of the application 20 ECI , as " pop - up ” windows that overlap or overlay one or 
files used to generate the bonus interface 118 used by ECI more other display portions . The gaming machine may 
122 are stored on the gaming machine after the bonus include logic that prevents a pop - up window from blocking 
interface is terminated , then a similar bonus interface 118 an important gaming component on the display , such as a 
may be later instantiated on the gaming machine using the touch screen input button for a game that is being played , or 
one or more stored application files rather downloading all 25 from blocking important game information on the display , 
of the need files in total each time . such as an outcome of a game that is being played . Whether 

Further , in some embodiments , two or more ECIs may be the gaming component or the game information is important 
able to share application files or a portion of the data stored may vary with time , such as when a game is being played or 
in an application file . For instance , a video image for a not being played . 
casino logo may be shared by the bonus interface 118 and 30 In general , the gaming machine may allow for " pop - up " 
the service interface 120 . Thus , once the video image of the windows ( also , non - overlapping windows ) that may be 
casino logo is downloaded and stored for either bonus controlled by in certain locations in a time dependent 
interface 118 or the service interface 120 , it may be possible manner . For instance , when a gaming machine has been idle 
to reduce a size of the download by letting the host 110 know of a particular amount of time , the gaming machine may 
that this video image is already available on the gaming 35 allow a pop - up window for an attract feature where the 
machine . In particular embodiments , the gaming machine attract feature is provided in the pop - window by an ECI and 
100 or the host 110 may initiate a process where information where the pop - up window blocks a portion of the game 
regarding the application files or other content stored locally interface . The pop - up window for the attract feature may be 
on the gaming machine 100 that may be utilized with an ECI closed when the gaming machine detects an event that may 
is communicated between the remote 110 and the gaming 40 indicate that a player wishes to play a game , such as when 
machine 100 . The remote host 100 may use this information a bill validator or coin acceptor is activated or when a card 
to determine what information / content / instructions , such as insert is detected at a card reader . In another example , a 
application files or application file components to download " pop - up ” window that is controlled by an ECI may be 
to the gaming machine 100 . allowed after an event indicating a player no longer wishes 

In yet another embodiment , ECIs , such as 118 and 120 45 to play a game , such as when a player has pressed a cash - out 
may be operable to directly share information with one button at this point a pop - up window or non - overlapping 
another . For example , the bonus interface 118 may allow a window , may appear where a remote host via an ECI 
player to when a free meal . When a player has won a free provides content in the pop - window or non - overlapping 
meal , the ECI 122 generating the bonus interface 118 may window that may entice a player to continue playing ( e . g . , 
be operable to share this information with the ECI 124 50 promotional credits , free spin , etc . ) or to spend their win 
generating the service interface 120 . The service interface nings in some manner ( redeem their winnings for a prize ) . 
120 may be operable to provide dinner reservations . Thus , in In particular embodiments , an ECI may be utilized to 
response to information received from ECI 122 , the service output content to a display portion on the display that is 
interface 120 may be modified to ask the player if they wish non - contiguous . For instance , the ECI may be permitted to 
to make a reservation at the restaurant and to display 55 output content to a display portion comprising a rectangular 
information about the restaurant where the free meal was bar across the top of the display and a rectangular bar across 
awarded . the bottom display where the rectangular bar at the top of the 

In FIGS . 1A - 1C , the display screen 102 is divided into a display and the rectangular bar across the bottom of the 
number of portions where the size of the portions and the display don ' t over - lap . 
processes used to provide the content to the portions vary 60 In yet particular embodiment , an ECI may be utilized to 
with time . The arrangement of display portions and their output content across a display portion that spans multiple 
associated processes are provided for illustrative purposes displays . For instance , the ECI may be utilized to display 
only . In a particular embodiment , pixel dimension or screen content on all or a portion of a secondary display separate 
coordinates for a display portion used to output content may from display 102 and a portion of display 102 . Thus , in one 
be selected to provide various shapes , such as substantially 65 example , content may be provided that appears to move 
circular , diamond shaped , triangular shaped , star - shaped , from one display to the other . As another example , the 
etc . For example , an ECI may be operable to output content separate secondary display may not include a touch sensor 

en 
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while the portion of display 102 does include a touch sensor . made up of discrete units called pixels . Each pixel contains 
Thus , the portion of the display 102 controlled by the ECI a single color . When combined , the variations in pixel color 
may be used to provide input buttons that affect content that create the patterns that make up an image . Bitmaps contain 
is displayed on the secondary display controlled by the ECI color information for each pixel in an image plus the 
when the ECI controls a portion of the touch screen display 5 dimensions for the image , and transmit images pixel by 
102 and all or a portion of the secondary display . pixel . To change the size of a bitmap image , i . e . , to fit into 
Multiple Remote Hosts a display region with different dimensions than the original FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an interaction bitmap . The bitmap image has to be regenerated at the 

between two hosts , 202 and 204 , and a gaming machine 201 desired dimensions or the image has to be stretched , usually for one embodiment of the present invention . Each host 10 with undesirable results . controls an ECI on gaming machine 201 . Host 202 controls 
ECI 226 and host 204 controls ECI 228 . The hosts , 202 and By comparison , vector graphics store a series of com 
204 , may control their respective ECIs , 226 and 228 , in an mands / instructions necessary to create an image using lines 

and curves . The commands , called vectors , dictate attributes independent or a dependent manner with respect to one 
another . In the independent case , events generated with 15 01 enerated with 15 of lines and curves such as thickness , direction , color , and 
respect to the execution of one ECI don ' t affect the execu position . A processor associated with the master gaming 
tion of the other ECI . In the dependent case , one or both controller may be utilized to process the commands locally 
ECIs may generate events that affect one another . In one to generate a specified vector image . For instance , the master 
embodiment of the present invention , two remote hosts , such gaming controller may execute an ECI that is operable to 
as 202 and 204 , may share access to a single ECI and may 20 parse vector graphic instructions and generate the image 
alternately or simultaneously provide content for the ECI . specified by the instructions . 
Further , as previously described , the ECIs , such as 226 and Vector graphics allow for fine detail and may be easily be 
228 , may directly share information without routing it resized without losing definition . An image generated with 
through their respective hosts . vector graphics may be modified by changing the attributes 

Each host includes a state manager , 206 and 208 , content , 25 of the lines and curves comprising the image . Vector graph 
214 and 216 , a history manager , 210 and 212 , an interface ics are best for displaying simple shapes with flat areas of 
manager , 218 and 220 , and a resource negotiator , 222 and color , such as icons , logos , and cartoon - style drawings . Both 
224 . The state manager may maintain a state of the ECI on vector and bitmap graphics may be drawn on request , but 
the gaming machine . In the event of a malfunction on a ) the vectors may generally use much smaller file sizes and can be 
gaming machine , b ) the host or c ) in the network between the 30 drawn much more quickly . When downloaded , bitmaps are 
host and the gaming machine . The state manager may be transmitted pixel by pixel , so file size and download time are 
designed to store information that enables the remote host , proportional to an image ' s dimensions . Vector graphics 
if it chooses to restore an ECI on the gaming machine 201 transmit instructions , which are then carried out by your 
to a state proximate to the state immediately prior to an processor , so that file size and rendering speed are deter 
occurrence of the malfunction . In one embodiment , the 35 mined by the complexity of the instructions , not the size of 
gaming machine maintains its own state via state manager the graphic . In various embodiments , various graphical 
234 but not the state of any of the ECIs executing on the techniques and data may be utilized for providing video 
gaming machine 201 . In other embodiments , the gaming content to an ECI including vector graphics , bit map images , 
machine may maintain some state information regarding the movies , etc . 
content displayed in the ECI . For example , the gaming 40 The state managers , 206 and 208 , may each generate 
machine may capture frames output to its display that information that is sent to their history manager , 210 and 
include information from an ECI controlling a portion of the 212 , for dispute resolution and auditing purposes . In the 
display . event of a dispute , for example , a player may dispute an 

The hosts , 202 and 204 , may each provide content to ECIS event that happened three games ago on the gaming machine 
executing simultaneously on a plurality of gaming 45 when ECI 226 and ECI 228 were executing . The gaming 
machines . The content provided on each gaming machine machine 201 may include logic that enables the gaming 
may be different ( e . g . , the content may be personalized using machine to contact each host and request information 
information regarding the player at each machine or the regarding one or more states of the ECI it supported during 
hosts may be dynamically responding to events generated on the disputed game . The host may send the requested infor 
each gaming machine and adjusting content accordingly ) 50 mation to the gaming machine for display . 
and the gaming machines served by each host may be To enable for dispute resolution , the gaming machine 201 
different ( e . g . , host 202 may provide content to gaming and the hosts 202 and 204 may exchange information , such 
machines A , B and C while host 204 is providing content to as time stamps , game start time , game finish time , ECI start 
gaming machines B , C , D ) . For each gaming machine that time , ECI finish time , event occurred at time A , etc . , that 
the host provides content via an ECI , the hosts , 202 and 204 , 55 enable content generated by each device and stored by the 
may maintain a state of the content . The content , as history manger to be recalled and correlated to one another . 
described above , may comprise data and / or instructions This information may be exchanged while the ECI is execut 
provided as application files that are run and / or parsed by the ing and then again later when requests for stored information 
ECI . The application files may include information / data are received by one of the hosts . 
used by the ECI and commands / instructions for utilizing one 60 As an example of state history management and access , 
or more functions of the ECI . For instance , an ECI may be the gaming machine 201 may store a start and stop time for 
operable to receive command / instructions in regards to each game , whether one or more ECIs were executed during 
utilizing vector graphic capabilities of the ECI . In addition , the game and when at least one ECI is executed during a 
when vector graphics are applied , the ECI may be operable particular game , information needed to contact the host that 
to apply edge smoothing the vector - based graphics . 65 provided content for the ECI . Thus , the gaming machine 201 

In regards to vector graphics , computers may display may be able to contact one of the remote host and request 
graphics in two formats : vector and bitmap . Bitmaps are ECI states during a time period , which corresponds to a 
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particular game . In response , the host may send the machine . For example , remote host 202 may provide one 
requested information to the gaming machine . advertising stream / content and remote host 204 may provide 

The gaming machine 201 may provide a number of shared another advertising stream / content . The gaming machine 
resources 240 that may be utilized by an ECI , such as 226 . may allow only one advertising stream / content at a time . 
For instance , in one embodiment , the gaming machine 240 5 Thus , the gaming machine 201 may initiate negotiations 
may be operable to share a ) processing resources from a where access to its resources goes to the remote host , which 
processor , such as 240 , b ) memory 244 which may comprise is the highest bidder . 
volatile memory , such as RAM or non - volatile memory , The gaming machine may notify potential hosts when 
such as flash memory or a hard drive , c ) one or more resources become available and solicit bids for the resources 
displays , such as display A 246 or display B , 248 , d ) one or 10 from two or more hosts . In one embodiment , the gaming 
more communication interfaces , such as a network commu machine 201 while displaying content from one host may 
nication interface 250 or a wireless interface ( not shown ) receive a bid for resources from another remote host and 
that allows the gaming machine to communicate with wire - switch access to the gaming machine from a first remote 
less devices located proximate to the gaming machine 201 , host , such as 202 , to a second remote host , such as 204 , after 
e ) audio devices 252 , such as speakers , amps and signal 15 receiving a better bid for resources from the second remote 
codecs for processing sound files , f ) input / output devices , host 202 . 
such as a touch screen 254 or card reader 256 . In yet another embodiment , the gaming machine 201 may 

Prior to launching the ECI , a negotiation may take place provide information regarding various resource packages 
between the gaming machines and one or more remote hosts with various costs to potential remote hosts . The cost of a 
in regards to the resources that may be utilized by the ECI 20 resource package may affect the amount of resources and 
while it is executed on the gaming machine . In one embodi - priority of access of resources afforded to a remote host 
ment , when an ECI , such as 226 , is shared or controlled by providing an ECI . For instance , access to a larger portion of 
two or more hosts or where each host controls its own ECI a display that is shared may cost more than access to a 
but the ECIS share common resources and / or resource smaller portion of the display . As another example , access to 
limitations based on the combined usage of resources used 25 a display where control of the display is not to be switched 
by the ECIs controlled by each host , a resource negotiation to another remote host provided EC or taken over by the 
may take place between the two or more hosts to determine gaming machine for a particular time period may cost more 
what resources are needed by each host . The host - to - host than sharing access to the display with another remote host 
negotiation may allow the hosts to provide content / instruc - and allowing the gaming machine to intermittently use the 
tions to a shared ECI or to each of their ECIs in an integrated 30 display . 
manner so that each host has enough resources to display The interface managers , 218 and 220 , may be responsible 
their content / instructions on the shared ECI or each of their for determining what content to send each ECI and sending 
respective ECIS . the content . Further , the interface managers may be designed 

For example , if a first ECI controlled by a first host to respond to events generated on the gaming machine . For 
utilizes display 246 and a second ECI controlled by a second 35 example , when interface manager 218 receives information 
host utilizes display 246 each host may only need a portion indicating a touch screen has been activated on the gaming 
of the display 246 rather than the whole display . If one or machine via the event manger 262 , the interface 218 man 
both hosts try to utilize the entire display then both hosts ager may determine whether the touch screen is activated in 
may not be able to have content displayed via their ECIS a display area that it controls and whether content displayed 
simultaneously . But , if the first and the second host agree to 40 on ECI 226 needs to be adjusted . As another example , when 
share the display by utilizing only a portion of it via a the interface managers , 218 or 220 , receive information 
resource negotiation , then the first and second host may be regarding the resolution of a particular display and visual 
able to display content via their ECIs on the display 246 at content is to be displayed , the interface managers , may 
the same time . In general , the gaming machine may be the select content stored on their respective remote host that is 
final arbiter of what resources are assigned to each ECI and 45 closet to a needed resolution , reformat ( if needed ) the 
the host - host negotiations may take place in the context of content , generate new content to fit the resolution of the 
negotiations with the gaming machine . particular display or locate and / or download needed content 

In particular embodiments , the resource negotiators 222 from another source , such as another remote host . 
and 224 may communicate with the remote resource man - In particular embodiments , an ECI and / or remote host 
ager 230 on the gaming machine 201 or each other to 50 may not be granted access to all of the features of the shared 
determine what resources are available for the ECI that each resources . For example , when the card reader is operable to 
remote host controls , such as 226 or 228 or for an ECI which read / write data to a card , such as a smart card . The ECI may 
the remote hosts share . The one or more remote hosts may be allowed to receive data read from a card but not write data 
use this information to adjust the content that is sent to the to the card . In one embodiment , during the negotiation 
gaming machine for its respective ECI . For instance , display 55 phase , the gaming machine may provide a ) a list of available 
246 and display 248 may be of different sizes . Thus , at some shared resources , b ) features of the shared resources that 
times , a remote host may be provide access to display 246 may be controlled by the remote host directly and / or via an 
and provide content to an ECI formatted to be compatible ECI including commands and data formats that allow the 
with the resolution of display 246 while at other times features to be utilized , c ) under what conditions the features 
display 246 may not be available and the remote host may 60 may be utilized , etc . 
provide content formatted to be compatible with the reso - In one embodiment , the data formats , commands and / or 
lution of display 248 ( The content provided at different times instructions that an ECI or remote host may utilize may be 
to the displays 246 and 248 may be the same or different incorporated in a communication protocol that is utilized by 
content ) . Further details of resource management are both the ECI and / or remote host and gaming machine ( or 
described with respect to at least FIGS . 3A and 3C . 65 gaming device ) . In particular embodiment , the commands / 

In yet another embodiment , the remote hosts , 202 and instructions that the ECI and the remote host may commu 
204 , may compete for access to resources on the gaming nicate to the gaming machine , such as to control a device , 
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may be high - level commands that are translated by the this information to the remote host and the remote host may 
gaming machine to low - level instructions that are used to determine that this button corresponds to a bet button . The 
actually perform the operation that is requested . For ECI may be unaware the button for a bet has been pressed 
instance , to spin a bonus wheel coupled to the gaming or activated , i . e . , it is unaware of the function of the button . 
machine , a remote host and / or ECI may send a " spin wheel ” 5 In particular embodiments , when an ECI and / or remote 
command to the gaming machine . The gaming machine may host is access or control is prohibited for one or more 
translate the command to a number of low - level instructions resources , such as utilizing a peripheral device or utilizing 
that a stepper motor coupled to the gaming machine to be one of the features of the peripheral device coupled to the controlled . In another embodiment , the ECI and / or remote gaming machine , and the ECI and / or remote host generates host may be operable to provide low - level instructions that 10 an instruction that tries to utilize or control the resource , then allow a device to be directly controlled . For instance , the the gaming machine may respond in various manners . For ECI and / or remote host may be able to send the low - level example , in one embodiment , if the device or device feature instructions for controlling the stepper motor directly to the 
bonus wheel without needing the gaming machine to trans the ECI and / or remote host is trying to access or control is 
late . not critical , then the gaming machine may simply ignore the 

In a particular embodiment , the communications between command or instruction and possibly notify the device that 
the gaming machine and the remote host may be separated it is trying to perform a function that is not available to it . 
into two parts . The first part of the communications may For instance , the ECI and / or remote host may send instruc 
include information regarding gaming machine transactions , tions to a gaming machine to flash lights when this function 
such as money handling , metering , game outcomes , random 20 is not available to it , and the gaming machine may simply 
number generation , player identification information . In ignore the instructions . 
general , the first part of the communications may include I n another embodiment , the ECI and / or remote host may 
information that is generated as a result of game play from try to access or control a critical device in a manner that is 
a primary game of chance executed on the gaming machine . prohibited . For instance , ECI or remote host could try to 
In one embodiment , the gaming machine transaction infor - 25 send a command to a printer to print a cashless ticket of a 
mation may be communicated using the G2S protocol particular value , which is not allowed . In some possible 
approved by the Gaming Standards Association ( Fremont , responses , the gaming machine may 1 ) log the event , 2 ) 
Calif . ) . The second part of the communications between the terminate the connection with the ECI , 3 ) enter a tilt state or 
gaming machine and the remote host may enable the com - 4 ) combinations thereof . Some details of tilt handling that 
munications between the remote host and the ECI , such as 30 may be utilized with various embodiments are described in 
commands , instructions and / or data sent between the remote U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 890 , 259 , entitled , “ Modular Tilt Handling , " 
host and the ECI , which may include content for the ECI to which is incorporated by reference and for all purposes . 
output . In particular embodiments , the available resources that 
One advantage separating the communications in this may be utilized by a remote host as part of an ECI may vary 

manner is that the ECI may be isolated from game play 35 from gaming device to gaming device . For example , a 
information . When the ECI is isolated from game play casino - type gaming machine with random number genera 
information , it may result in a more secure system . The tion capability may have more capabilities that may be 
higher level of security is based on the assumption that if a utilized in an ECI than a portable hand - held device . Further , 
process executing on the gaming machine is unaware of in other embodiments , the capabilities of a gaming device , 
game play information , such as the state of a game , it will 40 such as gaming machine 201 , that may be offered to a remote 
more difficult for the process to affect the game in unac - host for utilization may vary depending on the remote host . 
ceptable manner . It is noted that although the ECI may not For example , some remote hosts may be more trusted than 
be aware of game play information , as described in the other remote hosts and thus may be afforded greater access 
previous paragraph , the remote host may be aware of game to devices on the gaming machine than other remote hosts . 
play information . 45 During operation of an ECI , the gaming machine may 

The game play information described in the previous check the resources utilized by an ECI to determine whether 
paragraph may be related to information generated as a the resources utilized by the ECI are in compliance with 
result of play of a primary game of chance generated on the limits established for the ECI , such as during the negotiation 
gaming machine . Further , in some embodiments , the ECI phase . The gaming machine 201 may utilize its local 
itself may provide the play of games separate from the 50 resource management 238 including the partition manager 
primary game . Nevertheless , the ECI may not be aware that 256 , the device scheduler 258 and the resource metering 260 
is providing the play of a game and may be still unaware of on the gaming machine 201 to check the resource utilization 
any game play information that is generated . From the of one or more ECIs individually or a group of ECIs in 
perspective of the ECI , it is simply outputting content combination against resource allocations for each individual 
utilizing commands , instructions and data provided by a 55 ECI or the group of ECIs . When resource allocation for an 
remote host where the ECI does not distinguish between ECI is exceeded , a number of remedial actions may be taken . 
game related content and non - game related content . For instance , when CPU resources are exceeded , the ECI 

In particular embodiments , the ECI may be operable to may be denied further CPU cycles and the display charac 
process input generated as a result of the play of the game teristics of the ECI may slow down and become jerky . 
provided by the ECI but may not be operable to distinguish 60 Further , the gaming machine may notify the ECI that it has 
this input from other types of input , i . e . , it may not be it exceeded it resource requirements . As another example , 
configured to determine the function associated with the when resources are exceeded , the gaming machine may 
input . For instance , the ECI may be instructed by the remote terminate a session with the remote host and stop execution 
host to generate a bet button on a touch screen display for a of the ECI on the gaming machine . The execution of the ECI 
game output utilizing the ECI . The ECI may be operable to 65 may be stopped permanently or may be stopped temporarily 
receive input from the touch screen and determine that a until more resources become available on the gaming or 
particular button has been pressed . The ECI may forward until the remote host adjusts the content of the ECI . 
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As examples , an ECI may exceed its allocated resources grouping or subset of computing resources so that they can 
because the gaming machine downwardly adjusted the be accessed in ways that give benefits over the original 
resources available to the ECI after the start of an ECI configuration . In particular , virtualization may provide tech 
session or because the remote host didn ' t correctly estimate niques for hiding the physical characteristics of computing 
an amount of resources it needed . In response to learning it 5 resources from the way in which other systems , applications , 
is exceeding resources it has been allocated on the gaming or end users interact with those resources . These techniques 
machine , the remote host , such as 202 or 204 , may adjust may include making a single physical resource ( such as a 
their content to consume less resources on the gaming server , an operating system , an application , or storage 
machine . In particular embodiments , the remote hosts , such device ) appear to function as multiple logical resources ; or as 202 and 204 , may be operable to dynamically adjust the 10 it can include making multiple physical resources ( such as content that is sent to the gaming machine for utilization by storage devices or servers ) appear as a single logical an ECI after a session has been initiated ( at the start of the resource . Virtualization may refer to the abstraction of session an initial resource allocation may be specified ) 1 ) to 
satisfy changing resource allocations on the gaming resources in many different aspects of computing and may 
machine , which may change , and thus , to prevent it from 15 include virtual machines and systems management software . 
exceeding its resource allocation . Thus , the examples of resource partitioning and other vir 

Since the manner in which an ECI and / or remote host may tualization examples are provided for illustrative purposes 
be allowed to access or utilize a gaming machine may vary , only and are not intended to limit the invention to virtual 
such as from one remote host to another , from one time to izations providing only resource partitioning or the other 
another and different gaming machine may have different 20 examples of virtualization mentioned herein . 
capabilities ( e . g . , a gaming machine may have different As noted above , threads may be assigned to different 
capabilities than a portable ) , the gaming machine may partitions in some embodiments of the present invention . A 
include logic for checking instructions and / or data received thread may be short for a thread of execution . Threads are a 
from an ECI and / or remote host to comply with their access way for a program to split itself into two or more simulta 
privileges . For example for illustrative purposes only as a 25 neously ( or pseudo - simultaneously ) running tasks . Threads 
communication protocol doesn ' t have to be utilized , when and processes differ from one operating system to another , 
the instructions and / or data are codified in a communication but in general , the way that a thread is created and shares its 
protocol , the gaming machine may first check to see whether resources may be different from the way a process does . 
the instructions and / or data is a recognized part of the Multiple threads may be executed in parallel on many 
protocol . Then , even if the instructions and / or data is part of 30 computer systems . This multithreading may be provided by 
the protocol , the gaming machine may not offer the capa - time slicing , where a single processor switches between 
bility requested , thus compatibility of instructions and / or different threads , in which case the processing is not literally 
data with the gaming machine capabilities may be checked simultaneous , for the single processor is only really doing 
( At the negotiation phase , the instructions and / or data that one thing at a time . This switching can happen so fast as to 
the gaming machine is capable of utilizing , which may be a 35 give the illusion of simultaneity to an end user . For instance , 
subset of the instructions and / or data that may be commu a typical computing device may contain only one processor , 
nicated as part of the communication protocol may be but multiple programs can be run at once , such as an ECI for 
established . ) Then , the instructions and / or data may be player tracking alongside an a game program ; though the 
checked against the access privileges for the particular ECI user experiences these things as simultaneous , in truth , the 
and / or remote host . For each remote host and its associated 40 processor may be quickly switching back and forth between 
ECI , information regarding resource access privileges may these separate threads . On a multiprocessor system , thread 
be stored ( The information may have been generated at the ing can be achieved via multiprocessing , wherein different 
negotiation phase or at some other time ) . The privilege threads can run literally simultaneously on different proces 
and / or error checking may be performed by the privilege sors . 
checking logic 274 in the local resource management 238 . 45 In embodiments of the present invention , multiprocessor 
Resource Allocation systems with multiple CPUs may be used in conjunction 
FIGS . 3A to 3C is a block diagram showing hardware and with multiprocessing . For example , an ECI process or ECI 

software components and their interactions on a gaming thread may be executed on one or more CPUs while a game 
machine for embodiments of the present invention . In is executed on one or more different CPUs . In a particular 
embodiments of the present invention , the operating system 50 embodiment , in a multiprocessor system , CPU accessibility 
may maintain " resource partitions . ” A resource partition may be limited according to the application . For instance , 
may be logical abstraction implemented in the operating E CIs may be only executed on certain processors and games 
system logic that enables the operating system to monitor on other processors . The ECIs may be prevented from 
and limit the resources used by all of the process or process utilizing processors dedicated to executing games or other 
threads executing in each resource partition . At any given 55 applications . 
time , a resource partition may include one or more member Threads are distinguished from traditional multi - tasking 
processes or member process threads . For example , in one operating system processes in that processes are typically 
embodiment of the present invention , a QNX operating independent , carry considerable state information , have 
system ( Ottawa , Canada ) may be employed . With QNX , separate address spaces , and interact only through system 
each thread of execution may be individually assigned to a 60 provided inter - process communication mechanisms . Mul 
different resource partition . Thus , one process may have tiple threads , on the other hand , typically share the state 
several threads each running in different partitions . In gen - information of a single process , and share memory and other 
eral , the operating system may be a POSIX compliant resources directly . Although , as noted above , threads of the 
operating system , such as Unix and Linux variants , Win - same process may be assigned to different resource parti 
dowsTM NT , 2000 , XP , Vista , etc . 65 tions . Context switching between threads in the same pro 

Resource partitioning is one example or aspect of virru - cess may be typically faster than context switching between 
alization . Virrualization is the process of presenting a logical processes . 
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In general , the term , “ process ” refers to a manipulation of The resource competition may be become more acute 

data on a device , such as a computer . The data may be when the resources needed by two or more ECIs are near or 
" processed ” in a number of manners , such as by using greater than one or more resources ( e . g . , CPU cycles or 
logical instructions instantiated in hardware , by executing memory ) provided in a partition . In some embodiments , the 
programming logic using a processor , or combinations 5 gaming machine may prioritize resource utilization by each 
thereof . Thus , a “ process ” for the purposes of this specifi ECI process . For instance , an execution priority may be 
cation may describe one or more logical components instan assigned to each ECI process executing in a resource par 
tiated as hardware , software or combinations thereof that tition such that based on the priority one ECI process is 

favored over another ECI process when they are both may be utilized to allow data to be manipulated in some 
manner . Therefore , the terms “ process ” and “ process thread ” de 10 competing for resources . 

The priority assigned to each ECI process may be based as described are provided for the purposes of clarity only and on another factors . A priority to resources may be assigned are not meant to be limiting . to an ECI process based upon its function . For instance , an Four resource partitions , 360 , 366 , 368 and 370 are ECI for providing a bonus interface may be given a higher 
illustrated in FIG . 3A . An operating system resource parti - 15 priority to resources than an ECI for providing advertising , 
tion 360 that includes processes ( or process threads ) În another embodiment , a priority may be assigned to an ECI 
executed by the operating system . A game resource partition process in accordance with a price paid to allow the ECI 
366 from which game processes ( or process threads ) are process and its content to be presented on the gaming device . 
executed . An ECI resource partition 382 from which a first In general , prioritization for utilizing resources is another 
ECI process 382 ( or ECI process thread ) may be executed 20 way of providing virtualization on a gaming device . 
and an ECI resource partition 368 from which a second ECI Resources that may be monitored and limited for each 
process 380 ( or ECI process thread ) may be executed . As partition include but are not limited CPU usage , memory 
noted above , resource partitioning may be performed at the usage , such as RAM usage , NV - RAM usage , disk memory 
process level , the process thread level or combinations usage , etc . , GPU ( graphics processing usage ) , network band 
thereof . 25 width , sound card usage and access to gaming devices , such 

In one embodiment , resource partition definitions 308 , as displays , audio devices , card readers , bill validators ( e . g . , 
such as resources allocated to each resource partition and as described with respect to FIG . 2 , for some resource 
processes that are enabled to execute in each partition ( e . g . partitions , for security purposes , access to certain devices , 
partition assignments 310 ) may be stored in the secure such as bill validators and cashless devices , or device 
memory 326 . Data stored in the secure memory may have 30 features may not be available ) . Resources that may be 
been authenticated using the authentication components 304 monitored on the gaming machine 300 include the execut 
stored on the Boot ROM 302 . When a process is launched able space 338 , the processing devices 348 , the gaming 
by the operating system , it may check to see which resource devices 358 and the secure memory 326 . The local resource 
partition to assign the process using the partition assign - metering process 238 may monitor resource usage for each 
ments 310 , which may include a list of processes that may 35 partition . In FIG . 3A , the local resource metering process 
be executed in each partition . In one embodiment , some 238 is shown monitoring , device A , device B , network 
processes may be assigned to more than one resource bandwidth usage , processor usage of processors , 340 and 
partition . Thus , when the resources associated with a first 342 , power usage , and memory usage . 
resource partition are being fully utilized , the process may The local resource metering process 238 may report 
be executed from a second resource partition with available 40 information to the resource partition manager 256 . In par 
resources . ticular embodiments , based upon limits placed on each 

In another embodiment , the partition assignment infor - resource partition , the resource partition manager 256 may 
mation may be stored with each executable image , such as prevent new processes from executing in a particular 
images , 316 , 318 and 320 . When a process or process thread resource partition or may even terminate certain processes to 
is launched , the operating system may determine which 45 free up resources processes executing in other partitions . For 
partition to assign the process or the process thread ( In example , if the output of the game on the gaming machine 
general , each process will have at least one process thread ) . 300 is less than optimal because of the resources utilized by 
With this method , new executable images may be down the ECI 380 or ECI 382 , the gaming machine may suspend 
loaded to the gaming machine from a remote device that are execution or terminate execution of one or both of the ECI 
not listed in the partition assignments 310 and still be 50 380 or ECI 382 . 
assigned to a resource partition . In particular embodiments of the present invention , prior 

In a particular embodiment , the operating system may to enabling a remote host to control an ECI on the gaming 
only allow one ECI process or ECI process thread to execute machine 300 and based on its resource partitioning system , 
in a partition at one time . In other embodiments , a plurality the gaming machine 300 may notify the remote host of 
of ECI processes may be executed from a single partition at 55 information regarding the resources it may have available to 
one time . When only a single ECI process is allowed to use while the ECI it wishes to control is executing on the 
execute from a partition at one time , the amount of resources gaming machine 300 . In one embodiment , the remote 
available to the ECI process occupying the partition may be resource manager 230 may report this information to the 
more predictable . This type of architecture may be valuable remote host . In another embodiment , the gaming machine 
when ECIs are provided from two or more different hosts 60 may broadcast its available resources to a plurality of remote 
simultaneously where each remote host doesn ' t necessarily hosts that may control an ECI on the gaming machine 300 . 
know the resource requirements utilized by an ECI from These messages may be broadcast at regular intervals and 
another remote host . When two or more ECIs are allowed to change depending on a current resource utilization on the 
occupy a single partition and execute simultaneously , the gaming machine . 
resources provide to each ECI , respectively , may be more 65 The resource information may include information 
vary more if each respective ECI is competing for a limited regarding an upper limit of resources that may be available 
amount of resources . ( e . g . , a maximum of 10 % CPU usage , 100 MB of RAM ) , a 
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lower limit of resources that may be available ( e . g . , a sented with a quality game experience including presenta 
minimum of 5 % CPU usage , 50 MB of RAM , no audio tions with desirable graphics and sounds . If providing access 
capabilities ) , a prediction of a range of resources that may be to gaming machine resources via an ECI results in an 
available over time ( e . g . , at least 400x300 pixel window excessive degradation of the game experience ( e . g . , the 
with periodic access to a 1600x1200 pixel window and at 5 graphics become jagged or jumpy ) , then sharing of gaming 
least 4 channels of 32 channel sound card with periodic resources using an ECI would not be desirable . New gaming 
access to all channels ) , a prediction of platform performance machine are becoming increasingly powerful in their capa 
based on the available resources ( e . g . , an output frame rate bilities . The use of ECIs in combination with resource 
of 25 frames per second at 60 Hz screen refresh rate using partitioning enables under utilized gaming machine 
16 bits of color ) . An upper and lower limit of resources may 10 resources to be used in an effective manner while insuring 
be provided because the resources available on the gaming that a quality game experience is always is provided to a 
machine may change with time while an ECI is executing game player . 

Additional partitioning information may include a display Another advantage of using a virtualization , such as 
mode , such as a translucent overlay of the game screen or a resource partitions , may be that testing requirements related 
display location ( e . g . , left third of the display screen ) . 15 to the development of game software and ECI software may 
Further , information sent to the remote host may include be simplified . One method of ensuring a quality game 
game theme , graphics and sound information currently experience is maintained on a gaming device while a game 
executing on the gaming machine 300 . The remote host may process for generating a game is executing on the gaming 
utilize this information to customize content for an ECI device while one or more ECI processes are executing is to 
executing on the gaming machine 300 that is thematically 20 extensively test the one or more ECI processes and game 
consistent with a game executing on the gaming machine process under a variety of conditions . Testing every possible 
300 . ECI process in combination with one or more possible ECI 

In addition , the gaming machine may send file informa - process in conjunction with every different game variation 
tion to the remote host information regarding files , such as quickly becomes very unattractive in terms of both cost and 
application files executed by an ECI , stored in the resource 25 time . 
partitions . The files may have been previously downloaded Using virtualization , where the maximum resources 
from the remote host or a different remote host at an earlier . allowed to be utilized by one or more ECI processes are 
One or more files or information / data / commands within the prevented from exceeding a set limit , the gaming software 
one or more files may be of use to the remote host and thus , for generating a game on the gaming machine may be tested 
the remote host may structure a download based on the file 30 where a maximum resource utilization allowed for the one 
information . For instance , the remote host may download or more ECI processes is simulated while the game is being 
files / data / content that is only needed in addition to the executed . The game may be tested under a variety of 
files / data / content already stored on the gaming machine . operational conditions , such as when it is using a maximum 

In response to the resource information it receives from number of CPU cycles or graphic processor cycles , to ensure 
the gaming machine , the remote host may determine 35 that the generated game is adequate at the maximum 
whether the resources are adequate to output the content it resource utilization condition allowed for the one or more 
wishes to present on the gaming machine via the ECI . In ECI processes . After the testing , it may be concluded that the 
some embodiments , the remote host may adjust the content game performance will be adequate for any combination of 
to output via the ECI to account for the available resources . one or more ECI processes using up to the maximum 
For instance , when resources are limited , pre - rendered 40 allowable resources for the ECIs . Thus , new ECI processes 
images , 2 - D graphics or vector - based graphics may be used may be developed after the game is released without having 
instead of dynamically rendered 3 - D graphics . As another to test the performance of the game in combination with 
example , if network traffic is high , such that the network each new ECI . 
bandwidth is limited , the remote host may reduce the In addition , each ECI process may be tested to determine 
amount of data sent to gaming machine . Details of graphical 45 whether they perform adequately under various resource 
related apparatus and methods that may be utilized in conditions up to the maximum resources allowed for a single 
embodiments of the present invention are described with ECI on a gaming device . This process may allow ECI 
respect to U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 887 , 157 , filed Aug . 9 , 2001 , by developers to develop and test ECIs and associated content 
LeMay , et al . , and entitled , “ Virtual Cameras and 3 - D that are appropriate for different resource ranges up to the 
gaming environments in a gaming machine , " which is 50 maximum allowed resources without needing to test them in 
incorporated herein and for all purposes . combination with each possible game . Further , the devel 

In a particular embodiment , the remote host may request oper may develop multiple ECIs and associated content to 
additional resources than the gaming machine 300 has said perform a particular function using different amount of 
are available . In response , the gaming machine 300 may resources with the knowledge that each ECI will perform 
temporarily create a resource partition , such as 370 or 368 , 55 adequately after testing . For example , a first EC may use 
or another type of virtualization ( e . g . , a virtual machine ) that vector graphics to provide an animation , which requires less 
enables the remote host to access the additional requested memory and allows for a faster download time , as compared 
resources while the ECI is executed . In other embodiments , to a second ECI that uses pre - rendered bitmaps to provide 
the resources available on the gaming machine may not be the animation where the function of the first and second ECI 
suitable for the content that the remote host has available and 60 are the same . 
the remote host may decide not to control an ECI , such as As described above , in regards to virtualization , the 
382 or 380 . present invention is not limited to resource partitioning . 
One advantage of using a virtualization , such as resource Other examples of virtualization that may be employed in 

partitions , may be that a remote host in control of an ECI on embodiments of the present invention are described as 
a gaming machine may be enabled to control of resources 65 follows . Via Intel ' s Virtualization Technology ( or the cor 
while guaranteeing adequate game performance . A gaming responding AMD technology ) , these microprocessor ven 
machine operator always wants a game player to be pre dors have introduced features in their micro - architectures 
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that may improve the processor ' s ability to run multiple hosting a general - purpose operating system ( GPOS ) , like 
operating systems and applications as independent virtual Windows or Linux . The hypervisor may enhance real - time 
machines . Using this virtualization technology , one com - application responsiveness and reliability in a “ multi - OS , 
puter system can appear to be multiple “ virtual ” systems . single - platform ” environment , by providing control over 
Thus , in various embodiments , a gaming environment uti - 5 interrupt latency and partitioning of I / O resources between 
lizing virtual gaming machines where the operating systems multiple guest operating systems . 
may vary from virtual gaming machine to virtual gaming In various embodiments , the hypervisor may be used to 
machine may be employed . In a particular embodiment , a distinguish between resources that may be multiplexed by 
virtual gaming machine may use a core of a multi - core the VMM and those that are exclusive to a virtual machine . 
processor . 10 For example , When user interface I / O is not associated with 

A virtual gaming machine may use a virtual machine time - critical events , input devices like the keyboard , mouse , 
monitor ( VMM ) A virtual machine monitor may be a host console , disk , and an enterprise Ethernet interface may be 
program that allows a single computer to support multiple , multiplexed and shared between all virtual machines . How 
identical execution environments . All the users may see their ever , hardware that is specific to a real - time control appli 
systems as self - contained computers isolated from other 15 cation , such as a video capture card , fieldbus interface , or an 
users , even though every user is served by the same Ethernet NIC designated for communication with real - time 
machine . In this context , a virtual machine may be an 1 / 0 devices , may not be multiplexed between virtual 
operating system ( OS ) that may be managed by an under machines . Using the hypervisor , specialized real - time I / O 
lying control program . may be dedicated to its real - time virtual machine , so the 

Low interrupt latency , direct access to specialized I / O , 20 RTOS and application using that I / O can maintain real - time 
and the assurance that a VMM won ' t “ time slice away ” the determinism and control . 
determinism and priority of real - time tasks may be impor - In one embodiment of a VMM some or all of the memory 
tant for a real - time virtual gaming machine used in a gaming in each virtual machine may be swapped to disk , in order to 
environment . In one embodiment of the present invention , more efficiently allocate limited physical RAM among mul 
the combination of multi - core CPUs and Intel VT or a 25 tiple virtual machines . In another embodiment , a real - time 
related technology may be used to build a real - time hyper - hypervisor may be used to guarantee that each real - time 
visor based on dynamic virtualization . virtual machine is locked into physical RAM , and is never 

Areal - time hvpervisor may be a VMM that uses hardware swapped to disk . This approach may be used to insure that 
virtualization technology to isolate and simultaneously host every real - time event is serviced consistently , with deter 
general - purpose operating systems and real - time operating 30 ministic timing . In yet another embodiment , the hypervisor 
systems . Unlike a static virtualization , the dynamic virtual may used to dedicate a core in a multi - core processor to a 
ization implemented by a real - time hypervisor may use an virtual machine , such as a virtual gaming machine . 
" early start ” technique , to take control of the hardware FIG . 3B is a block diagram of a gaming machine 100 
platform . Thus , operating systems may only be allowed to including hardware and software components for one 
" boot ” only after the real - time hypervisor has constructed a 35 embodiment of the present invention . The gaming machine 
virtual machine for them . The guest operating system may 100 may include RNG software or the gaming machine 100 
be associated with a particular game provided by a software may be a terminal in a central determination system where 
provider . Thus , in the present invention , a gaming platform the random numbers are generated remotely from the gam 
may support games provided by multiple software vendors ing machine or combinations thereof ( see at least FIGS . 6 
where different games may be compatible with different 40 and 7 for more possible gaming machine / device embodi 
operating systems . ments ) . ECIs that may be used in conjunction with various 

In the processors that include Intel VT an overarching gaming devices coupled to the gaming machine to provide 
operating - mode has been added , called VMX root , where a gaming services on the gaming machine 100 under control 
hypervisor executes with final control of the CPU hardware . of a remote host are described . The ECI ’ s may be a com 
A hypervisor that uses Intel VT may intercept key supervi - 45 ponent of gaming machine software 103 and may be 
sor - mode operations executed by any software operating executed as processes by a gaming operating system on the 
outside of VMX root without requiring a prior knowledge of gaining machine 100 ( see at least FIGS . 1A and 4 ) . 
the guest OS binaries or internals . Using this Intel VT In one embodiment , the gaming operating system is part 
hardware assist for virtualization , one may build a hypervi - of the master gaming controller of the gaming machine . The 
sor VMM that hosts protected - mode operating systems 50 master gaming controller also controls the play of a game of 
executing in ring O without giving up control of key CPU chance on the gaming machine 100 . In another embodiment , 
resources . Also , Intel VT provides a way for the VMM to logic devices separate from the master gaming controller , 
implement virtual interrupts . such as a logic device on a player tracking unit , may also be 

In the present invention , static and dynamic virrualization used to execute the EC processes . 
may be used . Nevertheless , two advantages to building a 55 In one such embodiment , a player tracking unit including 
multi - OS real - time system by using dynamic virtualization a logic device executing an operating system and coupled to 
rather than static virtualization may be : first , a wide range of the gaming machine may also be used to host ECI processes 
operating systems , both general - purpose and real - time , may controlled by remote host including a remote logic device . 
be supported and , second , the boot sequence for each guest That is , the gaming machine disclosed herein may be 
OS may be under the control of the hypervisor . The second 60 associated with or otherwise integrated with one or more 
advantage means it may possible , in embodiments of the player tracking systems . In this embodiment , the gaming 
present invention , to restart one guest OS while other guest machine and / or player tracking system tracks the player ' s 
operating systems continue to run without interruption . gaming activity at the gaming machine . In one such embodi 

Ten Asys provides an example of a hypervisor that may be ment , the gaming machine and / or associated player tracking 
used in embodiments of the present invention . The hyper - 65 system timely tracks when a player inserts their player 
visor may be capable of supporting the demands of a tracking card to begin a gaming session and also timely 
Real - time operating system ( RTOS ) while simultaneously tracks when a player removes their player tracking card 
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when concluding play for that gaming session . In another host communication to the hardware / software interface 101 
embodiment , rather than requiring a player to insert a player and then to the physical devices 105 . 
tracking card , the gaming machine may utilize one or more A program , such as an AdobeTM flash player or compatible 
portable devices carried by a player , such as a cell phone , a player , may be used to output content received from the 
radio frequency identification tag or any other suitable 5 remote host . The program may be used to output content for 
wireless device to track when a player begins and ends a a number of different game services , such as player tracking , 
gaming session . In another embodiment , the gaming ATM , communications , lottery , concierge , reservations and 
machine may utilize any suitable biometric technology or entertainment . In some embodiments , the gaming machine 

may not store content related to a particular ECI . After the ticket technology to track when a player begins and ends a 10 ECI is launched , the ECI may loaded into a memory device gaming session . or a protected memory space on the gaming machine 100 , During one or more gaming sessions , the gaming machine then the gaming machine 100 may load content received and / or player tracking system tracks any suitable informa from the remote host directly into volatile memory . After the tion , such as any amounts wagered , average wager amounts ECI is terminated , the downloaded content associate with and / or the time these wagers are placed . In different embodi 15 the ECI may be lost and the volatile memory used by the ECI ments , for one or more players , the player tracking system may be assigned to other processes . In one embodiment , 
includes the player ' s account number , the player ' s card streaming of information , such as video and audio informa 
number , the player ' s first name , the player ' s surname , the tion , may be employed . 
player ' s preferred name , the player ' s player tracking rank - In one embodiment , the memory device of the gaming 
ing , any promotion status associated with the player ' s player 20 machine includes , but is not limited to , random access 
tracking card , the player ' s address , the player ' s birthday , the memory ( RAM ) , which can include non - volatile RAM 
player ' s anniversary , the player ' s recent gaming sessions , or ( NVRAM ) , magnetic RAM ( MRAM ) , ferroelectric RAM 
any other suitable data . ( FeRAM ) and other forms as commonly understood in the 

In another such embodiment , the remote host maintains or gaming industry . In one embodiment , the memory device 
keeps track of the play and / or other activity on or relating to 25 includes read only memory ( ROM ) . In one embodiment , the 
the gaming machines in the gaming system . In one embodi - memory device includes flash memory and / or EEPROM 
ment , the remote host keeps track of the play on each gaming ( electrically erasable programmable read only memory ) . 
machine including at least : ( 1 ) the amount wagered by the Any other suitable magnetic , optical and / or semiconductor 
player ( s ) for each play of the primary game for each gaming memory may operate in conjunction with the gaming 
machine ( i . e . , a total or partial coin - in or wager meter which 30 machine disclosed herein . In one alternative embodiment , 
tracks the total or partial coin - in wagers placed on all of the part or all of the program code and / or operating data 
primary games for all of the gaming machines in the gaming described above can be stored in a detachable or removable 
system ) ; and ( 2 ) the time the wagers are placed or the memory device , including , but not limited to , a suitable 
amount of time between each play of the primary game for cartridge , disk , CD ROM , DVD , flash memory , or USB 
each gaming machine . In another embodiment , each gaming 35 memory device . 
machine includes a separate coin - in , wager meter or pool In another embodiment , the content associated with a 
which tracks the total or partial coin - in or wagers placed at particular ECI may be loaded into volatile memory but may 
that gaming machine . It should be appreciated that the player also be stored to a non - volatile memory , such as disk 
playing a designed gaming machine may change during this memory or flash memory . In FIG . 3B , content related to a 
tracking and that this tracking can be independent of the 40 number of ECI ' s is stored on the gaming machine and 
specific player playing the designated gaming machine . It illustrated as ECI content storage 111 . An advantage of this 
should be further appreciated that the wagers placed may be approach is that when a remote host provides a game service 
tracked in any suitable compatible or comparable manner multiple times on the gaming machine 100 , the host may be 
such as credits wagered ( i . e . , if all of the system gaming able to use some content previously stored on the gaming 
machines are of the same denomination ) or monetary units 45 machine and thus , reduce a size of a download that is needed 
( e . g . , total dollars or other currency ) wagered . It should be to provide the game service . 
further appreciated that tracking in monetary units may Storage of previously used ECI content , such as ECI 
account for gaming machines having multi - denominations content storage 111 , may lead to additional communications 
and / or for gaming machines of different denominations between the remote host 110 and the gaming machine 100 . 
and / or gaming machines which accept different currencies . 50 For example , the remote host 110 and the gaming machine 

Via the remote host communication 113 , the ECI 124 may 100 may comprise logic that enables the remote host 110 to 
receive content from a remote host 110 . As described with 1 ) determine and validate the ECI content 111 stored on the 
respect to at least FIG . 2 , a first ECI may receive content gaming machine 100 and 2 ) direct the ECI 122 to load 
from a first remote host and a second ECI may receive content from the ECI content storage 111 . The ECI 122 may 
content from a second remote host . In a particular embodi - 55 load content storage 111 in combination with content 
ment , the content received from the remote host 110 com - received directly from the remote host 111 to provide a game 
prises video and / or audio content that may be output on service . 
display devices , such as 16 , 34 , and 42 and audio devices , In another example , the remote host 110 and / or the 
such as 12 and 14 , coupled to the gaming machine 100 . gaming machine 100 may comprise logic that determines 
Further , the remote host 110 may send via the remote host 60 what content to save to the ECI content storage 111 and what 
communication 113 instructions for controlling the physical content to delete from the ECI content storage 111 . In one 
devices 105 and also receive input from the physical devices embodiment , content may be deleted from the ECI content 
105 . The remote host 110 may send via the remote host storage 111 when a storage limit is reached . In another 
communication 113 content / instructions to the ECI and embodiment , content may be deleted when it becomes old or 
instructions for controlling one or more of the physical 65 outdated . The remote host may send information to gaming 
devices 105 . The instructions for the physical devices 105 machine that prioritizes what content to delete first . Thus , for 
from the remote host 110 may be routed from the remote example , when a storage limit is reached , the gaming 
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machine may delete content with a lower priority prior to Tracking and Related Services , ” which is incorporated 
deleting content with a higher priority . In another example , herein in its entirety and for all purposes . 
stored content may relate to upcoming events that may As described above , the ECI may output its content to a 
eventually pass or linked to a holiday period that may pass . combination of gaming devices in the physical gaming 
As another example , the stored content may be simply 5 devices 105 to provide a gaming service and present its 
changed to maintain player interest . In yet another example , content . In one embodiment , the ECI process may control or 
the gaming machine track a last time content was utilized or issue commands to devices and the remote host controlling 

a frequency of utilization and delete content items that were the ECI may also issue commands to physical devices in 
conjunction with the ECI . Four examples of gaming device last used a long time ago versus recently used content items 10 combinations are shown for illustrative purposes . The or delete content items that are used more frequently before device combinations utilized by an ECI and a remote host deleting content items used less frequently . may vary according to the gaming devices available on a ECI Applications particular gaming machine . Examples stored ECI content include but are not limited As an example of device combinations that may be used 

to 1 ) virtual player tracking 612 and 614 which may be used 15 with an ECI and a remote host 110 , the remote host may to provide player tracking services , 2 ) a virtual Automatic control the virtual ATM ECI 616 in conjunction the bill 
Teller Machine ( ATM ) 616 which may enable the gaming validator 30 , the printer 18 , the key pad 22 , the display 34 , 
machine to provide fund transfers and monetary account the card reader 24 and the touch screen 35 to provide ATM 
management , 3 ) a virtual entertainment center 618 which services . The card reader 22 may be used to accept an ATM 
may enable the gaming machine to provide one or more 20 card . The key pad 22 may be used to enter a pin number . The 
entertainment services besides game play to the game bill validator 30 may be used to accept cash or printed tickets 
player , 4 ) a virtual lottery machine 620 that may enable a with a cash value . Funds entered into the gaming machine 
player to purchase a lottery ticket of some sort at the gaming may be transferred to a bank account . The display 34 and the 
machine , 5 ) a virtual change machine 622 that may enable touch screen 35 may be used to display and select various 
a player to obtain change at a gaming machine , 6 ) a virtual 25 ATM services . The printer 18 may be used to provide 
sports book 624 that may enable a player to make a wager receipts and print cashless tickets , which may be used for 
on an event at the gaming machine , to monitor events , to game play in other gaming machines . 
receive results and to cash out a winning event ticket , 7 ) a A virtual sports book ECI 624 and the virtual lottery 
virtual communication center 625 that may enable a player machine ECI 620 may also provide services using the 
to a ) communicate with other game players , other individu - 30 combination of devices described for the virtual ATM ECI 
als or a casino host , b ) send and receive e - messages and / or 616 . However , the context in which the devices are used may 
c ) locate other players , 8 ) a virtual concierge 628 that be different . For instance , the printer 18 may be used to print 
enables a player to a ) learn about and obtain various hotel a lottery ticket for the virtual lottery machine 620 and a 
casino , restaurant , entertainment and travel services and b ) wager ticket for the virtual sports book 164 instead of a 
make reservations , 9 ) a virtual vending machine 628 that 35 receipt . Also , the display 34 and touch screen 35 may be 
enables a player to purchase various vending items at the used to display and make lottery and sports bets selections 
gaming machine and 10 ) a virtual kiosk ( nor shown ) that instead of ATM selections . Logic residing on the remote host 
enables for a ) Internet enabled services , such as web - 110 may enable it determine the context the device is being 
browsing , b ) registration services such as for a loyalty used . 
program and c ) comping and prize redemption associated 40 As another example , a virtual entertainment center 
with a loyalty program . As is described above , the ECI peripheral ECI 618 may control a payment or coin acceptor 
content doesn ' t have to be permanently stored on the gaming 28 , input buttons 32 , the secondary display 42 and speakers 
machine and may be received directly from the remote host 12 and 14 to provide entertainment sources to a player . In 
110 and stored temporarily in a non - volatile memory , such one embodiment , the virtual entertainment center ECI 618 
as a RAM while the ECI 124 is executed . Additional 45 may act as a musical video jukebox . Using the input buttons 
applications that may be adapted to provide embodiments 32 , a player may select musical videos , which are output on 
using ECIs on a gaming machine are described with respect the secondary display 42 and speakers 12 and 14 . In another 
to U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 712 , 698 , titled , “ Game Service interfaces embodiment , the player may be able to select a musical 
for Player Tracking Touch Screen Display , ” originally filed , format , which is output on speakers 12 and 14 . In yet another 
Sep . 20 , 2001 , U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 942 , 574 , entitled , “ Method 50 embodiment , the player may be able to watch a sporting 
and Apparatus for Providing Entertainment Content on a event on the secondary display while playing a game on the 
Gaming machine , " originally filed Sep . 19 , 2000 and U . S . gaming machine . In some cases , the player may be required 
Pat . No . 6 , 997 , 803 , entitled , “ Virtual Gaming Peripherals for to deposit money via the payment acceptor 28 to use the 
a gaming machine , originally filed Mar . 12 , 2002 each of virtual entertainment center . 
which are incorporated herein by reference and for all 55 In yet another embodiment , a player may be enabled to 
purposes . win or purchase entertainment content and then download 

The virtual vending machine 628 may enable a gaming the entertainment content to a portable device carried by the 
machine to dispense items directly to the player , enable the player . An interface for communicating with the portable 
player to order an item , which is brought to the player or sent device , such as a wireless interface , may be coupled to the 
to the player , or dispense a media that is redeemable for the 60 gaming machine to enable the download to the portable 
item . In addition , the virtual vending machine 628 may be device . In another example , the player may receive a 
used to redeem or order prizes or merchandise . The virtual voucher valid for the entertainment content that is redeem 
player tracking ECI ' s , 612 and 614 , may be used to provide able at another location . 
player tracking services . Addition details of player tracking In yet another example of a gaming service provided by 
services that may be incorporated into an ECI are described 65 an ECI , a virtual player tracking ECI , such as 612 and 614 , 
in co - pending U . S . application Ser . No . 09 / 642 , 192 , filed may be used to provide player tracking services . Different 
Aug . 18 , 2000 , by LeMay , et al . and entitled , “ Virtual Player combinations of gaming devices may be used to provide the 
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same gaming service . For instance , the first virtual player peripheral if it is not active ) . Thus , one possible scenario 
tracking ECI 612 uses the key pad 22 , the card reader 24 and using the card reader 24 is that the player has requested an 
the small display 16 to provide player tracking services . In ATM service , the virtual ATM peripheral 116 may be given 
another embodiment , instead of the small display 16 , a control of the card reader 24 and the virtual ATM peripheral 
portion of the large display 34 , may also be used to output 5 116 is waiting for the player to insert an ATM card into the 
player tracking information . card reader 24 . If the player mistakenly inserts a player 

To start a player tracking session , as described above , the tracking card into the card reader 24 , the virtual ATM 
player may insert a player tracking card in the card reader peripheral 116 may generate an error because the player 
24 , enter a PIN number using the key pad 22 and receive tracking card is not an ATM card . In another embodiment , 
player tracking information via the small display 16 . The 10 the gaming system disclosed herein may enable credits to be 
second virtual player tracking ECI 614 uses the display 34 , downloaded from a player ' s account via a player tracking 
the touch screen 35 , the card reader 24 , a finger print reader card ( and utilizing a designated pin specific to that player ) . 
39 and a light panel 44 . To start a player tracking session , the When the virtual ATM peripheral 116 and the virtual player 
player may insert a player tracking card in the card reader tracking peripheral ( 112 or 114 ) may be operating simulta 
24 , provides finger print information via the print reader 39 15 neously , logic on the gaming machine may be required to 
and receives player tracking information via the display 34 . determine in the situation described above whether a player 
Using the touch screen 35 , the player may be able to select tracking session is to be initiated or an error is to be 
choices from player tracking service menus and interfaces generated . 
displayed on the display 34 , enter a PIN or provide other In a particular embodiment , an ECI process executing on 
alphanumeric input . The light panel 44 may be used to 20 the gaming machine may be limited to only outputting video 
convey to a player operational information . For example , the and / or audio content . For instance , the ECI may be limited 
light panel may change color or flash when a player has to outputting only video content on a portion of display 34 
inserted their player tracking card incorrectly in the gaming and audio content on speakers 12 and 14 . In another 
machine . example , the ECI may be limited to outputting only video 

In one embodiment , one or more ECI processes described 25 content on a portion of display 34 . 
above are available to non - player tracking carded players . In Operating System 
one such embodiment , the gaming system provides one or In general , when a gaming device is shared by two or 
more ECI processes to a non - carded player and informs the more entities , such as two or more ECI ' s or an ECI and 
player of the different ECI processes that would become another gaming process executed on the gaming machine , 
available to the player if the player were to obtain a player 30 and when situations occur where the two or more entities 
tracking card . In one embodiment , the gaming system may want to simultaneously use the same shared gaming 
enables the player to enroll in the player tracking system at device , shared gaming device logic may be required to 
the gaming machine . arbitrate control of the shared gaming device . In traditional 

In the present invention , one or more ECI processes and gaming machines , arbitrating control of a shared gaming 
game play processes on the gaming machine may share the 35 device is generally not an issue because most gaming 
same gaming device . For instance , the card reader 24 may be devices are usually either controlled by a single process or 
used by the virtual ATM ECI 616 , the first virtual player used for a single purpose . Control of the shared gaming 
tracking peripheral 612 and the second virtual player track - device may be determined according to the context in which 
ing peripheral 614 . As another example , the bill validator 30 the device is being used . For instance , using the payment 
may be used by the virtual ATM peripheral 616 and by the 40 acceptor 28 in the context of entering credits to the gaming 
master gaming controller on the gaming machine . machine may be given priority over using the coin acceptor 

Traditionally , gaming devices have not been shared by in the context to make change using the virtual change 
different software elements or processes executing on the machine 622 or to purchase items from the gaming machine 
gaming machine and the functions of a particular gaming using the virtual vending machine 628 . Device scheduling 
device have been fairly limited . For example , card readers 45 and resource management are described with respect to at 
on gaming machine are typically used only to read player least FIGS . 2 and 3A . 
tracking information from player tracking cards . Further , the FIG . 3C is a block diagram illustrating further derails 
card readers have been in player tracking units with a relating to the hardware and software shown in FIG . 3B for 
separate logic device from the master gaming controller that one embodiment of the present invention . An exemplary 
provide control and have not been accessible to a master 50 software architecture including a number of processes that 
gaming controller on the gaming machine . As another may be executed by the operating system 213 are shown . 
example , the bill validator 30 is typically used only to insert The ECI w / virtual player tracking content 226 is a " process " 
credits into the gaming machine . Thus , conflicts between executed by an operating system 213 residing on the gaming 
different gaming processes wishing to use a gaming device machine . In a particular embodiment , a protected “ process ” 
at the same time have not generally had to be considered on 55 may be defined as a separate software execution module that 
gaming machines . is protected by the operating system and executed by a logic 

Since a given gaming device may be shared by multiple device on the master gaming controller 224 . When a process , 
software entities , the context in which a given device is including the ECI 226 , is protected , other software processes 
being used may be important . For example , a player tracking or software units executed by the master gaming controller 
session may be usually initiated when a player inserts a 60 can ' t access the memory of the protected process . A process 
player tracking card into the card reader 24 . When a card is may include one or more process threads associated by the 
inserted into the card reader 24 , one of the virtual player process . 
tracking peripherals ( e . g . , 612 or 614 ) may detect the The operating system 213 used to implement the gaming 
insertion of the card and initiate the player tracking session . software architecture of the present invention may be one of 
When the virtual ATM peripheral 116 is active , the player 65 a number of commercially available operating systems , such 
may insert an ATM card into the card reader 24 to begin as QNX by QNX Software Systems , LTD of Kanata , 
ATM services ( inserting the card may also activate the ATM Ontario , Canada which is Unix - like , Windows NT , 2000 , 
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XP , Vista by Microsoft Corporation of Redmond , Wash . or display . The gaming machine may have a default position , 
Linux or a Linux variant , such as by Redhat , Durham , N . C . , such as to allow an ECI to be generated or not generated in 
which is an open source Unix based operating system . response to a player input , which may be changed by an 
Different operating systems may use different definitions of input received on the gaming machine . The gaming machine 
processes . In QNX , the processes are protected . With other 5 may return to the default position after certain events , such 
operating systems , a “ process ” may be dedicated logic that as but not limited to the credits reaching zero on the gaming 
is executed . Using different operating systems , many differ - machine , a player tracking card being inserted / removed , 
ent implementations of the present invention are possible determining that a player playing the gaming machine has 
and the present invention is not limited to the constraints of changed or after a time period has expired . 
a particular operating system . 10 In some instance , the gaming machine may override the 

A few details of the processes that may be executed on player ' s selection not to provide the ECI . For instance , when 
gaming machines of the present invention are as follows . input has been provided that indicates the player doesn ' t 
The NV - RAM manager 229 controls access to the non - wish to see the ECI , the gaming machine may allow an ECI 
volatile memory on the gaming machine . By using the to access particular resources , such as a display , intermit 
NV - RAM manager 229 , the gaming processes may share the 15 tently , such as in response to certain events . Thus , briefly or 
non - volatile memory resource at the same time . Thus , the for some time period , the gaming machine may allow the EC 
non - volatile memory usage is optimally used which may to generate its interface and then after the time period is 
lower the costs associated with adding new functions to the expired , not allow the ECI to generate its interface . For 
gaming machine . In some embodiments , ECI processes may instance , after a cash out request , the gaming machine may 
be prevented from accessing non - volatile memory for secu - 20 allow an ECI that provides promotional credits that may 
rity purposes in other embodiments the ECI processes may keep the player playing to be displayed even though an input 
be enabled to send and receive information stored in a had previously been received at the gaming machine indi 
non - volatile memory on the gaming machine . cating that the player didn ' t wish to see an ECI . 

Other processes that may be considered part of the The device scheduler 258 may also include logic for 
operating system include but are not limited to a commu - 25 determining when to route information received from a 
nication manager 223 , a partition manager 256 , an event physical device 105 via the hardware / software interface 101 
manager 263 , a game manager 221 , a power hit detection to a remote host . For example , after an ECI process is 
process 228 , a device scheduler 258 and an ECI process 226 , launched and access is granted to a portion of touch screen 
which for illustrative purposes provides player tracking display , input from the touch screen corresponding to the 
content . The player tracking ECI process 226 in conjunction 30 portion of the display controlled by the ECI may need to be 
with logic executed on a remote host may be used to provide routed to a host remote . Although , as previously noted with 
player tracking services using the card reader 24 , the key pad respect to at least FIGS . 1A - 1C , the ECI may also include 
22 , the finger - print reader 39 and the light panel 44 as information handling capabilities that allow it to process and 
described with respect to FIG . 3B . route information received from one of the physical devices . 

The device scheduler 258 may be used to arbitrate control 35 In FIG . 3C , raw data received from a device , such as the 
and manage the usage of one or more shared devices on the touch screen 35 or card reader 24 , may be posted as an event 
gaming machine . A “ shared device ” may refer to a physical to the event manager 262 via a device driver in 259 for the 
device on the gaming machine that may be used in different touch screen or card reader and a device interface 255 , such 
contexts for multiple purposes . For instance , the display 34 as a touch screen device interface 241 or card reader 
may be used to output the results of a game of chance 40 interface 245 . As an example , the device scheduler 258 may 
generated on the gaming machine via the game manager 221 see the event and determine that touch screen input has been 
and may be used to output player tracking content from received and post an event indicating that this information is 
player tracking ECI 226 . The game manager process 221 to be copied and sent to a remote host . The communication 
and the ECI 226 may at times use the display 34 at the same manager 223 may see the event posted by the device 
time to control a varying portion of the display including a 45 scheduler 256 and send the information to a remote host 
control of the entire display area . The device scheduler 258 using an appropriate communication protocol 211 . For 
may be used to determine which process under what cir - example , a remote host A may communicate using the host 
cumstances is given access to how much of the display 34 . A protocol 203 while a remote host B may communicate 
As described above with respect to FIG . 3C , the device using the host B protocol 205 . The gaming devices of the 

scheduler 258 process may arbitrate requests , in particular 50 present invention may be operable to implement wireless 
concurrent requests , to use a shared gaming device , such as and wired protocols of both a proprietary nature ( e . g . , 
the display 34 , from the different gaming processes executed Netplex , which is an IGT proprietary protocol ) or non 
by the gaming operating system or requests from processes proprietary nature ( USB , Wi - fi , IEEE 1394 - compatable , 
executed on a remote host and determine which entity is Ethernet as well as protocols approved by the Gaming 
given access to the shared gaming device , based on priority 55 Standards Association - GSA , Fremont , Calif . , such as SAS , 
settings . For example , processes related to the output of the G2S or S2S ) . 
game of chance may be given a higher priority than ECI The device scheduler 262 may incorporate logic of vary 
processes . Thus , when the game manager 221 needs control ing degrees of complexity to route information received 
of the entire display 34 , the ECI process 226 may lose access from an input device to a remote host . For example , in one 
to the display 34 or may not be given access to the display 60 embodiment , after an ECI has been instantiated and its 
in the first place . relation to one or more devices determined , the scheduler 

In a particular embodiment , player inputs may affect 262 may check to determine whether input has been 
access to a shared device . In one embodiment , an input received from the one or more devices of interest to the 
switch or other type of input mechanism may be provided on remote host . When input is received from one or more 
the gaming machine that enables an ECI to be displayed or 65 devices of interest to the remote host associated with the 
hidden . Thus , when a player actuates the switch , the gaming ECI , such as the touch screen input described in the pre 
machine may allow or not allow the ECI to access the shared ceding paragraph , the input may be routed to remote host . 
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After the remote host receives the input , it determines process , such as a via one or more process threads , may 
whether the input is of interest and what response to make . generate contexts for more than shared gaming device . For 
For example , the remote host may not control the portion of instance , the ECI process 226 in conjunction with processes 
the display from which the input was received and , thus , with its associated host may generate contexts for the 
determine a response is not necessary . On the other hand , as 5 display 34 , the touch screen 35 , the card reader 24 and the 
described with respect to at least FIGS . 1A to 1C , the remote light panel 44 . The display 34 , the touch screen 35 , the card 
host may determine that the input is from an area on the reader 24 and the light panel 44 may all be shared gaming 
display controlled by the remote host via the ECI , then send devices . There are at least two circumstances under which 
new content to the ECI to displayed on the gaming machine the shared device manager 115 may grant control of the 
and / or additional instructions to the ECI control what con - 10 shared gaming device : 1 ) the current context is finished 
tent it is to output ( e . g . , the content may have already been using the shared gaming device or 2 ) a higher priority 
downloaded to the gaming machine that is needed for output context requires access to the shared gaming device . 
in response to the touch screen input and the remote host Event based requests are one method of controlling access 
may instruct the ECI to output it ) . to a shared gaming device . Another method is arbitrated 

In addition to sending content and / or instructions to the 15 requests that are sent directly to a device scheduler 258 or a 
ECI 226 in response to receiving input from a physical similar process . In embodiments of the present invention , 
device , the remote host may send instructions to the gaming event based request , arbitrated request or combinations 
machine that affect its operation . The remote host may send thereof may be used . 
an event that is routed via the event manager 262 to one or The display 34 is one example of a gaming device that 
more other processes . For example , the remote host may 20 may also be a shared gaming device . Contexts that may 
send an instruction to add credits to the gaming machine , request access to the display screen 34 include but are not 
which may cause a credit meter to increment and a display limited to : a ) a menu context that displays machine menu for 
of the credits to be adjusted . As previously described , with maintenance situations , b ) a tilt context that displays tilts 
at least respect to FIG . 2 , the gaming machine may provide including hand pays for tilt situations , c ) a game context that 
logic ( not shown ) for checking whether the remote host is 25 displays regular game play , bonus games and cash outs , d ) 
allowed to provide a particular event . For example , all an attract context that displays attract menus in attract 
remote hosts may not be allowed to increment credits on the situations , and e ) a main menu context that displays a game 
gaming machine . In another embodiment , the remote host selection menu and other game service menus available on 
may send an event that triggers a feature in a game to be the gaming machine . The contexts for the display 34 may be 
unlocked , which affects the output of the game on the game 30 generated by various gaming processes active on the gaming 
interface . The game manager 221 may receive this informa - machine . For instance , in one embodiment , game service 
tion via the event manager 262 and event distribution . menu contexts may be generated by one or more ECIs , such 
As noted above , the device scheduler 258 or some other as the player tracking ECI process 226 . As another example , 

process executing on the gaming machine , may include the game manager process 226 may generate the game 
more complex logic for determining what information 35 context . Thus , the display 34 may be a device that may be 
received from a physical device to route to the remote host shared multiple times . A practical limit may be applied to the 
For instance , for each device of interest to the remote host , display 34 or any other shared gaming device to keep the 
the device scheduler 258 may have the capability to examine resource from being entirely exhausted . 
the input information and determine whether it of interest to The contexts described above for the display 34 may be 
the remote host . For example , the device scheduler may be 40 prioritized . In one embodiment , the priorities for the display 
able to determine whether the touch screen input is in the may be prioritized in descending order from highest to 
area controlled by the host and only route input received lowest , as the machine menu context , the tilt context , the 
from this area . In another example , the remote host may be game context , bonus game context , ECI context , the attract 
providing player tracking services but not ATM services , context and the main menu context . When the display is 
thus when a player tracking card is inserted into the card 45 divided into different areas all or a portion of the contexts 
reader 24 , the device scheduler 258 may determine that it is listed above may apply . For instance , the tilt context may 
a player tracking card and route it to the remote host . When apply for all areas . Thus , when the gaming machine enters 
a credit card is inserted into the card reader 24 , the device a tilt state the tilt context may take over the entire display 
scheduler 258 may determine , the card is credit card and not including all areas in which the display has been sub 
route the information to the remote host . 50 divided . As another example , certain games or bonus games 

In a particular embodiment , for each shared gaming may use the entire screen at certain times and may be given 
device , a separate device scheduler process 258 may be used priority over an ECI context or attract context for the portion 
to arbitrate control of the shared gaming device , assess of the screen used by the ECI context . In other embodiments , 
information received from the shared gaming device and the game context and bonus game context may use a 
direct the information to other processes and host devices . 55 dedicated portion of the display 34 and may not compete 
As another example , a device scheduler process 258 may be with the ECI context for display resources . 
used to arbitrate control of multiple shared gaming devices . In general , the priorities assigned to contexts for a shared 
In general , a gaming machine may include multiple device gaming device are fixed . However , variable priorities may 
scheduler processes that each manage one or more shared also be used for some contexts of the shared gaming device . 
gaming devices . 60 As an example , the priorities of attract mode contexts 
As described in more detail below , the device scheduler generated by different ECIs may be increased or decreased 

258 may listen to and respond to game events passed as a function of time to emphasize a particular game service . 
through the event manager 262 and event distribution 225 Thus , a priority for an attract mode context for a particular 
and more specifically to events that are requests for any of game service provided by a ECI may be increased at 
its known contexts to enter or exit . A context may be 65 particular times such that the attract mode context is dis 
described as a situation defined in logic where a process may played more often than other attract mode contexts gener 
request control of a particular shared gaming device . A ated by other ECI processes during the time when its priority 
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is increased . For example , an attract mode context that and message to the display 34 enabling the display 34 to 
enables a patron to make a dinner reservation or an enter display the message . When the display 34 may be controlled 
tainment reservation may be emphasized more by increasing by more than one gaming process ( e . g . , the game manager 
its priority in the early afternoon or at other times when the 221 may use the display 34 to present the game of chance ) , 
patron may desire these services . 5 the device scheduler 258 or a similar process may assign a 

Returning to FIG . 3C , the gaming machine software 201 priority to the context generated by the player tracking ECI 
may comprise communication protocols 211 , an event man process 226 and grant control of the display 34 to the context 
ager 262 and event distribution 225 , device interfaces 255 , depending on whether the display 34 is currently in use . If 
device drivers 259 , the game manager 221 which interfaces the display 34 is in use , the device scheduler 258 may 
with gaming processes used to generate the game of chance , 10 determine whether the current context using the device 
game resources such as a power Hit Detection Manager 229 , should be switched out for the context generated by the 
which monitors gaming power , the NV - RAM manager 229 player tracking ECI process 226 . 
and the communication manager 223 , which may be used by The device interfaces 255 also receive events from the 
other processes , the ECI ' s , such as ECI 226 , the device physical devices . In general , events may be received by the 
scheduler process 258 that arbitrates control of one or more 15 device interfaces 255 by polling or direct communication . 
shared gaming devices and the resource partition manager The solid black arrows indicate event paths between the 
256 , which monitors resource usage by different resource various software units . Using polling , the device interfaces 
partitions as described with respect to FIG . 3A . 255 regularly communicate with the physical devices 105 

The software modules comprising the gaming machine via the device drivers 259 requesting whether an event has 
software 201 may be loaded into memory of the master 20 occurred or not . Typically , the device drivers 259 do not 
gaming controller 46 ( see at least FIGS . 3A and 6 ) of the perform any high level event handling . For example , using 
gaming machine at the time of initialization of the gaming polling , the card reader 245 device interface may regularly 
machine . The game operating system ( OS ) may be used to send a message to the card reader physical device 24 asking 
load and unload the gaming software modules from a mass whether a card has been inserted into the card reader . 
storage device on the gaming machine into RAM for execu - 25 Using direct communication , an interrupt or signal indi 
tion as processes on the gaming machine . The gaming OS cating an event has occurred , may be sent to the device 
may also maintain a directory structure , monitor the status of interfaces 255 via the device drivers 259 when the physical 
processes and schedule the processes for execution . During devices need to communicate information . For example , 
game play on the gaming machine , the gaming OS may load when a card is inserted into the card reader , the card reader 
and unload processes from RAM in a dynamic manner . The 30 24 may send a “ card - in message ” to the device interface for 
gaming OS , associated processes and related gaming data the card reader 245 indicating a card has been inserted which 
may be authenticated in verified on the gaming machine . may be posted to the event manager 262 . The card - in 
Details of the authentication method and apparatus that may message may be an event . Other examples of events which 
be used with the present invention are described in U . S . Pat may be received from one of the physical devices 105 by a 
Nos . 5 , 643 , 086 , 6 , 149 , 522 , 6 , 620 , 047 , 6 , 106 , 396 , by 35 device interface , include 1 ) Main door / Drop door / Cash door 
Alcorn , et , al . , each of which is incorporated by reference openings and closings , 2 ) Bill insert message with the 
and for all purposes . Details of software verification meth denomination of the bill , 3 ) Hopper tilt , 4 ) Bill jam , 5 ) Reel 
ods that may be used with the present invention are tilt , 6 ) Coin in and Coin out tilts , 7 ) Power loss , 8 ) Card 
described in U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 685 , 567 , entitled , “ Process insert , 9 ) Card removal , 10 ) Promotional card insert , 11 ) 
verification , ” filed Aug . 8 , 2001 , which is incorporated 40 Promotional card removal , 12 ) Jackpot , 13 ) Abandoned card 
herein by reference and for all purposes . and 14 ) touch screen activated . 

The NV - RAM manager 229 may be a protected process Typically , the event may be an encapsulated information 
on the gaming machine to maintain the integrity of the packet of some type posted by the device interface . The 
non - volatile memory space on the gaming machine . All event has a “ source ” and one or more “ destinations . " Each 
access to the non - volatile memory may be through the 45 event contains a standard header with additional information 
NV - RAM manager 229 via a defined API . During execution attached to the header . The additional information may be 
of the gaming machine software 100 , the non - volatile man - typically used in some manner at the destination for the 
ager 229 may receive access requests via the event manager event . 
262 from other processes , including a resource partition As an example , the source of the card - in game event may 
manager 256 , a game manager 221 , an ECI process 226 and 50 be the card reader 24 . The destinations for the card - in game 
one or more device interfaces 255 to store or retrieve data in event may be a bank manager ( not shown ) , which manages 
the physical non - volatile memory space . Other software credit transfers to the gaming machine , the communication 
units that request to read , write or query blocks of memory manager 223 and the player tracking ECI 226 . The commu 
in the non - volatile memory are referred to as clients . nication manager 223 may communicate information read 

The device interfaces 255 , including a key pad 235 , a 55 from the card to one or more devices located outside the 
display 237 , a card reader 245 , a coin acceptor 251 , a bill gaming machine , such as a remote host . When the magnetic 
validator 243 and a touch screen 241 , are software units that striped card is used to deposit credits into the gaming 
provide an interface between the device drivers and the machine , the bank manager may prompt the card reader 24 
gaming processes active on the gaming machine . The device via the card reader device interface 255 to perform addi 
interfaces 255 may receive commands from virtual gaming 60 tional operations . When the magnetic striped card is used to 
peripherals requesting an operation for one of the physical initiate a player tracking session , the player tracking ECI 
devices . For example , in one context , the player tracking 226 or a remote host may prompt the card reader 24 via the 
ECI process 226 may send a command to the display card reader device interface 255 to perform additional 
interface 237 requesting that a message of some type be operations related to player tracking . Since multiple contexts 
displayed on the display 34 . The display interface 237 sends 65 may be applied to the card - in event , a device scheduler , such 
the message to the device driver for the display 34 . The as 258 , may be used to determine which context is granted 
device driver for the display communicates the command control of the gaming device . For example , the device 
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scheduler 258 may grant control of the card reader to either generate a new event and post it to the event manager 262 , 
bank manager 222 , the ECI 226 or the remote host ( not 2 ) send a command to the device interfaces 255 , 3 ) send a 
shown ) . command or information to the remote host via the com 
An event may be created when an input is detected by one munication manager using one of the communication pro 

of the device interfaces 255 . Events may also be created by 5 tocols , 4 ) do nothing or 5 ) perform combinations of 1 ) , 2 ) 
one process and sent to another process . For example , when and 3 ) . 
the device scheduler 258 grants control of one shared Non - volatile memory may be accessed via the NV - RAM 
gaming device to a context , an event may be generated . manager 229 via commands sent to the gaming machine 
Further , as previously described , events may also be gener - from devices located outside of the gaming machine . For 
ated from entities located outside the gaming machine . For 10 instance , an accounting server or a wide area progressive 
example , a remote host may send an event to the gaming server may poll the non - volatile memory to obtain informa 
machine , via the communication manager 223 . The events tion on the cash flow of a particular gaming machine . The 
may be distributed to one or more destinations via a queued cash flow polling may be carried out via continual queries to 
delivery system using the event distribution software pro the non - volatile memory via game events sent to the event 
cess 225 . However , since the game events may be distrib - 15 manager 262 and then to the NV - RAM manager 229 . The 
uted to more than one destination , or simply broadcast to the polling may require translation of messages from the 
processes executing , the events differ from a device com accounting server or the wide area progressive server using 
mand or a device signal which is typically a point to point communication protocol translators 211 residing on the 
communication such as a function call within a program or gaming machine . 
inter - process communication between processes . 20 The communication protocols typically translate informa 

Since the source of the event , which may be a device tion from one communication format to another communi 
interface or a remote host outside of the gaming machine , is c ation format . For example , a gaming machine may utilize 
not usually directly connected to destination of the event , the one communication format while a remote host providing 
event manager 262 acts as an interface between the source ECI services may utilize a second communication format . 
and the one or more event destinations . After the source 25 The communication protocols 211 may translate the infor 
posts the event , the source returns back to performing its mation from one communication format to another enabling 
intended function . For example , the source may be a device information to be sent and received from the server . 
interface polling a hardware device . The event manager 262 The power hit detection process 229 monitors the gaming 
processes the game event posted by the source and places the machine for power fluctuations . The power hit detection 
game event in one or more queues for delivery . The event 30 process 229 may be stored in a memory different from the 
manager 262 may prioritize each event and place it in a memory storing the rest of the gaming machine software 
different queue depending on the priority assigned to the 103 . When the power hit detection software 229 detects that 
event . For example , critical game events may be placed in a a power failure of some type may be imminent , an event may 
list with a number of critical game transactions stored in the be sent to the event manger 230 indicating a power failure 
NV - RAM as part of a state in a state - based transaction 35 has occurred . This event may be posted to the event distri 
system executed on the gaming machine . bution software 225 , which broadcasts the message to all of 

After the event manager receives an event , the event may the processes and devices within the gaming machine that 
be sent to event distribution . 225 in the gaming system 213 . may be affected by a power failure . If time is available , the 
Event distribution 225 broadcasts the event to the destina - event may also be sent to processes executing on a remote 
tion software units that may operate on the event . The 40 host . 
operations on the events may trigger one or more access Device interfaces 255 are utilized with the gaming 
requests to the NV - RAM via the NV - RAM manager 229 . machine software 213 so that changes in the device driver 
Further , when one or more software units may request software do not affect the gaming system software 213 or 
control of a shared gaming device in response to the event , even the device interface software 255 . For example , the 
then a device scheduler , such as 258 , may be used to 45 gaming events and commands that each physical device 105 
arbitrate the request . sends and receives may be standardized so that all the 
As another example of event processing , when a player physical devices 105 send and receive the same commands 

enters a bill into the gaming machine using the bill validator and the same gaming events . Thus , when one of the physical 
30 , this event may arrive at the bank manager after the event devices 105 is replaced , a new device driver 259 may be 
has passed through the device drivers 259 , the bill validator 50 required to communicate with the physical device . However , 
device interface 240 , the event manager 262 , and the event device interfaces 255 and gaming machine system software 
distribution 225 where information regarding the event such 213 remain unchanged . When the new physical device 
as the bill denomination may be sent to the NV - RAM requires a different amount of NV - RAM from the old 
manager 229 by the event manager 262 . After receiving the physical device , an advantage of the NV - RAM manager 229 
event , the bank manager evaluates the event and determines 55 may be that the new space may be easily allocated in the 
whether a response is required to the event . For example , the non - volatile memory without reinitializing the NV - RAM . 
bank manager 222 may decide to increment the amount of Thus , the physical devices 105 utilized for player tracking 
credits on the machine according to the bill denomination services may be easily exchanged or upgraded with minimal 
entered into the bill validator 30 . Further , the bank manager software modifications . 
222 may request control of the bill validator . When the bill 60 The various software elements described herein ( e . g . , the 
validator 30 is a shared gaming device , the device scheduler device drivers , device interfaces , communication protocols , 
258 may arbitrate the request to use the bill validator 30 . etc . ) may be implemented as software objects or other 
Thus , one function of the bank manager software and other executable blocks of code or script . In a preferred embodi 
software units that are executed as processes on the gaming ment , the elements are implemented as C + + objects . The 
machine may be as an event evaluator . 65 event manager , event distribution , software player tracking 

More generally , in response to the event , the bank man - unit and other gaming system 213 software may also by 
ager or other processes on the gaming machine may 1 ) implemented as C + + objects . Each are compiled as indi 
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vidual processes and communicate via events and / or inter Different types of information needed to determine when 
process communication ( IPC ) . Event formats and IPC for - to instantiate an ECI may be communicated . For instance , in 
mats may be defined as part of one or more Application 404 , the gaming machine may send status information 
Program Interfaces ( APIs ) used on the gaming machine . regarding its current status , such as idle or active , to the 
This method of implementation is compatible with the QNX 5 remote host . As another example , in 406 the gaming 
operating system . machine may send player and / or usage information , such as 

The operating system and its components have been coin - in and coin - out , to the remote host . In yet another 
described in the context of a gaming machine . A master example , the event information , such as a request for a game 
gaming controller 46 on the gaming machine may include service on the gaming machine , may be sent to the remote 
the operating system ( see at least FIG . 6 ) . The present tº host that triggers a launch of the ECI . 
invention is not so limited . Gaming processes may also be In particular embodiment , the remote host may receive 
activated by operating systems executed by logic devices useful information indirectly . For example , a player tracking 
different from the master gaming controller on the gaming session may be initiated on the gaming machine that causes 
machine . For instance , a gaming peripheral , such as a player 16 a communication link to be established between the gaming 
tracking unit , mounted to a gaming machine may include a machine and a player tracking server . In response , the 
logic device that executes an operating system . The operat - gaming machine may send information indicating that a 
ing system on the gaming peripheral may be the same or player tracking session has been initiated . In response , the 
different from the operating system executing on the master remote host may contact the player tracking server and in 
gaming controller on the gaming machine . 20 450 receive information from the player tracking server , 

The gaming peripheral may comprise one or more gaming which is an example of remote gaming device . In another 
devices . Like the gaming machine activating a process that embodiment , after a communication link may be established 
controls gaming devices located on the gaming peripheral , with the gaming machine , the player tracking server may 
the logic device on the gaming peripheral may activate automatically contact the remote host and send information 
processes that control gaming devices located on the gaming 25 to the remote host in 450 . 
peripheral and the gaming machine . Further , like the gaming The information received from the player tracking server 
machine , the gaming machine may execute ECI processes may be used to determine whether to launch an ECI on the 
under control of a remote host . In another embodiment , the gaming machine . Further , when the ECI is launched , the gaming peripheral may act as a remote host to an ECI information received from the player tracking server and / or process executed on the gaming machine . For instance , a 30 the the gaming machine may be used to customize the content player tracking unit coupled to the gaming machine may act output by the ECI on the gaming machine . For example , the as the remote host for the player tracking ECI process 226 content may be customized according to known player executed on the gaming machine . In yet another embodi 
ment , the gaming machine may act as a remote host to an preferences . In another example , the content may be cus 
ECI process executing on another gaming device , such as 35 25 tomized according to a status of the player , which may be 
another gaming machine . determined from their game play history . Further , the player 
Remote Host Gaming Machine Interaction tracking server may send or the remote host may store 
FIG . 4A is an interaction diagram 400 between a host and operator preferences regarding content or promotions that 

gaming machine for one embodiment of the present inven the operator wants to output via the ECI . The operator 
tion . The gaming machine may be operable to provide 40 preferences may also be used to customize the ECI on the 
access to resources that may be controlled by the remote host gaming machine . 
as part of an ECI described above with at least respect to In another embodiment , the gaming machine may send 
FIGS . 1A to 3C . In 430 , the gaming machines powers up and information to servers in which it does not have an estab 
becomes available for game play . At some time , the gaming lished formal communication relationship . For example , 
machine may establish a relationship with a remote host . For 45 when the gaming machine is idle , the gaming machine may 
example , in one embodiment , as part of an initialization broadcast its status to one or more remote hosts on a local 
phase on the gaming machine , a communication link may be area network . In response to the broadcast , one or more 
established between gaming machine and the remote host . remote hosts may determine that they wish to output content 
When a communication link is established between the on the gaming machine during the idle period and contact 
gaming machine and the remote , the gaming machine and 50 the gaming machine . In 402 , the remote hosts may contact 
remote host may exchange authentication / validation mes - the gaming machines to request additional information , 
sages 412 that enable both the gaming machine and the which may be publicly available to devices on the network 
remote host to determine that the communications are from or in 410 , the remote host may initiate a resource request 410 
a valid source . This process may utilize methods known in for control of resources on the gaming machine . Prior to 
the art , such as exchanging information encrypted or signed 55 exchanging information regarding parameters of the 
with public and private key pairs . resource request , such as a status of resources that may be 

After a communication link is established between the available for control by the remote host in 414 , the gaming 
remote host and the gaming machine , information may be machine and remote host may exchange information used by 
exchanged between the devices that may be used to deter - each device for authentication and validation purposes . 
mine when to trigger an instantiation of an ECI on the 60 Further details of interactions between the remote host and 
gaming machine . In different embodiments , information the gaming machine are described in the figure for one 
requests may be initiated by remote host in 402 or may be embodiment of the present invention . 
initiated by the gaming machine . The information requests In 454 , the remote host may evaluate the resource limi 
may be event driven , may occur at regular intervals as a tations provided by the gaming machine and determine 
result of polling messages initiated at the host or the gaming 65 whether it can provide content that is suitable for the 
machine , may occur according to an agreed upon schedule resource limitations available on the gaming machine . When 
or combinations thereof . the remote host determines the resource limitations are 
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acceptable , in 416 , it may send a message indicating it the remote host may send information to the gaming 
wishes to initiate a session between the remote host and the machine to indicate that the jackpot has reached a certain 
gaming machine . threshold to entice a player on the gaming machine to join 

In 418 , after receiving this message , the remote host and the progressive game . Thus , the remote host may dynami 
the gaming machine may exchange one or more session 5 cally adjust content sent to the gaming machine based upon 
parameter messages including information such as a time a group state for a group of gaming machines that the 
stamp , clock information so that their clocks may be syn - gaming machine is currently not affecting . 
chronized , device identification etc . In one embodiment , the In 456 , the remote host may select its initial content to 
information in the one or more session parameter messages send to the gaming machine , including commands , instruc 
may be utilized to identify state information stored on the 10 tions and / or data that are already stored on the remote to the 
remote host pertaining to the session between the remote gaming machine in 420 . If needed , the remote host may 
host and the gaming machine in a manner that allows the generate all or a portion of the content to send to the gaming 
state of the gaming machine and the state of an ECI machine in real time . In a particular embodiment , the 
generally corresponding to the state of gaming at a particular gaming machine may store content from previous interac 
time or during a particular event to be determined . 15 tions with the remote host or other remote hosts that were 

After a session between the gaming machine and the host used by an ECI . In this case , the gaming machine may be 
is initiated , in 434 , the gaming machine load and execute an operable to gather information on content stored on the 
ECI process if it is not already executing and begin com - gaming machine and send it to the remote host . The gaming 
munication gaming machine transaction information to the machine or the remote host may initiate this interaction . If 
remote host . The gaming machine transaction information 20 the gaming machine is storing content that is useful to the 
may include information regarding a state of a game played remote host , such as content it may need to send to the 
on the game , player identification information , money han - gaming machine in the absence of its presence on the 
dling information , etc . The gaming machine transaction gaming machine , the remote host may be operable to send 
information received from the gaming machine may affect only needed content without reduplicating content the con 
dynamically the content the remote host sends to the gaming 25 tent it may use that is already stored on the gaming machine . 
machine . Examples of gaming transaction information that In 458 , the remote host may store information regarding 
may be transmitted are described in the G2S protocol the state it is controlling on the EC , which may be affected 
approved by the Gaming Standards Association ( Fremont , by the content it is sending . In 436 , the gaming machine may 
Calif . ) although the present invention is not limited to the store and / or output content via the ECI . In 438 , the gaming 
communicating the information described in the protocol or 30 machine may receive input from a peripheral device , such as 
in the format described by the protocol . a touch screen sensor or generate information that may affect 

In particular embodiments , the remote host may be simul - the content provided by the remote host . In 440 , the gaming 
taneously in sessions with a plurality of gaming machines machine may determine that this information is of interest to 
where each gaming machine is receiving content that is the remote host and / or to the ECI . In one embodiment , the 
being dynamically adjusted by the remote host based on 35 information may be routed to the ECI for additional pro 
information received from the gaming machines , i . e . , the cessing , which may then send the information to the remote 
content is customized for the particular game state of each host or in 422 , the gaming machine send the information 
gaming machine . Further , the remote host may be operable directly to remote host . 
to customize content based upon a " group " state . In a group I n 460 , the remote host may process the information 
state , information received from a group of gaming machine 40 received from the gaming machine and send new content 
may be combined to define a state of the group . The remote including commands , instructions and / or data to the gaming 
host may be operable to dynamically adjust content sent to machine in 424 . In 442 , the gaming machine may store 
one or more gaming machines in a group based upon a group and / or output the new content via the ECI . In 462 , the 
state . Thus , at a particular time , the content sent from the remote host determines that an event has been triggered , 
remote host to the gaming machine may be 1 ) affected by the 45 which may be related to the content it has sent in 424 . For 
state of the gaming machine , 2 ) unaffected by the state of the example , the event may be the award of a 2 times bonus and 
gaming machine , 3 ) affected by the state of a group of the content it sent in 424 may be a presentation for this 
gaming machine , 4 ) unaffected by the state of the group of award . Thus , in 426 , event information may be sent to the 
gaming machines , 5 ) affected by the state of another gaming gaming machine , such as instructions , to the master gaming 
machine ( e . g . , in a tournament situation , the remote host 50 controller to double an award for the current game and 
may adjust its content to reflect that another gaming machine update the credit meter accordingly . 
different the gaming machine has won the tournament or In 444 , in response to the event information , the gaming 
another gaming machine has won a particular jackpot ) , 6 ) machine may modify the gaming machine interface . For 
unaffected by the state of another gaming machine , or 7 ) example , in the case of the 2 times bonus award described 
combinations thereof . 55 in the previous paragraph , the gaming machine may present 

In the preceding paragraph , a gaming machine to which a credit meter scrolling up in response to the award . 
the remote host is sending content may or may not provide In 448 , the gaming machine may determine that an event 
information that affects a particular group state at a given has occurred that may affect a status of the session . For 
time . For example , the remote host or another host may instance , the gaming machine may have received a cash out 
provide a progressive game with a progressive jackpot to a 60 command , a player may withdraw a player tracking card , the 
group of gaming machines . The gaming machine to which gaming machine may have reached zero credits , the gaming 
the remote host is sending content may be operable to play machine may have been idle for a period , the gaming 
the progressive game but may not be currently participating machine has received a request for resources from another 
in the progressive game at a particular time and thus not remote host wishing to provide an ECI , the gaming machine 
contributing to the jackpot , which in this example is one 65 has received an input signal indicating a desire to close a 
indicator of the group state of the gaming machine in the window associate with the ECI provided by the remote , a 
group . When the progressive jackpot reaches a certain level , malfunction has occurred on the gaming machine , a tilt 
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condition has occurred on the gaming machine , the trolled process may provide ( a ) one or more services to the 
resources available on the gaming machine have changed . player , ( b ) one or more enhanced functions or features of the 

In response to the particular event , in 428 , the gaming gaming machine to the player ; ( c ) one or more outcomes to 
machine may renegotiate or terminate the session . For a player ; or ( d ) a combination of such services , functions and 
example , when the gaming machine has been idle for a 5 outcomes to a player . 
period , the gaming machine may terminate the current In one embodiment , the services provided to the player 
session with the host or the gaming machine may renegotiate via the externally controlled process may include , but are not 
the session parameters , such as to provide an attract feature limited to one or more of the following : on an ECI associated with the remote host . In 449 and 466 , ( 1 ) enabling a player to order food , drinks or coffee from the gaming machine and the remote host may each respec - 10 the gaming machine ( possibly to be delivered to the tively store state information , such as information indicating player at the gaming machine ) ; the session was terminated or was renegotiated . 

The interaction diagram was provided for illustrative ( 2 ) enabling a player at a gaming machine to communi 
cate with a person at another gaming machine ; purposes only and the present invention is not to be limited 

by the types of interactions or order of interactions described 15 ( 3 ) enabling a person at a gaming machine to communi 
in FIG . 4 . Accordingly , it should be appreciated that in one cate with a gaining establishment concierge , 
embodiment , the present disclosure provides a gaming ( 4 ) enabling a player to learn information about various 
device including a primary game operable upon a wager by hotels , gaming establishments , restaurants , entertain 
a player , at least one display device , at least one input ment and / or travel services ; 
device , and at least one local processor . The master gaming 20 ( 5 ) enabling a player to make reservations , such as at a 
machine controller may be programmed to operate a remote restaurant or for an event , from the gaming machine ; 
host to enable the player to wager on a play of the primary ( 6 ) enabling a player to transfer funds or manage a 
game , generate or receive a primary game outcome for the monetary account from the gaming machine ; 
play of the primary game , cause part of the display device ( 7 ) enabling a player to purchase a lottery ticket at the 
to display the play of the primary game , and receive at least 25 gaming machine ; 
one request from the remote host to provide at least one ( 8 ) enabling a player to obtain change at a gaming 
remote controlled process on the display device . If at least machine ; 
one request to provide the remote controlled process is ( 9 ) enabling a player to make a wager on an event or other 
received , the local processor may be programmed to deter unknown outcome , such as a sporting event , to monitor 
mine an availability of at least one gaming device resource . 30 events , to receive results and to cash out a winning 
If the gaming device resource is available , the local proces event ticket at the gaming machine ; 
sor may be programmed to accept the request to provide the ( 10 ) enabling a player to send and receive electronic 
remote controlled process ; and enable the remote host to messages , such as e - mails , at the gaming machine ; 
cause a portion of the display device to display the remote ( 11 ) enabling a player to purchase various vending items 
controlled process , wherein the remote controlled process 35 at the gaming machine ; 
will not affect the integrity of the play of the primary game ( 12 ) enabling a player to access internet enabled services ; 
and the remote controlled process may be displayed simul ( 13 ) enabling a player to check and redeem player track 
taneously with the play of the primary game and generated ing points for merchandise , entertainment or services ; 
concurrently by the master gaming controller on the gaming ( 14 ) enabling a player to receive information related to 
machine . If the gaming device resource is not available , the 40 upcoming tournaments or other gaming establishment 
local processor may be programmed to reject the request to promotions ; 
provide the remote controlled process . It should be appre ( 15 ) enabling a player to watch television or a movie at 
ciated that maintaining the integrity of the play of the the gaming machine ; 
primary game includes , but is not limited to : ensuring that ( 16 ) enabling a player to listen to music at the gaming 
the game play speed of the primary game remains the same 45 machine ; 
or substantially the same , ensuring that the quality of graph ( 17 ) enabling a player to access the player ' s gaming 
ics of the primary game remains the same or substantially establishment account ; and 
the same , ensuring that the quality of the audio of the ( 18 ) enabling a player to view promotions available to 
primary game remains the same or substantially the same , that player . 
ensuring that no corrupt images are displayed in association 50 In one embodiment , the enhanced functions or features of 
with the play of the primary game , ensuring that the correct the gaming machine provided to the player via the externally 
outcomes are provided to the player in association with the controlled process include , but are not limited to one or more 
play of the primary game , and / or ensuring that the function of the following : 
ality of the primary game remains the same or substantially ( 1 ) displaying information relating to one or more aspects 
the same . of the player ' s gaming experience ; 

In one such embodiment , if the externally controlled ( 2 ) providing personalized audio and / or video content at 
process is authorized by the master gaming controller , then the gaming machine ; 
the externally controlled process may provide ( a ) one or ( 3 ) enabling a player to pick a game to play from a 
more services to the player ; ( b ) one or more enhanced plurality of available games ; 
functions or features of the gaming machine to the player ; 60 ( 4 ) enabling a player to place one or more side - bets : 
( c ) one or more outcomes to a player ; or ( d ) a combination ( 5 ) enabling a player to play for one or more progressive 
of such services , functions and outcomes to a player , awards ; 
wherein the externally controlled process is based , at least in ( 6 ) enabling a player to participate in a gaming tourna 
part , on one or more aspects of the locally controlled games . ment ; 
In other embodiments , if the externally controlled process is 65 ( 7 ) providing a virtual ATM at the gaming machine ; 
authorized by the master gaming controller , then indepen ( 8 ) providing a virtual entertainment center at the gaming 
dent of the locally controlled games , the externally con machine ; 
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( 9 ) providing a virtual lottery machine at the gaming instance , the remote host 150 may be operable to control 
machine ; overhead signage or other types of display devices near a 

( 10 ) providing a virtual change machine at the gaming bank of gaming machines to complement the content pro 
machine ; vide by an ECI on the gaming machines . 

( 11 ) providing a virtual sports book at the gaming 5 In particular embodiments , the gaming machines , 150 , 
machine ; 151 , 152 , may be located proximate to one another , such as 

( 12 ) providing a virtual communication center at the in a bank of gaming machines , at different locations in a 
gaming machine ; gaming establishment or even located in different gaming 

( 13 ) providing a virtual concierge at the gaming machine ; establishments at different locations . Further , the present 
( 14 ) providing a virtual vending machine at the gaming 10 invention is not related to gaming machines , player stations 
machine ; available at table games and signage near table games may 

( 15 ) providing a virtual internet kiosk at the gaming also be ECI enabled such that utilization by the remote is 
machine ; allowed . Thus , in a particular embodiment , the remote host 

( 16 ) enabling a player to customize one or more aspects may be operable to provide ECI enabled services to players 
of the content displayed on the display device ; 15 at table games and gaming machines including shared games 

( 17 ) enabling a player to customize one or more aspects that involve a mixture of player ' s at table games and gaming 
of gaming machine interface ; machines , such as slot machines . 

( 18 ) enabling a player to enroll in a player tracking The remote host 150 via an ECI on each of the gaming 
system ; machines may be able to coordinate content on two or more 

( 19 ) enabling a player to play a plurality of games 20 gaming machines , such as two or more of 152 , 153 and 153 . 
simultaneously or substantially simultaneously at the For instance , if two or more gaming machines share a 
gaming machine ; similar theme it may be desirable to coordinate content on 

( 20 ) enabling a player to access personal settings at the the two machines , such that a theme is matched . In another 
gaming machine ; example , if two of more gaming machines are located in a 

( 21 ) enabling a player to access a score card of accom - 25 similar location , where advertising or merchandising for a 
plished events ( such as which poker game outcomes particular product or service is desirable , then the advertis 
has the player obtained and which poker game out ing or the merchandising on similarly located gaming 
comes has the player not yet obtained ) ; machines may be coordinated , i . e . , receive related content . 

( 22 ) enabling a player to access a tournament leader In general , any content or activity that is described in 
board ; and 30 relation to a single gaming device herein may be extended 

( 23 ) enabling a player to select a favorite type of award to in a coordinated or targeted manner to a group of gaming 
play for . devices . 

In one embodiment , the outcomes provided to the player In another embodiment , content on groups of gaming 
via the externally controlled process may include , but are not machines may be coordinated according to characteristics of 
limited to one or more of the following . 35 the players at a group of gaming machines . For instance , the 

( 1 ) a value ; remote host may enable a group of friends and / or family to 
( 2 ) a modifier ; communicate with one another and play a shared game with 
( 3 ) an entry in an award drawing , their group while playing games on different gaming 
( 4 ) an entry in a tournament ; devices . For instance , the group may play a tournament 
( 5 ) an additional player tracking point ; 40 game or a bonus game with each other . As an another 
( 6 ) a session surprise award ; example , the remote host may provide ECIs that allow the 
( 7 ) a modifier of any primary game awards for a set group to receive related content that is of interest to the 
amount of time ; group , such as a notification for the group or a part of the 

( 8 ) a number of free or discounted spins or activations of group that a dinner reservation or some other activity is 
a game ; 45 about to start . 

( 9 ) a prize ; In general , the players in a group may share some 
( 10 ) a progressive award ; common interest and are not limited to being known to each 
( 11 ) a retrigger to be utilized in a game ; other . When player ' s have provided preference information 
( 12 ) a wild symbol to be utilized in a game ; in regards to preferences towards gaming activities and / or a 
( 13 ) an anti - terminator to be utilized in a game ; 50 gaming establishment has collected information in regards 
( 14 ) a bonus or secondary game ; to a player ' s interests and gaming activities , then the remote 
( 15 ) a nudge of one or more reels in a reel game ; host may provide content that is targeted toward a group of 
( 16 ) a hold of one or more reels in a reel game ; player ' s with similar interests . As an example , when a group 
( 17 ) a scatter type pay ; of players is playing on gaming devices that are ECI enabled 
( 18 ) one or more additional paylines in a reel game ; 55 and a subset of the group has shown an interest in tourna 
( 19 ) one or more additional ways to win in a reel game ; ment games , such as past participation in tournament games , 
( 20 ) one or more additional ways to trigger a secondary then the remote host may only send tournament information 
game ; to the subset of the group that it has determined may be 

( 21 ) one or more available promotions ; interested in tournament games . 
( 22 ) one or more surveys ; and 60 In another embodiment , the remote 150 may coordinate 
( 23 ) one or more non - redeemable credits . groups of ECIs to generate coordinated effects that span 
FIG . 4B is a block diagram of a remote host 150 that is multiple gaming machines . For instance , gaming machines 

externally controlled interface ( ECI ) enabled connected to a 151 , 152 and 153 may be collocated ( e . g . , side - by - side ) , 
plurality of gaming machines , 151 , 152 and 153 , that are video displays on gaming machines 151 , 152 and 153 may 
ECI enabled for one embodiment of the present invention . 65 utilized in a manner such that video content on the displays 
The remote host may also be connected to and operable to appears to span multiple gaming machines . For instance , a 
control a plurality of interface devices , such as 154 . For graphic may appear to move from a first gaming machine to 
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a second , gaining machine to a third gaming machine in a An ECI 502 also utilizes a portion of the display 502 . In 
sequential fashion under control of the remote host via an one embodiment , when the master gaming controller 
ECIs on each gaming machine . If a peripheral interface receives an input signal indicating the service button 518 has 
device 154 , such as an overhead sign is employed , then the been depressed , the ECI 502 may be activated . Prior to 
remote host may be also operable to move the graphic from 5 activation of the ECI 502 , the game interface 503 may 
the overhead sign to the gaming machines and vice versa . occupy the entire display 34 . In the example in the FIG . 5A , 

In another example , the remote host may coordinate the ECI 502 utilizes a portion of the touch screen display 502 
content on a group of gaming machines to provide an and the speakers 12 and 14 . In different embodiments , the 
activity , such as a shared bonus game or a tournament . In ECI transitions to utilize a portion of the display via a sliding 
this example , this example , the remote host may both 10 window transition , via a swapping of windows transition , 
coordinate and customize content . For instance , a tourna - via an overlay of windows transition , via a scaling of 
ment may involve a group of players playing a common windows transition , via one or more hidden windows or via 
game provide under control of ECIs receiving information any suitable transition . In other embodiments , the game 
from the remote host . Although a game with the same rules interface 503 may utilize other devices coupled to the 
may be played by each player , the remote host may be 15 gaming machine including but not limited to the bill vali 
operable to allow each player to customize content of the dator 30 , card reader 24 , payment acceptor 28 , mechanical 
ECI , such as allowing each player to select a preferred type input buttons 520 and service button . 
of slot game for the ECI - based tournament . The ECI 502 comprises a number of components . Player 

In yet other embodiments , coordinated and customized information 504 including a player ' s name and loyalty 
content may be generated simultaneously on a group of 20 program account information including points in a loyalty 
gaming machines . For instance , in the example in the program may be output to display 34 . The player informa 
preceding paragraph , the gaming machines may include tion and the loyalty account information may be obtained 
primary and secondary displays that may each be utilized in after a player inserts a player tracking card in the card reader 
conjunction with an ECI . On each of the primary displays , 24 . By activating the touch screen proximate to the oval in 
the remote host may affect the content via ECIs such that it 25 which the club points are displayed , the player may access 
varies with events ( e . g . , a particular player being identified additional loyalty program account information or addi 
or a particular game play event occurring , etc . ) . Thus , the tional menus relating to player tracking . After the touch 
content that is affected by the remote host may be different screen proximate to the oval has been activated , the format 
on each gaming machine . In conjunction to the ECIs pro - of the ECI 502 on display 34 may change to enable the 
vided on the primary displays , the remote host may control 30 additional information to be output or the information may 
ECIs on each of the secondary displays to provide a shared be output via an alternate means , such as via the speakers 12 
bonus game played on each gaming machine . Thus , the or 14 or another display on the gaming machine . 
remote host coordinates the content via the ECIs on the In one embodiment , the remote host controlling ECI 502 
secondary displays to provide a shared bonus game . In this may act as a player tracking server and have the player 
example , the gaming machines may be proximate to one 35 loyalty account information locally available . In another 
another or at widely varying locations . embodiment , the remote host 502 may contact another 

In the example in the preceding paragraph , the activities gaming device to obtain any needed loyalty account infor 
on one of the gaming machines participating in the shared mation associated with a player . In the case where the player 
bonus game may affect the content provided via the ECIs on is not a member of the loyalty program , the ECI 502 may 
the other gaming machines participating in the shared bonus 40 output information asking the player to join and providing 
game . For instance , the gaming machines , 151 , 152 and 153 , instructions regarding how to join . 
may all provide slot games where an outcome occurring on Another component of the ECI 502 may be bonus draw 
only one of the slot games may be communicated to the ing information 508 . As a result of their game play , the 
remote host 150 . In response to this outcome , the content for player may earn entries in a bonus drawing . A portion of the 
the bonus game provided on each of the gaming machines 45 ECI display outputs bonus drawing information 508 . By 
may altered in some manner . pressing the touch screen proximate to the oval displaying 

ECI Features the bonus drawing information , the player may learn addi 
FIGS . 5A and 5B are block diagrams illustrating features tional information , such as their number of drawing entries , 

of an externally controlled interface ( ECI ) on a gaming a list of the numbers associated with each bonus drawing 
machine for embodiments of the present invention . In FIG . 50 ticket and / or when the next bonus drawing is going to occur . 
5A , a game interface 503 comprising a portion of the touch In one such embodiment , the remote host provides players 
screen display 34 , speakers 12 and 14 , service button 518 , with one or more entries into a bonus award drawing based 
mechanical input buttons 520 , payment or coin acceptor 28 on a player ' s gaming activity . The remote host tracks one or 
and bill validator 30 are illustrated . The game interface 503 more aspects of the player ' s gaming activity and based on 
enables wagers to be made on a game of chance on the 55 such tracked gaming activity , the remote host provides the 
gaming machine 500 . The game interface portion of the player one or more entries into a bonus drawing for one or 
display 503 comprises a multi - line payline slot game during more awards or prizes . In different embodiments , the num 
one state of the game , payline indicators 528 on the left and ber of entries provided to each player may be predetermined , 
right of the slot game , game information 526 and game randomly determined , determined based on the player ' s 
touch screen input buttons . The game interface 503 may be 60 status ( such as determined through a player tracking sys 
scaled to use a portion of the display 34 . In general , the game tem ) , determined based on a generated symbol or symbol 
interface 503 may be scaled to use many different sized combination , determined based on a random determination 
portions of the display in different locations of the display . by the remote host , determined based on a random deter 
Further the gaming machine is not limited to a single gaming mination at the gaming machine , determined based on one 
interface and the display may be divided into multiple 65 or more side wagers placed , determined based on the play 
portions to enable a plurality of games to be played simul - er ' s primary game wager , determined based on time ( such as 
taneously . the time of day ) or determined based on any other suitable 
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method or criteria . In one embodiment , at a designated time game during the single gaming session . That is , a player may 
or upon a designated event occurring , the remote host ( or be provided a gaming session award without any explana 
other suitable system ) randomly selects one or more of the tion or alternatively with simple explanations . In another 
drawing entries and provides the player ' s associated with embodiment , a player may be provided a gaming session 
such selected drawing entries the appropriate awards . For 5 award at least partially based on a game triggered or symbol 
example , the remote host provides a player with an entry triggered event during the single gaming session , such as at 
into a bonus award drawing for each cherry symbols gen least partially based on the play of a primary game . 
erated in the game . In another embodiment , the remote host In one such embodiment , as indicated in block 1002 of provides players with one or more entries into a bonus award FIG . 8 , upon a player inserting a player tracking card , the drawing based on one or more events independent from the 10 remote host may initiate a gaming session at the player ' s player ' s gaming activity . For example , the remote host currently played gaming device . Upon the initiation of the provides a player with an entry into a bonus award drawing gaming session , as indicated in block 1004 , the remote host for every $ 10 wagered . 

Yet another component of the ECI 502 may be advertising may track one or more aspects of the player ' s gaming 
512 and attract features . Based upon information known 15 activity for the currently played gaming session . In different 
about a player , the advertising and attract features may be embodiments , the remote host may track the amount of 
personalized to an individual player preferences . In FIG . 5A , coin - in , any player tracking points accumulated , the number 
advertising for a show is presented . When ECI touch screen of games played , the number and types of outcomes 
buttons 510 are activated , additional information about the obtained , the currency inserted into the gaming device , the 
show may be presented , such as a movie clip , show times 20 amount of time since the session began , the amount of time 
and seat availability . When the movie is presented , ECI between the generation of certain outcomes , and / or any 
touch screen buttons 510 , enable the progress of the movie other suitable gaming activity . It should be appreciated that 
to be controlled and to be played with or without sound . In in these embodiments , the gaming system may integrate 
one embodiment , the ECI 502 may enable the player to certain aspects of the player ' s currently played gaming 
make reservations for the show and print tickets for the show 25 session to the ECI in a direct , positive feedback loop . That 
or print a receipt that enables a player to pick up tickets for is , as a player continues playing one or more games , the 
the show . amount of coin - in wagered and the number of player track 

Other components of the ECI 502 are menu buttons 514 ing points accumulated may be communicated from the 
for additional services . An activation of the touch screen gaming device to the remote host , wherein the remote host 
proximate to the oval for each of the menu buttons 514 30 integrates this communicated data as part of the content 
causes the ECI 502 to display additional information regard - utilized by the ECI . 
ing services , beverages or communications with a host that In one embodiment , the remote host may tracks the same 
may be obtained on the gaming machine . In response to the aspect of gaming activity for each gaming session . For 
activation of one of the menu buttons 514 , the ECI 502 may example , the remote host may track the number of games 
display additional menus and information , which is 35 played by each player in each gaming session . In another 
described in more detail with respect to at least FIG . 5B . embodiment , the remote host may track different aspects of 

Finally , a last component of the EC 502 for this example gaming activity for different gaming sessions . For example , 
may be a bonus status information 516 . During game play , the remote host may track the number of games played by 
the player may progress towards an additional bonus award . each player in a first gaming session and may track each 
The progression may depend on factors , such as but not 40 player ' s coin - in in a second gaming session . In different 
limited to a wager amount , how many games they initiate embodiments , which aspect of gaming activity the remote 
and events that are randomly triggered during their game host will track may be predetermined , randomly determined , 
play . The bonus status information 516 may be a meter that determined based on the player ' s status ( such as determined 
displays their progress to the additional award . through a player tracking system ) , determined based on a 

In one embodiment of the ECI being utilized to provide an 45 generated symbol or symbol combination , determined based 
additional bonus award , the gaming system disclosed herein on a random determination by the remote host , determined 
provides players with one or more bonus awards based on a based on a random determination at the gaming machine , 
player ' s gaming activity during a single gaming session . In determined based on one or more side wagers placed , 
one embodiment , a single gaming session may be measured determined based on the player ' s primary game wager , 
by a player carding - in and carding - out through a player 50 determined based on time ( such as the time of day ) or 
tracking system . In one embodiment , a gaming session determined based on any other suitable method or criteria . 
award may be triggered based on one or more game play In one embodiment , the remote host may track the same 
events , such as a symbol - driven trigger , which occurs during aspect of gaming activity for each player . In another embodi 
the single gaming session . In other embodiments , a gaming ment , the remote host may track different aspects of gaming 
session award triggering event or qualifying condition may 55 activity for different players . For example , the remote host 
be triggered by exceeding a certain amount of game play may track the number of games a first player plays in a first 
( such as number of games , number of credits , or amount of gaming session , but may track a second player ' s coin - in for 
time ) , or reaching a specified number of points earned the first gaming session . In different embodiments , which 
during game play of the single gaming session . In another aspect of gaming activity the remote host will track for 
embodiment , a gaming device may be randomly or appar - 60 different players is predetermined , randomly determined , 
ently randomly selected to provide a player of that gaming determined based on the player ' s status ( such as determined 
device one or more gaming session awards during a single through a player tracking system ) , determined based on a 
gaming session . In one such embodiment , the gaming device generated symbol or symbol combination , determined based 
does not provide any apparent reasons to the player for on a random determination by the remote host , determined 
winning a gaming session award , wherein winning the 65 based on a random determination at the gaming machine , 
gaming session award may not be triggered by an event in determined based on one or more side wagers placed , 
or based specifically on any of the plays of any primary determined based on the player ' s primary game wager , 
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determined based on time ( such as the time of day ) or I n another embodiment , different features on the gaming 
determined based on any other suitable method or criteria . device ( accessible via the ECI ) may become available to the 

In one embodiment , each players gaming activity may be player upon the player ' s gaming activity reaching or exceed 
uniformly tracked by the remote host . For example , a first ing the designated threshold of gaming activity . For 
player ' s wager of $ 1 . 00 counts toward the gaming session 5 example , if the player ' s gaming activity reaches or exceeds 
threshold the same as a second player ' s wager of $ 1 . 00 . In a designated threshold of gaming activity , the gaming device 
another embodiment , different players gaming activity may m ay enable the player to listen to a favorite song or genre of 
be tracked differently . For example , a first player ' s wager of songs while playing the gaming device . In another embodi 
$ 1 . 00 may count more toward the gaming session threshold ment , different services available to the player ( and acces 
than a second player ' s wager of $ 1 . 00 . In different embodi - 10 sible via the ECI ) may be activated upon the player ' s gaming 
ment , each player ' s gaming activity may be tracked based on activity reaching or exceeding a designated threshold of 
the player ' s status ( such as determined through a player gaming activity . For example , if a player ' s gaming activity 
tracking system ) , based on a generated symbol or symbol reaches or exceeds a designated threshold of gaming activ 
combination in the underlying game , based on a random i ty , the player may be offered a free drink . In one embodi 
determination by the remote host , based on a random 15 ment of this example , the gaming system may alert a gaming 
determination at the gaming machine , based on one or more establishment attendant to ask the player if they would like 
side wagers placed , based on the player ' s primary game a free drink . In another embodiment of this example , the 
wager , based on time ( such as the time of day ) or based on gaming system may activate a drink - order button on the 
any other suitable method or criteria . player ' s gaming device . As mentioned above , this activated 

In one embodiment , as indicated in diamond 1006 of FIG . 20 drink - order button may either access a live dispatcher or 
8 , the remote host may determine if the player ' s tracked may summon a gaming establishment attendant . 
gaming activity reaches or exceeds a designated threshold of In one embodiment , as seen in FIG . 5A , the player ' s 
gaming activity . In one embodiment , the designated thresh - currently played gaming device displays information to the 
old of gaming active may be the same for each gaming player 516 regarding their tracking gaming activity and the 
session . In another embodiment , the designated threshold of 25 designated threshold . In one embodiment , the gaming device 
gaming activity may be different for each gaming session . In may display to the player the amount of the player ' s tracked 
different embodiments , the designated threshold of gaming gaming activity , such as via one or more meters , but does not 
activity for each gaming session is predetermined , randomly display information regarding the designated gaming activ 
determined , determined based on the player ' s status ( such as ity threshold . In another embodiment , the gaming device 
determined through a player tracking system ) , determined 30 may display to the player information regarding the desig 
based on a generated symbol or symbol combination , deter - nated gaming activity threshold , but does nor display infor 
mined based on a random determination by the remote host , mation about the amount of the player ' s tracked gaming 
determined based on a random determination at the gaming activity . 
machine , determined based on one or more side wagers In one embodiment , the gaming session bonus award may 
placed , determined based on the player ' s primary game 35 be the same for each of the players . In another embodiment , 
wager , determined based on time ( such as the time of day the gaming session bonus award may be different for dif 
or determined based on any other suitable method or criteria . ferent players . In one such embodiment , different players 

If the player ' s gaming activity does not reach or exceed may play for different gaming session bonus awards based 
the designated threshold of gaming activity , the remote host on each player ' s status ( such as determined through a player 
may continue tracking the player ' s gaming activity and may 40 tracking system ) . For example , the gaming session bonus 
return to block 1004 . If the player ' s gaming activity reaches award for a bronze level player may be the first level 
or exceeds the designated threshold of gaming activity for progressive award of an MLP , while the gaming session 
the currently played gaming session , as indicated in blocks bonus award for a silver level player may be the second level 
1008 and 1010 of FIG . 8 , the remote host may generate a progressive award of the MLP and the gaming session bonus 
bonus award amount or event and may instruct the local 45 award for a gold level player may be the third level pro 
gaming device processor to provide the player the generated gressive award of the MLP . In different embodiments , the 
bonus award or event . For example , if a player ' s coin - in gaming session bonus award each player may play for is 
during a single gaming session is at least equal to a desig - predetermined , randomly determined , determined based on 
nated threshold coin - in level , a remote host may generate a a generated symbol or symbol combination , determined 
bonus award amount and may instruct the gaming device to 50 based on a random determination by the remote host , 
provide the player the generated bonus award . In another determined based on a random determination at the gaming 
embodiment , upon the player ' s tracked gaming activity machine , determined based on one or more side wagers 
reaching or exceeding a designated threshold of gaming placed , determined based on the player ' s primary game 
activity for the currently played gaming session , the remote wager , determined based on time ( such as the time of day ) 
host may generate a plurality of bonus awards and may 55 or determined based on any other suitable method or criteria . 
instruct the gaming device to provide the player the gener - In one embodiment , upon a determination to provide a 
ated bonus awards . It should be appreciated that the gaming player a bonus award for a gaming session , the remote host 
session bonus award may be any suitable award , including , may select a player to provide an accumulated value pro 
but not limited to : a value , a modifier , a modifier of any gressive award . In another embodiment , upon the player ' s 
primary game awards for a set amount of time , a number of 60 tracked gaming activity reaching or exceeding a designated 
free or discounted spins or activations of a game , a bonus or threshold of gaming activity , the remote host may randomly 
secondary game , a prize , a progressive award , a number of select a bonus award from a prize pool and may instruct the 
bonus award drawing tickets , a service or comp , a number gaming device to provide the player the selected bonus 
of player account points , a temporary change in the player ' s award . In one such embodiment , upon a determination to 
account status , a number of redeemable prize points , a 65 provide a player a bonus award for a gaming session , the 
number of rounds in a tournament , and an entry into a group remote host may select a bonus award from a prize pool that 
play bonus event . is based on the player ' s status ( such as determined through 
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a player tracking system ) . For example , a gaming session ing the tracking of the player ' s gaming activity ( after 
bonus award for a bronze player may be selected from a first providing the player a gaming session bonus award ) , the 
prize pool , a gaming session bonus award for a silver player gaming system disclosed herein provides the player the 
may be selected from a second , different prize pool and a opportunity to win multiple gaming session bonus awards 
gaming session bonus award for a gold player may be 5 during a single gaming session . It should be appreciated that 
selected from a third , different prize pool . In different by utilizing the master gaming controller , including a gam 
embodiments , upon a determination to provide a player a ing device CPU or processor for at least one award deter 
bonus award for a gaming session , the remote host may mination ( i . e . , the game of chance outcome described above ) 
select a bonus award from a prize pool that is based on a and by utilizing the remote host for at least one award 
generated symbol or symbol combination , based on a ran - 10 determination ( i . e . , the gaming session bonus award ) , the 
dom determination by the remote host , based on a random gaming system disclosed herein may be operable to provide 
determination at the gaining machine , based on one or more a plurality of awards to a player wherein at least one award 
side wagers placed , based on the player ' s primary game is determined locally and at least one award is determined 
wager , based on time ( such as the time of day ) or based on remotely . 
any other suitable method or criteria . 15 It should be appreciated that in one embodiment wherein 

In one such embodiment a promotional prize pool may the ECI is utilized to provide a player an additional award , 
include a plurality of inventoried items ( which may include the gaming system disclosed herein may be capable of 
null items ) and thus the prize pool is associated with a fixed providing players different types of awards based on the 
cost . In this embodiment , the remote host may randomly player ' s player tracking information , wherein player ' s 
select prizes from the pool and removes the prizes as they 20 wagers fund different player tracking based incentives or 
are provided to the players , wherein when the last prize is awards . That is , the gaming system may provide a single 
removed from the promotional prize pool , the promotion player a gaming session bonus award ( wherein the player ' s 
ends . It should be appreciated that in this embodiment , as gaming activity is based on the player ' s player tracking 
more prizes are selected and removed from the prize pool , information ) and may also provide the player a bonus 
the probabilities of being selected associated with the 25 drawing award ( wherein the player ' s entries into the draw 
remaining prizes change . In another embodiment , each i ng are based on the player ' s player tracking information ) . In 
bonus award is associated with a probability and the remote this embodiment , the gaming system may be operable to 
host randomly selects a bonus award based on these prob simultaneously run a plurality of different promotions 
abilities . wherein a player ' s standing or equity in each promotion is 

In another embodiment , upon the player ' s tracked gaming 30 individually displayed to the player . Such a configuration 
activity reaching or exceeding a designated threshold of provides increased entertainment and enjoyment for players 
gaming activity , the remote host may randomly determine , by enabling players to win additional awards based on their 
based on one or more probabilities , whether to provide the player tracking status . 
player a bonus award for the player ' s gaming session . In this In another embodiment , the utilization of a dynamic game 
embodiment , if the remote host determines to provide the 35 interface and a separate dynamic ECI generated on only a 
player a bonus award for the player ' s gaming session , the single display device or generated on separate displays , 
remote host may generate a bonus award amount and may provides that a gaming device , which may part of a gaming 
instruct the gaming device to provide the player the gener - system , may be operable to simultaneously display , substan 
ated bonus award . On the other hand , if the remote host tially simultaneously display or sequentially display and 
determines not to provide the player a bonus award for the 40 execute multiple games wherein at least one game outcome 
player ' s gaming session , after a set interval ( such as an may be determined locally by the gaming device processor 
amount of time or coin - in accumulated ) the remote host may ( i . e . , the game of chance associated with the game interface ) 
redetermine whether to provide the player a bonus award for and at least one outcome is determined remotely by a remote 
the player ' s gaming session . host ( i . e . , the outcome provided via the ECI ) . In another 

In one embodiment , the designated threshold of gaming 45 embodiment , the utilization of a dynamic game interface and 
activity may be the same for each player . In another embodi - a separate dynamic ECI generated only a single display 
ment , the designated threshold of gaming activity is different device or generated on multiple displays , provides that a 
for different players . In one such embodiment , the desig - gaming device , which may be part of the gaming system 
nated threshold associated with each player ' s gaming activ - disclosed herein , may be operable to display the results of a 
ity may be based on the player ' s status ( such as determined 50 plurality of different determinations wherein at least one 
through a player tracking system ) . For example , a bronze determination is based on one or more generated symbols or 
player may have a threshold of gaming activity higher than symbol combinations , at least one determination is indepen 
a silver player , which may have a threshold of gaming dent of any game play events and at least one determination 
activity higher than a gold player . In different embodiments , is based on a promotional offering . In one such embodiment , 
the designated threshold for each player may be predeter - 55 at least one determination is executed in a ' thin client 
mined , randomly determined , determined based on a gen - configuration ( i . e . , the player of a primary game which is 
erated symbol or symbol combination , determined based on controlled by the remote host and displayed by the gaming 
a random determination by the remote host , determined machine or a session surprise bonus award determined by 
based on a random determination at the gaming machine , the remote host and displayed by the gaming machine ) and 
determined based on one or more side wagers placed , 60 at least one determination is executed in a ' thick client ' 
determined based on the player ' s primary game wager , configuration ( i . e . , a game of chance award determined by 
determined based on time ( such as the time of day ) or the master gaming controller , wherein the game of chance 
determined based on any other suitable method or criteria . may have been downloaded from the remote host ) . 

After providing the player a bonus award for the player ' s In one embodiment , when the ECI is utilized to provide 
gaming session , the remote host may reset the tracked 65 a player an outcome or award in addition to a locally 
gaming activity for the player ' s gaming session and restarts determined game award where the ECI based award is 
tracking the player ' s gaming activity . By resetting or restart determined at a remote host , the remotely determined award 
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and the locally determined game award are each determined the type of award a player may win includes , but is not 
independently . In another embodiment , the remotely deter limited to , a monetary award , a non - monetary prize , an offer 
mined award is based , at least in part , on the locally to purchase an item , an entry in a promotion , a modifier , a 
determined award . In another embodiment , the locally deter - modifier of any primary game awards for a set amount of 
mined outcome and associated award is based , at least in 5 time , a number of free or discounted spins or activations of 
part , on the remotely determined outcome . a game , a bonus or secondary game , a progressive award , a 

In another embodiment when one or more ECIs are number of bonus award drawing tickets , a service or comp , 
utilized to provide players one or more additional outcomes a number of player account points , a temporary change in 
or awards via one or more promotions , the gaming system the player ' s account status , a number of redeemable prize 
disclosed herein tracks each of the promotions provided via 10 points , a number of rounds in a tournament , and an entry into 
an ECI . In this embodiment , the gaming system compares a group play bonus event . Expanding on the example 
the actual provided promotional outcomes or awards to a described above , if a player ' s currently played gaming 
theoretical amount of promotional outcomes or awards . That device generated a designated symbol combination which 
is , the gaming system compares each gaming device ' s actual included three cherry symbols and the player wagered at 
promotional return to a theoretical return , which may have 15 least one credit on each available payline , then the open 
been contemplated by a gaming establishment operator ended rules engine ( previously set up by the gaming estab 
when setting up the initial promotion . Based on these lishment operator ) may be used to determine that the player 
comparisons , the gaming system may be enabled to change is eligible to win an award of ten bonus award drawing 
or modify one or more criteria required to obtain a promo - tickets . 
tional outcome or award to align the actual promotional 20 In another such embodiment , the open - ended rules engine 
return with the contemplated theoretical promotional return . may be used to determine and to display to a gaming 

It should be appreciated that in one embodiment the establishment operator a theoretical payout or average 
gaming system disclosed herein provides an open - ended expected payback of different selectable criteria for a player 
rules engine for gaming establishments to create and provide winning an award and different selectable types of awards , 
any suitable promotion to one or more players . In one such 25 which may be provided to a player . In this embodiment , the 
embodiment , the gaming system enables gaming establish - open - ended rules engine may enable a gaming establishment 
ments to set up one or more rules , wherein if an event occurs operator to select different criteria to create different pro 
( wherein the event is either related to game play or inde - motions , wherein the gaming system displays how changes 
pendent of game play ) , then based on the set up rules , certain of different criteria affect a promotion ' s theoretical payout or 
features , services , outcomes or functions may be provided to 30 average expected payback . Using the example described 
or otherwise made available to one or more players . In one above , the open - ended rules engine may be operable to 
embodiment , the gaming system may enable a gaming inform the gaming establishment operator the different aver 
establishment to set up or input rules related to the different age expected paybacks if the gaming system includes a first 
criteria for a player winning an award , the different types of promotion where a player is provided ten drawing tickets if 
awards available to players , or combinations thereof , to 35 the player ' s currently played gaming device generated a 
achieve an average expected payback for one or more designated symbol combination which included three cherry 
promotions and / or any combination thereof . As described symbols and the player wagered at least one credit on each 
above , the one or more promotions may be provided via available payline versus a second promotion where a player 
ECIs executing on one or more gaming devices . Accord is provided eight drawing tickets if the player ' s currently 
ingly , the open - ended rules engine provides increased flex - 40 played gaming device generated a designated symbol com 
ibility to a gaming establishment operator to further define bination which included three cherry symbols and the player 
and configure different aspects of a player ' s gaming expe - wagered at least one credit on each available payline . 
rience . Accordingly , the utilization of the open - ended rules engine 

In such one embodiment , the gaming system disclosed enables different gaming establishments to create and imple 
herein may enable a gaming establishment operator to 45 ment different promotional offers to differentiate themselves 
configure the open - ended rules engine by defining different from other gaming establishments . 
criteria for a player winning an award . In different embodi - As indicated above , in one embodiment , the gaming 
ments , the criteria may be based on a player ' s player system disclosed herein may be operable to display any 
tracking status , based on if a player has a player tracking suitable information , including progressive jackpot informa 
card in a gaming device of the gaming system , based on a 50 tion , via one or more ECIs to the players through one or 
player ' s amount of game play over a designated period of more displays on the gaming machines or additional infor 
time , based on the generation of a designated symbol mation displays positioned near the gaming machines , such 
combination at a designated wager level , based on one or as above a bank of system gaming machines . This informa 
more side wagers placed , based on the player ' s primary tion may be used to entertain the players , inform the players 
game wager , based on time ( such as the time of day ) or based 55 about any aspect of game play occurring on one or more 
on any other suitable method or criteria . For example , a gaming devices in the gaming system or inform the player 
gaming establishment operator may utilize the open - ended of any aspect of any promotional offering occurring on one 
rules engine to establish that if a player ' s currently played or more gaming devices in the gaming system . It should be 
gaming device generates a designated symbol combination appreciated that such information can be provided to the 
which includes three cherry symbols , and if the player has 60 players through any suitable audio , audio - visual or visual 
wagered at least one credit on each available payline , then devices . 
the player is eligible for a gaming establishment defined Player Interface 
promotion . As seen in FIG . 5B , a few examples of menu navigation 

In another such embodiment , the gaming system dis - available with the EC 502 are illustrated . In FIG . 5B , the ECI 
closed herein may enable a gaming establishment operator 65 502 outputs touch screen buttons 530 . In response to an 
to configure the open - ended rules engine by defining what activation of the touch screen proximate to each menu 
type of award a player may win . In different embodiments , button , the ECI 502 may output different media , including 
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but not limited to video and audio based information . For devices not limited to touch screen enabled displays or even 
example , when the play activates the comp / point redemp - requiring a touch screen enabled display , may be utilized as 
tions , the ECI 502 may enable the player to redeem their components of an ECI . 
points for merchandise , entertainment or services . In one In one embodiment , one or more aspects of the customi 
embodiment , when the comp button is activated , a menu of 5 zable interface are associated with functions performed by 
restaurants and points required to obtain a meal at each the remote host ( i . e . , the player or ECI interface 502 ) and / or 
restaurant . In another embodiment , when a selection of a one or more aspects of the customizable interface are 
restaurant is made , points may be deducted from the player associated with functions performed by the gaming machine 

( i . e . , the game interface 503 ) . That is , as illustrated in FIG . loyalty account and the player may receive a receipt or a 
voucher indicating their award . In one embodiment , the ECI " ? 10 9D , the result of at least one player input that is detected on 

the gaming device may cause a change related to the locally 502 may enable the player to obtain additional information controlled game ( e . g . , a player changing their bet amount via about each restaurant and even make reservations . An acti the bet slider input ) and the result of at least another player vation of the “ go back ” button on the touch screen may input may cause a change related to the externally controlled 
cause the ECI 502 to return to a previous menu page . 15 process ( e . g . , a player notifying a gaming establishment 

An activation of the “ my calendar ” button on the touch concierge via the concierge input ) . In another embodiment , screen may cause the ECI 502 to display information one or more aspects of the customizable interface may be 
regarding upcoming events that may be of interest to the independent of the game interface ( controlled by the master 
player on the ECI 502 . An activation of the touch screen gaming controller including a gaming machine processor ) 
proximate to each event may cause the ECI to display 20 and / or one or more aspects of the customizable interface 
additional information about the event . An activation of the may be based on one or more events associated with the 
“ beverage ” button on the touch screen causes the ECI 502 to game interface . In different embodiments , the customizable 
display additional menu items regarding beverages that are interface is associated with information personal to the 
available for the player to order ( not shown ) . These menus player , information relating to the plurality of different 
may enable the player to place an order for the beverage 25 games available to the player , information communicated 
which may be brought to the gaming machine 500 . from a gaming establishment services system , information 
An activation of the " host " button on the touch screen communicated from at least another gaming machine or 

may cause the 502 to display an ECI for providing a information relating to any other suitable aspect of the 
communication interface . As is illustrated in FIG . 5B , the player ' s experience at the gaming machine . This configu 
communication interface may initiate a “ live ” communica - 30 ration may enable different customizable features performed 

by different processors at different locations to be simulta tion session with a casino host . A communication session 
including video and audio transmissions is shown . In gen neously displayed and altered by the player , thus enhancing 

the player ' s gaming experience . eral , the communication interface may be used to initiate In a first setting of one embodiment of the gaming communications with casino representatives , other players 1935 machine of the gaming system disclosed herein , the display at gaming machines or even remote communications to cell device may be operable to display gaming outcomes . In a 
phones and other communication devices . The communica second setting of this embodiment , the display may be 
tion interface may utilize video , audio , text or combinations operable to shade the gaming outcomes and activate an 
thereof to provide the communications . interactive player menu from a single touch of a button . The 

In a particular embodiment , the communication interface 40 button may be a touch screen activated button or mechanical 
and the comp interface that shows the points needed to button coupled to the gaming device . When this button is 
redeem a meal may be simultaneously instantiated as sepa - pressed , a menu may be displayed with a number of options 
rate ECIs displayed simultaneously on one or more display that will bring up further menus , thus resulting in a number 
screens . In this embodiment , the ECI providing the comps of nested menus 1020 . As seen in FIGS . 9B , 9C & 9D , the 
may communicate information to the ECI providing the 45 plurality of nested menus 1020 may enable the player to 
communication interface , such as a restaurant selection that navigate through different aspects of the interface in an 
has been input . The host utilizing the communication may efficient manner . Such an embodiment may provide the 
receive this information via the ECI for the communication player a maximum amount of accessible information with a 
interface and use it to provide the player a service , such as minimum number of player inputs . In different embodi 
making a reservation for the player or communicating 50 ments , the nested menus which are displayed and accessible 
additional information about the restaurant . by a player may be predetermined , determined based on the 

In another embodiment , as illustrated in FIG . 9A , the player ' s status ( such as determined through a player tracking 
gaming system enables one or more players at one or more system ) , determined by the remote host , determined by the 
gaming machines to interact with the gaming machine gaming machine processor , determined based on one or 
and / or the remote host via a customizable interface . In FIGS . 55 more side wagers placed , determined based on the player ' s 
9A - 9D , an ECI and a game interface are shown on a single primary game wager , determined based on time ( such as the 
display for illustrative purposes only . In various embodi time of day ) or determined based on any other suitable 
ments , on a single gaming device , one or more ECIS method or criteria . It should be appreciated that utilizing one 
and / game interfaces may be distributed on a plurality of or more nested menus optimizes the player ' s ease of use of 
different displays where the number of ECIs and / or game 60 the gaming machine by providing an interface wherein the 
interfaces generated and the distribution of the ECIs and features of the greatest interest are available from a single 
game interfaces on the plurality of different displays includ - button . That is , to access the menus , the player may need 
ing a position / location on each display may vary with time . only touch a single button from the base game and the menu 
Further , although , in FIGS . 5A , 5B , 9A - 9D , ECIs utilizing bar will pop up giving the player immediate access to a 
touch screen enabled displays are emphasized , the present 65 number of features . 
invention is not so limited , and as described with at least In one embodiment , as illustrated in FIGS . 9B and 9C , a 
respect to FIG . 3B , different combination of input and output first available submenu enables the player to interact with a 
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remote host which stores a plurality of games . For example , any other gaming establishment service function that would 
by accessing a “ More Games ” submenu , the player accesses be beneficial to the player or to the gaming establishment . 
a database of available games . In this example , the gaming In another embodiment , a fourth available submenu avail 
machine enables the player to choose a game to play , store able enables the player to instruct the gaming machine 
one or more games as favorites , rate a game on a scale of 5 processor to interact with at least another gaming machine . 
some type ( e . g . , 3 . 5 our of 4 stars where is 1 is a poor game In this embodiment , utilizing such a submenu , the player 
and 4 is an excellent game or 9 out of 10 wherein 1 is a poor could connect with another gaming machine for purposes of 
game and 10 is a great game ) , or browse information shared game play , wagering on the outcome of another 
pertaining to the different games available . Such a configu - gaming machine , communication , participating in different 
ration provides the player the ability to select any game that 10 bonus games not available on their own gaming machine , 
is available to play at the player ' s current gaming machine create their own groupings of player to participate in a bonus 
and thus eliminating a player having to search for a specific event , or any other possible game function . Such a configu 
machine in order to play a specific game . This submenu ration enables the player to enhance their gaming experience 
provides the player with a superior interface for interacting by connecting with other gaming machines , searching for a 
with the capabilities that the disclosed gaming system pres - 15 specific player / machine , join specific tournaments or pro 
ent . In a particular embodiment , the submenu may be in a gressive events or group with other players to form a group 
“ tabbed ” format . that may be associated with their own bonus event . 

The rating information provided by the player may be In another embodiment , a fifth available submenu enables 
stored for only the player , collected and combined with other the player to modify the function of at least one setting for 
players rating information or combinations thereof . The 20 the gaming machine . In this embodiment , possible play 
rating information provided by the player may be stored for settings that may be modified include , but are not limited to 
only the player , collected and combined with other players an auto - play setting , a double - up setting , a value selection 
rating information or combinations thereof . In one embodi - setting , a payline selection setting , a wager selection setting , 
ment , combined rating information generated from player a multi - play selection setting , a volume selection setting , or 
selections may utilized by a gaming operator to determine a 25 any other appropriate modification to the settings . This 
distribution of games in a casino and not necessarily dis - embodiment enables the player to essentially customize the 
played to the player . In another embodiment , the combined gaming machine to their own personal preferences and 
rating information may be displayed to players . Players settings . It should be appreciated that this feature may 
viewing the combined rating information may utilize the hooked into a player tracking database wherein the player 
information as an aid in regards to selecting games to play . 30 could store their preferences and use this sub - menu to enact 

The rating information may be displayed alone or in them . 
combination with other information . For instance , the rating In another embodiment , a sixth available submenu 
information may be displayed in conjunction with ranking enables the player to display pay table information . Possible 
information such as the most played games , the games displayed information includes , but is not limited to pay 
providing the most awards ( hot games ) , the games providing 35 screen information , game rule information , game type infor 
the least awards ( cool games ) . Further , the information mation , scatter pay information , winning combination infor 
including the rating information , ranking information may mation , pay table information or any other appropriate 
be categorized , such as according to game theme or game information relating to the game pay or game pay statistics . 
type . Further , the rating information may be sorted , such as This embodiment enables the player to learn more about the 
from highest to lowest ranked or lowest to highest , top 10 , 40 game they are playing , understand what the payout / winning 
top 3 , etc . In particular embodiments , the rating and / or combinations are , and gain a feel for the game ' s play . 
ranking information may be sorted within a category ( e . g . , In another embodiment , a seventh available submenu 
the rankings and / or ratings of the game may be sorted on enables the player to modify the function of at least one side 
only data from the particular category ) or the combinations bet setting for the gaming machine . In this embodiment , a 
of information may be sorted across all games for which data 45 gaming establishment may have multiple progressives run 
is available and then the data may be sorted according to ning at the same time , wherein by providing the player 
category . access to a special side bet section , the gaming system 

In another embodiment , a second submenu enables the enables the player to choose which progressives they wish to 
player to access designated information personal and exclu - participate in and place a side wager . It should be appreci 
sive to the player . For example , the player accesses this 50 ated that any other gaming events associated with a side 
submenu via a “ Services ” button . From this menu , the wager could be linked into this submenu as well . 
gaming machine of the gaming system enables the player to It should be appreciated that to build one or more of the 
access their casino account , redeem comps , check on their menus described above , the remote host utilizes information 
points , update their information , redeem qualified promo specific to each gaming device , such as how the games on 
tions or bonuses , or perform any other beneficial function for 55 a designated gaming device are configured , what games are 
the player or gaming establishment . In one such embodi - stored locally on a designated gaming device , which player 
ment , the account store game preference information ( such is playing a designated gaming device and what promotional 
as denomination , games , paylines , etc . ) that will automati - features is the player qualified for . In one embodiment , the 
cally load onto the gaming machine . player ' s currently played gaming device communicates 

In another embodiment , a third available submenu 60 information to the remote host and the remote host builds 
enables the player to instruct the gaming machine processor one or more menus based on this communicated informa 
to interact with a gaming establishment services system . tion . In another embodiment , when the remote host com 
From this menu , as described above , the player is enabled to municates or downloads information relating to the currently 
connect the gaming machine with certain gaming establish - played game program of the gaming device , the remote host 
ment services , such as order a drink , make a reservation for 65 logs in the appropriate information . In this embodiment , 
dinner , make entertainment reservations , call a host or when determining to build one or more menus , the remote 
employee , report a malfunction , call for service , or perform host accesses this logged in information to determine one or 
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more menus for the player ' s currently played gaming device . switches can include any suitable devices which enables the 
In another embodiment , the remote host periodically checks player to produce an input signal which is received by the 
which games are being played on one or more gaming processor . In one embodiment , after appropriate funding of 
devices and stores information or data relating resulting the gaming machine , the input switch is a game activation 
from these checks . In this embodiment , when building one 5 device , such as a pull arm or a play button which is used by 
or more menus , the remote host accesses this stored infor the player to start any primary game or sequence of events 
mation to determine one or more menus for the player ' s in the gaming machine . The play button can be any suitable 
currently played gaming device . play activator such as a bet one button , a max bet button or 

In the examples described above , ECIs that may be a repeat the bet button . In one embodiment , upon appropri 
utilized by a player are described , the present invention is 10 ate funding , the gaming machine may begin the game play 
not limited to ECIs utilized by a player . In other embodi - automatically . In another embodiment , upon the player 
ments , ECIs may be provided that are meant to be only engaging one of the play buttons , the gaming machine may 
accessible to a gaming operator , such as configuration , game automatically activate game play . 
download , metering , hand pays , jackpot verification , tax In one embodiment , one input switch is a bet one button . 
forms , or diagnostic menus , history for a particular gaming 15 The player places a bet by pushing the bet one button . The 
device . To access an ECI meant to be accessed by a gaming player can increase the bet by one credit each time the player 
operator , the gaming device may require additional infor - pushes the bet one button . When the player pushes the bet 
mation to be entered and verified , such as a PIN number one button , the number of credits shown in the credit display 
password , a special card to be inserted in a card reader , preferably decreases by one , and the number of credits 
biometric information , information from a remote host , such 20 shown in the bet display preferably increases by one . In 
as an authorization or combinations thereof . another embodiment , one input switch is a bet max button 
Gaming Machine ( not shown ) , which enables the player to bet the maximum 
FIG . 6 shows a perspective view of a gaming machine 2 wager permitted for a game of the gaming machine . 

in accordance with a specific embodiment of the present In one embodiment , one input switch is a cash - out button . 
invention . The gaming devices and gaming functions 25 The player may push the cash - out button and cash out to 
described with respect to at least FIG . 6 may be incorporated receive a cash payment or other suitable form of payment 
as components of the ECI ' s described above with respect to corresponding to the number of remaining credits . In one 
at least FIGS . 1 thru 5B and 9A - 9D . Further , the gaming embodiment , when the player cashes out , the player may 
devices may be operated in accordance with instructions receive the coins or tokens in a coin payout tray . In one 
received from a remote host in communication with the 30 embodiment , when the player cashes out , the player may 
gaming machine . In some instance , a host - controlled process receive other payout mechanisms such as tickets or credit 
executed on the gaming machine may share a gaming device slips redeemable by a cashier ( or other suitable redemption 
with a process controlled by the master gaming controller 46 system ) or funding to the player ' s electronically recordable 
on the gaming machine . identification card . Details of ticketing or voucher system 

As illustrated in the example of FIG . 6 , machine 2 35 that may be utilized with the present invention are described 
includes a main cabinet 4 , which generally surrounds the in co - pending U . S . patent application Ser . No . 10 / 406 , 911 , 
machine interior and is viewable by users . The main cabinet filed Apr . 2 , 2003 , by Rowe , et al . , and entitled , “ Cashless 
includes a main door 8 on the front of the machine , which Transaction Clearinghouse , ” which is incorporated herein 
opens to provide access to the interior of the machine . by reference and for all purposes . 

In one embodiment , attached to the main door is at least 40 In one embodiment , one input switch is a touch - screen 
one payment acceptor 28 and a bill validator 30 , and a coin coupled with a touch - screen controller , or some other touch 
tray 38 . In one embodiment , the payment acceptor may sensitive display overlay to enable for player interaction 
include a coin slot and a payment , note or bill acceptor , with the images on the display . The touch - screen and the 
where the player inserts money , coins or tokens . The player touch - screen controller may be connected to a video con 
can place coins in the coin slot or paper money , a ticket or 45 troller . A player may make decisions and input signals into 
voucher into the payment , note or bill acceptor . In other the gaming machine by touching the touch - screen at the 
embodiments , devices such as readers or validators for credit appropriate places . One such input switch is a touch - screen 
cards , debit cards or credit slips may accept payment . In one button panel . 
embodiment , a player may insert an identification card into In one embodiment , the gaming machine may further 
a card reader of the gaming machine . In one embodiment , 50 include a plurality of communication ports for enabling 
the identification card is a smart card having a programmed communication of the gaming machine processor with exter 
microchip or a magnetic strip coded with a player ' s identi - nal peripherals , such as external video sources , expansion 
fication , credit totals ( or related data ) and other relevant buses , game or other displays , an SCSI port or a key pad . 
information . In another embodiment , a player may carry a As seen in FIG . 6 , viewable through the main door is a 
portable device , such as a cell phone , a radio frequency 55 video display monitor 34 and an information panel 36 . The 
identification tag or any other suitable wireless device , display monitor 34 will typically be a cathode ray tube , high 
which communicates a player ' s identification , credit totals resolution flat - panel LCD , SED based - display , plasma dis 
( or related data ) and other relevant information to the play , a television display , a display based on light emitting 
gaming machine . In one embodiment , money may be trans - diodes ( LED ) , a display based on a plurality of organic 
ferred to a gaming machine through electronic funds trans - 60 light - emitting diodes ( OLEDs ) , a display based on polymer 
fer . When a player funds the gaming machine , the master light - emitting diodes ( PLEDs ) , a display including a pro 
gaming controller 46 or another logic device coupled to the jected and / or reflected image or any other suitable electronic 
gaming machine determines the amount of funds entered device or display . The information panel 36 or belly - glass 40 
and displays the corresponding amount on the credit or other may be a static back - lit , silk screened glass panel with 
suitable display as described above . 65 lettering to indicate general game information including , for 

In one embodiment attached to the main door are a example , a game denomination ( e . g . $ 0 . 25 or $ 1 ) or a 
plurality of player - input switches or buttons 32 . The input dynamic display , such as an LCD , an OLED or E - INK 
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display . In another embodiment , at least one display device screen or picture - in - picture fashion . For example , the cam 
may be a mobile display device , such as a PDA or tablet PC , era may acquire an image of the player and the processor 
that enables play of at least a portion of the primary or may incorporate that image into the primary and / or second 
secondary game at a location remote from the gaming ary game as a game image , symbol or indicia . 
machine . The display devices may be of any suitable size 5 In another embodiment , the gaming devices on the gam 
and configuration , such as a square , a rectangle or an ing machine may be controlled by code executed by the 
elongated rectangle . master gaming controller 46 ( or another logic device 

The display devices of the gaming machine are configured coupled to or in communication with the gaming machine , 
to display at least one and preferably a plurality of game or such as a player tracking controller ) in conjunction with 
other suitable images , symbols and indicia such as any 10 code executed by a remote logic device in communication 
visual representation or exhibition of the movement of with the master gaming controller 46 . As described above 
objects such as mechanical , virtual or video reels and with respect to at least FIGS . 1A to 5B and 7 , 8 , 9A - 9D , the 
wheels , dynamic lighting , video images , images of people , master gaming controller 46 may execute ECI processes that 
characters , places , things and faces of cards , and the like . In enable content generated and managed on a remote host to 
one alternative embodiment , the symbols , images and indi - 15 be output on the gaming machine . The gaming machine may 
cia displayed on or of the display device may be in mechani - receive and send events to a remote host that may affect the 
cal form . That is , the display device may include any content output on an instantiation of a particular ECI . The 
electromechanical device , such as one or more mechanical master gaming controller 46 may be configured to limit the 
objects , such as one or more rotatable wheels , reels or dice , resources that can be utilized by the ECI processes executing 
configured to display at least one or a plurality of game or 20 on the gaming machine at any given time and may con 
other suitable images , symbols or indicia . In another stantly monitor resources utilized by the ECI processes to 
embodiment , the display device may include an electrome ensure that gaming experience on the gaming machine is 
chanical device adjacent to a video display , such as a video optimal . 
display positioned in front of a mechanical reel . In another Games Played 
embodiment , the display device may include dual layered 25 Many different types of games , including mechanical slot 
video displays which co - act to generate one or more images . games , video slot games , video poker , video black jack , 

The bill validator 30 , player - input switches 32 , video video pachinko and lottery , may be provided with gaming 
display monitor 34 , and information panel are gaming machines of this present invention . In particular , the gaming 
devices that may be used to play a game on the game machine 2 may be operable to provide a play of many 
machine 2 . Also , these devices may be utilized as part of an 30 different games of chance . The games may be differentiated 
ECI provided on the gaming machine . According to a according to themes , sounds , graphics , type of game ( e . g . , 
specific embodiment , the devices may be controlled by code slot game vs . card game ) , denomination , number of pay 
executed by a master gaming controller 46 housed inside the lines , maximum jackpot , progressive or non - progressive , 
main cabinet 4 of the machine 2 . The master gaming bonus games , etc . 
controller may include one or more processors including 35 In one embodiment , the gaming machine 2 may be 
general purpose and specialized processors , such as graphics operable to enable a player to select a game of chance to play 
cards , and one or more memory devices including volatile from a plurality of different games available on the gaming 
and non - volatile memory . The master gaming controller 46 machine . For example , the gaming machine may provide a 
may periodically configure and / or authenticate the code menu with a list of the different games that are available for 
executed on the gaming machine . 40 play on the gaming machine and a player may be able to 

In one embodiment , the gaming machine may include a select from the list a first game of chance that they wish to 
sound generating device coupled to one or more sounds play . In one such embodiment , a memory device of the 
cards . In one embodiment , the sound generating device remote host stores different game programs and instructions , 
includes at least one and preferably a plurality of speakers or executable by a gaming machine processor , to control the 
other sound generating hardware and / or software for gen - 45 gaming machine . Each executable game program represents 
erating sounds , such as playing music for the primary and / or a different game or type of game , which may be played on 
secondary game or for other modes of the gaming machine , one or more of the gaming machines in the gaming system . 
such as an attract mode . In one embodiment , the gaming Such different games may include the same or substantially 
machine provides dynamic sounds coupled with attractive the same game play with different pay tables . In different 
multimedia images displayed on one or more of the display 50 embodiments , the executable game program is for a primary 
devices to provide an audio - visual representation or to game , a secondary game or both . In another embodiment , 
otherwise display full - motion video with sound to attract the game program may be executable as a secondary game 
players to the gaming machine . During idle periods , the to be played simultaneous with the play of a primary game 
gaming machine may display a sequence of audio and / or ( which may be downloaded to or fixed on the gaming 
visual attraction messages to attract potential players to the 55 machine ) or vice versa . 
gaming machine . The videos may also be customized for or In one such embodiment , each gaming machine includes 
to provide any appropriate information . at least one or more display devices and / or one or more input 

In one embodiment , the gaming machine may include a switches for interaction with a player . A local processor , 
sensor , such as a camera that is selectively positioned to such as the above - described gaming machine processor or a 
acquire an image of a player actively using the gaming 60 processor of a local server , is operable with the display 
machine and / or the surrounding area of the gaming machine . device ( s ) and / or the input switch ( s ) of one or more of the 
In one embodiment , the camera may be configured to gaming machines . In operation , the remote host is operable 
selectively acquire still or moving ( e . g . , video ) images and to communicate one or more of the stored game programs to 
may be configured to acquire the images in either an analog , at least one local gaming machine processor . In different 
digital or other suitable format . The display devices may be 65 embodiments , the stored game programs are communicated 
configured to display the image acquired by the camera as or delivered by embedding the communicated game pro 
well as display the visible manifestation of the game in split gram in a device or a component ( e . g . , a microchip to be 
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inserted in a gaming machine ) , writing the game program on powered , in part , by circuitry ( e . g . a master gaming con 
a disc or other media , downloading or streaming the game troller 46 ) housed within the main cabinet 4 of the machine 
program over a dedicated data network , internet or a tele 
phone line . In different embodiments , the stored game It will be appreciated that gaming machine 2 is but one 
programs are downloaded in response to a player inserting 5 example from a wide range of gaming machine designs on 
a player tracking card , a player selecting a specific game which the present invention may be implemented . For 
program , a player inserting a designated wager amount , the example , not all suitable gaming machines have top boxes or 
remote host communicating data to the gaming device player tracking features . Further , some gaming machines 
regarding an upcoming tournament or promotion or any have only a single game display - mechanical or video , while 
other suitable trigger . After the stored game programs are 10 others may have multiple displays . 

Networks communicated from the remote host , the local gaming In various embodiments , the remote gaming device may machine processor executes the communicated program to be connected to the host computer via a network of some facilitate play of the communicated program by a player type such as a local area network , a wide area network , an 
through the display device ( s ) and / or input switch ( s ) of the 15 intranet or the Internet . In one such embodiment , a plurality 
gaming machine . That is , when a game program is commu of the gaming machines may be capable of being connected 
nicated to a local gaming machine processor , the local together through a data network . In one embodiment , the 
gaming machine processor changes the game or type of data network is a local area network ( LAN ) , in which one or 
game played at the gaming machine . more of the gaming machines are substantially proximate to 

In particular embodiments , the master gaming controller 20 each other and an on - site remote host as in , for example , a 
46 may provide information to a remote host providing gaming establishment or a portion of a gaming establish 
content to an ECI on the gaming machine 2 that enables the ment . In another embodiment , the data network is a wide 
remote host to select graphical and audio themes for the ECI area network ( WAN ) in which one or more of the gaming 
content that matches the theme of the game graphics and machines are in communication with at least one off - site 
game sounds currently played on the gaming machine 2 . 25 remote host . In this embodiment , the plurality of gaming 

In one embodiment , the various games available for play machines may be located in a different part of the gaming 
on the gaming machine 2 may be stored as game software on establishment or within a different gaming establishment 
a mass storage device in the gaming machine . In one such than the off - site remote host . Thus , the WAN may include an 
embodiment , the memory device of the gaming machine off - site remote host and an off - site gaming machine located 
stores program codes and instructions , executable by the 30 within gaming establishments in the same geographic area , 
gaming machine processor , to control the games available such as a city or state . The WAN gaming system may be 
for play on the gaming machine . The memory device also substantially identical to the LAN gaming system described 
stores other data such as image data , event data , player input above , although the number of gaming machines in each 
data , random or pseudo - random number generators , pay - system may vary relative to each other . 
table data or information and applicable game rules that 35 In another embodiment , the data network is an internet or 
relate to the play of the gaming machine . In another embodi - intranet . In this embodiment , the operation of the gaming 
ment , the games available for play on the gaming machine machine can be viewed at the gaming machine with at least 
may be generated on a remote gaming device but then one internet browser . In this embodiment , operation of the 
displayed on the gaming machine . gaming machine and accumulation of credits may be accom 

In one embodiment , the gaming machine 2 may execute 40 plished with only a connection to the central server or 
game software , such as but not limited to video streaming controller ( the internet / intranet server ) through a conven 
software that enables the game to be displayed on the tional phone or other data transmission line , digital sub 
gaming machine . When a game is stored on the gaming scriber line ( DSL ) , T - 1 line , coaxial cable , fiber optic cable , 
machine 2 , it may be loaded from the mass storage device or other suitable connection . In this embodiment , players 
into a RAM for execution . In some cases , after a selection 45 may access an internet game page from any location where 
of a game , the game software that enables the selected game an internet connection and computer , or other internet facili 
to be generated may be downloaded from a remote gaming tator is available . The expansion in the number of computers 
device , such as another gaming machine . and number and speed of internet connections in recent 
As illustrated in the example of FIG . 6 , the gaming years increases opportunities for players to play from an 

machine 2 includes a top box 6 , which sits on top of the main 50 ever - increasing number of remote sites . It should be appre 
cabinet 4 . The top box 6 houses a number of devices , which ciated that enhanced bandwidth of digital wireless commu 
may be used to add features to a game being played on the nications may render such technology suitable for some or 
gaming machine 2 , including speakers 10 , 12 , 14 , a ticket all communications , particularly if such communications are 
printer 18 which prints bar - coded tickets 20 , a key pad 22 for encrypted . Higher data transmission speeds may be useful 
entering player tracking information , a display 16 ( e . g . , a 55 for enhancing the sophistication and response of the display 
video LCD display ) for displaying player tracking informa - and interaction with the player . 
tion , a card reader 24 for entering a magnetic striped card In another embodiment , the remote gaming device may be 
containing player tracking information , and a video display a portable gaming device such as but not limited to a cell 
screen 45 . The ticket printer 18 may be used to print tickets phone , a personal digital assistant , and a wireless game 
for a cashless ticketing system . Further , the top box 6 may 60 player . Images rendered from 3 - D gaming environments 
house different or additional devices not illustrated in FIG . may be displayed on portable gaming devices that are used 
6 . For example , the top box may include a bonus wheel or to play a game of chance . Further a gaming machine or 
a back - lit silk screened panel which may be used to add server may include gaming logic for commanding a remote 
bonus features to the game being played on the gaming gaming device to render an image from a virtual camera in 
machine . As another example , the top box may include a 65 a 3 - D gaming environments stored on the remote gaming 
display for a progressive jackpot offered on the gaming device and to display the rendered image on a display 
machine . During a game , these devices are controlled and located on the remote gaming device . In addition , various 
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combinations of gaming devices are possible on the gaming a majority of data is usually lost when a malfunction occurs . 
machine . For example , some gaming machine only accept This requirement affects the software and hardware design 
cash , cashless vouchers or electronic fund transfers and do on a gaming machine . 
not include coin acceptors or coin hoppers . Thus , those of A second important difference between gaming machines 
skill in the art will understand that the present invention , as 5 and common PC based computer systems is that for regu 
described below , can be deployed on most any gaming lation purposes , the software on the gaming machine used to 
machine now available or hereafter developed . generate the game of chance and operate the gaming 

In another embodiment , the gaming machine disclosed machine has been designed to be static and monolithic to 
herein is operable over a wireless network , such as part of prevent cheating by the operator of gaming machine . For 
a wireless gaming system . In this embodiment , the gaming instance , one solution that has been employed in the gaming 
machine may be a hand held device , a mobile device or any industry to prevent cheating and satisfy regulatory require 
other suitable wireless device that enables a player to play ments has been to manufacture a gaming machine that can 
any suitable game at a variety of different locations . It use a proprietary processor running instructions to generate 
should be appreciated that a gaming machine as disclosed the game of chance from an EPROM or other form of 
herein may be a device that has obtained approval from a non - volatile memory . The coding instructions on the 
regulatory gaming commission or a device that has not EPROM are static ( non - changeable ) and must be approved 
obtained approval from a regulatory gaming commission . by a gaming regulators in a particular jurisdiction and 
Gaming Machine Vs . General - Purpose Computer installed in the presence of a person representing the gaming 
Some preferred gaming machines of the present assignee 20 jurisdiction . Any changes to any part of the software 

are implemented with special features and / or additional required to generate the game of chance , such as adding a 
circuitry that differentiates them from general - purpose com new device driver used by the master gaming controller to 
puters ( e . g . , desktop PC ' s and laptops ) . Gaming machines operate a device during generation of the game of chance 
are highly regulated to ensure fairness and , in many cases , can require a new EPROM to be burnt , approved by the 
gaming machines are operable to dispense monetary awards 25 gaming jurisdiction and reinstalled on the gaming machine 
of multiple millions of dollars . Therefore , to satisfy security in the presence of a gaming regulator . Regardless of whether 
and regulatory requirements in a gaming environment , hard the EPROM solution is used , to gain approval in most 
ware and software architectures may be implemented in gaming jurisdictions , a gaming machine must demonstrate 

gaming machines that differ significantly from those of sufficient safeguards that prevent an operator or player of a 
general - purpose computers . A description of gaming 50 gram ng 30 gaming machine from manipulating hardware and software 

in a manner that gives them an unfair and some cases an machines relative to general - purpose computing machines illegal advantage . The gaming machine should have a means and some examples of the additional ( or different ) compo to determine if the code it will execute is valid . If the code nents and features found in gaming machines are described is not valid , the gaming machine must have a means to below . 35 prevent the code from being executed . The code validation At first glance , one might think that adapting PC tech requirements in the gaming industry affect both hardware 
nologies to the gaming industry would be a simple propo - and software designs on gaming machines . 
sition because both PCs and gaming machines employ A third important difference between gaming machines 
microprocessors that control a variety of devices . However , and common PC based computer systems is the number and 
because of such reasons as 1 ) the regulatory requirements 40 kinds of peripheral devices used on a gaming machine are 
that are placed upon gaming machines , 2 ) the harsh envi - not as great as on PC based computer systems . Traditionally , 
ronment in which gaming machines operate , 3 ) security in the gaming industry , gaming machines have been rela 
requirements and 4 ) fault tolerance requirements , adapting tively simple in the sense that the number of peripheral 
PC technologies to a gaming machine can be quite difficult . devices and the number of functions the gaming machine 
Further , techniques and methods for solving a problem in the 45 has been limited . Further , in operation , the functionality of 
PC industry , such as device compatibility and connectivity gaming machines were relatively constant once the gaming 
issues , might not be adequate in the gaming environment . machine was deployed , i . e . , new peripherals devices and 
For instance , a fault or a weakness tolerated in a PC , such as new gaming software were infrequently added to the gaming 
security holes in software or frequent crashes , may not be machine . This differs from a PC where users will go out and 
tolerated in a gaming machine because in a gaming machine 50 buy different combinations of devices and software from 
these faults can lead to a direct loss of funds from the gaming different manufacturers and connect them to a PC to suit 
machine , such as stolen cash or loss of revenue when the their needs depending on a desired application . Therefore , 
gaming machine is not operating properly . the types of devices connected to a PC may vary greatly 
For the purposes of illustration , a few differences between from user to user depending in their individual requirements 

PC systems and gaming systems will be described . A first 55 and may vary significantly over time . 
difference between gaming machines and common PC based Although the variety of devices available for a PC may be 
computers systems is that gaming machines are designed to greater than on a gaming machine , gaming machines still 
be state - based systems . In a state - based system , the system have unique device requirements that differ from a PC , such 
stores and maintains its current state in a non - volatile as device security requirements not usually addressed by 
memory , such that , in the event of a power failure or other 60 PCs . For instance , monetary devices , such as coin dispens 
malfunction the gaming machine will return to its current e rs , bill validators and ticket printers and computing devices 
state when the power is restored . For instance , if a player that are used to govern the input and output of cash to a 
was shown an award for a game of chance and , before the gaming machine have security requirements that are not 
award could be provided to the player the power failed , the typically addressed in PCs . Therefore , many PC techniques 
gaming machine , upon the restoration of power , would 65 and methods developed to facilitate device connectivity and 
return to the state where the award is indicated . As anyone device compatibility do not address the emphasis placed on 
who has used a PC , knows , PCs are not state machines and security in the gaming industry . 
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To address some of the issues described above , a number chance , game play may resume and the game may be 

of hardware / software components and architectures are uti completed in a manner that is no different than if the 
lized in gaming machines that are not typically found in malfunction had not occurred . Typically , battery backed 
general purpose computing devices , such as PCs . These RAM devices are used to preserve this critical data although 
hardware / software components and architectures , as 5 other types of non - volatile memory devices may be 
described below in more detail , include but are not limited employed . These memory devices are not used in typical 
to watchdog timers , voltage monitoring systems , state - based general - purpose computers . 
software architecture and supporting hardware , specialized As described in the preceding paragraph , when a mal 
communication interfaces , security monitoring and trusted function occurs during a game of chance , the gaming 
memory . 10 machine may be restored to a state in the game of chance just 

For example , a watchdog timer is normally used in prior to when the malfunction occurred . The restored state 
International Game Technology ( IGT ) gaming machines to may include metering information and graphical informa 
provide a software failure detection mechanism . In a nor - tion that was displayed on the gaming machine in the state 
mally operating system , the operating software periodically prior to the malfunction . For example , when the malfunction 
accesses control registers in the watchdog timer subsystem 15 occurs during the play of a card game after the cards have 
to " re - trigger ” the watchdog . Should the operating software been dealt , the gaming machine may be restored with the 
fail to access the control registers within a preset timeframe , cards that were previously displayed as part of the card 
the watchdog timer will timeout and generate a system reset . game . As another example , a bonus game may be triggered 
Typical watchdog timer circuits include a loadable timeout during the play of a game of chance where a player is 
counter register to enable the operating software to set the 20 required to make a number of selections on a video display 
timeout interval within a certain range of time . A differen - screen . When a malfunction has occurred after the player has 
tiating feature of the some preferred circuits is that the made one or more selections , the gaming machine may be 
operating software cannot completely disable the function of restored to a state that shows the graphical presentation at 
the watchdog timer . In other words , the watchdog timer the just prior to the malfunction including an indication of 
always functions from the time power is applied to the 25 selections that have already been made by the player . In 
board . general , the gaming machine may be restored to any state in 

IGT gaming computer platforms preferably use several a plurality of states that occur in the game of chance that 
power supply voltages to operate portions of the computer occurs while the game of chance is played or to states that 
circuitry . These can be generated in a central power supply occur between the play of a game of chance . 
or locally on the computer board . If any of these voltages 30 Game history information regarding previous games 
falls out of the tolerance limits of the circuitry they power , played such as an amount wagered , the outcome of the game 
unpredictable operation of the computer may result . Though and so forth may also be stored in a non - volatile memory 
most modern general - purpose computers include voltage device . The information stored in the non - volatile memory 
monitoring circuitry , these types of circuits only report may be detailed enough to reconstruct a portion of the 
voltage status to the operating software . Out of tolerance 35 graphical presentation that was previously presented on the 
voltages can cause software malfunction , creating a poten - gaming machine and the state of the gaming machine ( e . g . , 
tial uncontrolled condition in the gaming computer . Gaming credits ) at the time the game of chance was played . The 
machines of the present assignee typically have power game history information may be utilized in the event of a 
supplies with tighter voltage margins than that required by dispute . For example , a player may decide that in a previous 
the operating circuitry . In addition , the voltage monitoring 40 game of chance that they did not receive credit for an award 
circuitry implemented in IGT gaming computers typically that they believed they won . The game history information 
has two thresholds of control . The first threshold generates may be used to reconstruct the state of the gaming machine 
a software event that can be detected by the operating prior , during and / or after the disputed game to demonstrate 
software and an error condition generated . This threshold is whether the player was correct or not in their assertion . 
triggered when a power supply voltage falls out of the 45 Further details of a state based gaming system , recovery 
tolerance range of the power supply , but is still within the from malfunctions and game history are described in U . S . 
operating range of the circuitry . The second threshold is set Pat . No . 6 , 804 , 763 , titled “ High Performance Battery 
when a power supply voltage falls out of the operating Backed RAM Interface ” , U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 863 , 608 , titled 
tolerance of the circuitry . In this case , the circuitry generates “ Frame Capture of Actual Game Play , ” U . S . application Ser . 
a reset , halting operation of the computer . 50 No . 10 / 243 , 104 , tided , “ Dynamic NV - RAM , " and U . S . 

The standard method of operation for IGT gaming application Ser . No . 10 / 758 , 828 , tided , “ Frame Capture of 
machine game software is to use a state machine . Different Actual Game Play , ” each of which is incorporated by 
functions of the game ( bet , play , result , points in the graphi - reference and for all purposes . 
cal presentation , etc . ) may be defined as a state . When a In particular embodiments , a state of a gaming device may 
game moves from one state to another , critical data regard - 55 be reconstructed from game history information stored in 
ing the game software is stored in a custom non - volatile multiple locations . For instance , in one embodiment , a 
memory subsystem . This is critical to ensure the player ' s gaming device operable to provide an ECI and a game 
wager and credits are preserved and to minimize potential interface simultaneously may not store state information for 
disputes in the event of a malfunction on the gaming the ECI but only for the game interface . Thus , to reconstruct 
machine . 60 the state of gaming device including the ECI in a dispute , 

In general , the gaming machine does not advance from a after a malfunction or after a power - failure , game history 
first state to a second state until critical information that information may have to be retrieved from a local memory 
enables the first state to be reconstructed is stored . This source on the gaming device and a remote memory source 
feature enables the game to recover operation to the current located on a remote host that provides the ECI . For example , 
state of play in the event of a malfunction , loss of power , etc 65 the remote and gaming machine may store correlation 
that occurred just prior to the malfunction . After the state of information , such as timing information or referential infor 
the gaming machine is restored during the play of a game of mation , that allows events on the gaming machine to be 
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correlated to events occurring on the remote host . The trusted memory device from the gaming machine computer 
correlation information stored at the gaming machine and / or and verification of the secure memory device contents is a 
remote host may be used to synchronize the reconstruction separate third party verification device . Once the trusted 
of a game state on the gaming machine . In a particular memory device is verified as authentic , and based on the 
embodiment , a remote host that provides ECI services to a 5 approval of the verification algorithms included in the 
gaming device may provide an ECI that allows archival trusted device , the gaming machine is enabled to verify the 
information regarding ECIs displayed on a gaming device to authenticity of additional code and data that may be located 
be retrieved . in the gaming computer assembly , such as code and data 

Another feature of gaming machines , such as IGT gaming stored on hard disk drives . A few details related to trusted 
computers , is that they often include unique interfaces , 10 memory devices that may be used in the present invention 
including serial interfaces , to connect to specific subsystems are described in U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 685 , 567 from U . S . patent 
internal and external to the gaming machine . The serial application Ser . No . 09 / 925 , 098 , filed Aug . 8 , 2001 and titled 
devices may have electrical interface requirements that “ Process Verification , ” which is incorporated herein in its 
differ from the standard ” EIA 232 serial interfaces provided entirety and for all purposes . 
by general - purpose computers . These interfaces may include 15 In at least one embodiment , at least a portion of the trusted 
EIA 485 , EIA 422 , Fiber Optic Serial , optically coupled memory devices / sources may correspond to memory which 
serial interfaces , current loop style serial interfaces , etc . In cannot easily be altered ( e . g . , " unalterable memory ' ) such 
addition , to conserve serial interfaces internally in the gam as , for example , EPROMS , PROMS , Bios , Extended Bios , 
ing machine , serial devices may be connected in a shared , and / or other memory sources which are able to be config 
daisy - chain fashion where multiple peripheral devices are 20 ured , verified , and / or authenticated ( e . g . , for authenticity ) in 
connected to a single serial channel . a secure and controlled manner . 

The serial interfaces may be used to transmit information According to a specific implementation , when a trusted 
using communication protocols that are unique to the gam - information source is in communication with a remote 
ing industry . For example , IGT ' s Netplex is a proprietary device via a network , the remote device may employ a 
communication protocol used for serial communication 25 verification scheme to verify the identity of the trusted 
between gaming devices . As another example , SAS is a information source . For example , the trusted information 
communication protocol used to transmit information , such source and the remote device may exchange information 
as metering information , from a gaming machine to a remote using public and private encryption keys to verify each 
device . Often SAS is used in conjunction with a player other ' s identities . In another embodiment of the present 
tracking system . 30 invention , the remote device and the trusted information 

IGT gaming machines may alternatively be treated as source may engage in methods using zero knowledge proofs 
peripheral devices to a casino communication controller and to authenticate each of their respective identities . 
connected in a shared daisy chain fashion to a single serial Gaming devices storing trusted information may utilize 
interface . In both cases , the peripheral devices are preferably apparatus or methods to detect and prevent tampering . For 
assigned device addresses . If so , the serial controller cir - 35 instance , trusted information stored in a trusted memory 
cuitry must implement a method to generate or detect unique device may be encrypted to prevent its misuse . In addition , 
device addresses . General - purpose computer serial ports are the trusted memory device may be secured behind a locked 
not able to do this . door . Further , one or more sensors may be coupled to the 

Security monitoring circuits detect intrusion into an IGT memory device to detect tampering with the memory device 
gaming machine by monitoring security switches attached to 40 and provide some record of the tampering . In yet another 
access doors in the gaming machine cabinet . Preferably , example , the memory device storing trusted information 
access violations result in suspension of game play and can might be designed to detect tampering attempts and clear or 
trigger additional security operations to preserve the current erase itself when an attempt at tampering has been detected . 
state of game play . These circuits also function when power Additional details relating to trusted memory devices / 
is off by use of a battery backup . In power - off operation , 45 sources are described in U . S . parent application Ser . No . 
these circuits continue to monitor the access doors of the 11 / 078 , 966 , entitled " Secured Virtual Network in a Gaming 
gaming machine . When power is restored , the gaming Environment ” , naming Nguyen et al . as inventors , filed on 
machine can determine whether any security violations Mar . 10 , 2005 , herein incorporated in its entirety and for all 
occurred while power was off , e . g . , via software for reading purposes . 
status registers . This can trigger event log entries and further 50 Mass storage devices used in a general purpose computer 
data authentication operations by the gaming machine soft - typically enable code and data to be read from and written 
ware . to the mass storage device . In a gaming machine environ 

Trusted memory devices and / or trusted memory sources ment , modification of the gaming code stored on a mass 
are preferably included in an IGT gaming machine computer storage device is strictly controlled and would only be 
to ensure the authenticity of the software that may be stored 55 enabled under specific maintenance type events with elec 
on less secure memory subsystems , such as mass storage tronic and physical enablers required . Though this level of 
devices . Trusted memory devices and controlling circuitry security could be provided by software , IGT gaming com 
are typically designed to not enable modification of the code puters that include mass storage devices preferably include 
and data stored in the memory device while the memory hardware level mass storage data protection circuitry that 
device is installed in the gaming machine . The code and data 60 operates at the circuit level to monitor attempts to modify 
stored in these devices may include authentication algo - data on the mass storage device and will generate both 
rithms , random number generators , authentication keys , software and hardware error triggers should a data modifi 
operating system kernels , etc . The purpose of these trusted cation be attempted without the proper electronic and physi 
memory devices is to provide gaming regulatory authorities cal enablers being present . Details using a mass storage 
a root trusted authority within the computing environment of 65 device that may be used with the present invention are 
the gaming machine that can be tracked and verified as described , for example , in U . S . Pat . No . 6 , 149 , 522 , herein 
original . This may be accomplished via removal of the incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes . 
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Game Play the display devices , as described above , display the plurality 
Returning to the example of FIG . 6 , when a user wishes of simulated video reels . Each reel displays a plurality of 

to play the gaming machine 2 , he or she inserts a ticket or indicia or symbols , such as bells , hearts , fruits , numbers , 
cash through the payment or coin acceptor 28 or bill letters , bars or other images , which preferably correspond to 
validator 30 . Additionally , the bill validator may accept a 5 a theme associated with the gaming machine . In another 
printed ticket voucher , which may be accepted by the bill embodiment , one or more of the reels are independent reels 
validator 30 as an indicia of credit when a cashless ticketing or unisymbol reels . In this embodiment , each independent or 
system is used . At the start of the game , the player may enter unisymbol reel generates and displays one symbol to the 
playing tracking information using the card reader 24 , the player . In one embodiment , the gaming machine awards 
keypad 22 , and the florescent display 16 . Further , other game 10 prizes after the reels of the primary game stop spinning if 
preferences of the player playing the game may be read from specified types and / or configurations of indicia or symbols 
a card inserted into the card reader . During the game , the occur on an active payline or otherwise occur in a winning 
player views game information using the video display 34 . pattern , occur on the requisite number of adjacent reels 
Other game and prize information may also be displayed in and / or occur in a scatter pay arrangement . 
the video display screen 45 located in the top box . 15 In an alternative embodiment , rather than determining any 

During the course of a game , a player may be required to outcome to provide to the player by analyzing the symbols 
make a number of decisions , which affect the outcome of the generated on any wagered upon paylines as described above , 
game . For example , a player may vary his or her wager on the gaming machine determines any outcome to provide to 
a particular game , select a prize for a particular game the player based on the number of associated symbols which 
selected from a prize server , or make game decisions which 20 are generated in active symbol positions on the requisite 
affect the outcome of a particular game . The player may number of adjacent reels ( i . e . , not on paylines passing 
make these choices using the player - input switches 32 , the through any displayed winning symbol combinations ) . In 
video display screen 34 or using some other device which this embodiment , if a winning symbol combination is gen 
enables a player to input information into the gaming erated on the reels , the gaming machine provides the player 
machine . In some embodiments , the player may be able to 25 one award for that occurrence of the generated winning 
access various game services such as concierge services and symbol combination . For example , if one winning symbol 
entertainment content services using the video display combination is generated on the reels , the gaming machine 
screen 34 and one more input devices . will provide a single award to the player for that winning 

During certain game events , the gaming machine 2 may symbol combination ( i . e . , not based on paylines that would 
display visual and auditory effects that can be perceived by 30 have passed through that winning symbol combination ) . It 
the player . These effects add to the excitement of a game , should be appreciated that because a gaining machine with 
which makes a player more likely to continue playing . wagering on ways to win provides the player one award for 
Auditory effects include various sounds that are projected by a single occurrence of a winning symbol combination and a 
the speakers 10 , 12 , 14 . Visual effects include flashing lights , gaming machine with paylines may provide the player more 
strobing lights or other patterns displayed from lights on the 35 than one award for the same occurrence of a single winning 
gaming machine 2 or from lights behind the belly glass 40 . symbol combination ( i . e . , if a plurality of paylines each pass 
After the player has completed a game , the player may through the same winning symbol combination ) , it is pos 
receive game tokens from the coin tray 38 or the ticket 20 sible to provide a player at a ways to win gaming machine 
from the printer 18 , which may be used for further games or more ways to win for an equivalent bet or wager on a 
to redeem a prize . Further , the player may receive a ticket 20 40 traditional slot gaming machine with paylines . 
for food , merchandise , or games from the printer 18 . In one embodiment , the total number of ways to win is 

In one embodiment , as described above , the gaming determined by multiplying the number of symbols generated 
machine can incorporate any suitable wagering primary or in active symbol positions on a first reel by the number of 
base game . The gaming machine or device may include symbols generated in active symbol positions on a second 
some or all of the features of conventional gaming machines 45 reel by the number of symbols generated in active symbol 
or devices . The primary or base game may comprise any positions on a third reel and so on for each reel of the gaming 
suitable reel - type game , card game , cascading or falling machine with at least one symbol generated in an active 
symbol game , number game or other game of chance symbol position . For example , a three reel gaming machine 
susceptible to representation in an electronic or electrome - with three symbols generated in active symbol positions on 
chanical form , which in one embodiment produces a random 50 each reel includes 27 ways to win ( i . e . , 3 symbols on the first 
outcome based on probability data at the time of or after reelx3 symbols on the second reelx3 symbols on the third 
placement of a wager . That is , different primary wagering reel ) . A four reel gaming machine with three symbols 
games , such as video poker games , video blackjack games , generated in active symbol positions on each reel includes 
video keno , video bingo or any other suitable primary or 81 ways to win ( i . e . , 3 symbols on the first reelx3 symbols 
base game may be implemented . 55 on the second reelx3 symbols on the third reelx3 symbols on 

In one embodiment , a base or primary game may be a slot the fourth reel ) . A five reel gaming machine with three 
game with one or more paylines . The paylines may be symbols generated in active symbol positions on each reel 
horizontal , vertical , circular , diagonal , angled or any com - includes 243 ways to win ( i . e . , 3 symbols on the first reelx3 
bination thereof . In this embodiment , the gaming machine symbols on the second reelx3 symbols on the third reelx3 
includes at least one and preferably a plurality of reels , such 60 symbols on the fourth reelx3 symbols on the fifth reel ) . It 
as three to five reels , in either electromechanical form with should be appreciated that modifying the number of gener 
mechanical rotating reels or video form with simulated reels ated symbols by either modifying the number of reels or 
and movement thereof . In one embodiment , an electrome modifying the number of symbols generated in active sym 
chanical slot machine includes a plurality of adjacent , rotat - bol positions by one or more of the reels , modifies the 
able reels , which may be combined and operably coupled 65 number of ways to win . 
with an electronic display of any suitable type . In another In another embodiment , the gaming machine may enable 
embodiment , if the reels are in video form , one or more of a player to wager on and thus activate symbol positions . In 
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one such embodiment , the symbol positions are on the reels . of related symbols is the string of related cherry symbols and 
In this embodiment , if based on the player ' s wager , a reel is a related cherry symbol is generated in the middle row of the 
activated , then each of the symbol positions of that reel will third reel , the gaming machine adds the related cherry 
be activated and each of the active symbol positions will be symbol generated on the third reel to the previously classi 
part of one or more of the ways to win . In one embodiment , 5 fied string of cherry symbols . 
if based on the player ' s wager , a reel is not activated , then On the other hand , if the gaming machine determines that 
a designated number of default symbol positions , such as a no symbols generated on the next adjacent reel are related to 
single symbol position of the middle row of the reel , will be the symbols of the first string of related symbols , the gaming 
activated and the default symbol position ( s ) will be part of machine marks or flags such string of related symbols as 
one or more of the ways to win . This type of gaming 10 complete . For example , if the first string of related symbols 
machine enables a player to wager on one , more or each of is the string of related cherry symbols and none of the 
the reels and the processor of the gaming machine uses the symbols of the third reel are related to the cherry symbols of 
number of wagered on reels to determine the active symbol the previously classified string of cherry symbols , the gam 
positions and the number of possible ways to win . In ing machine marks or flags the string of cherry symbols as 
alternative embodiments , ( 1 ) no symbols are displayed as 15 complete . 
generated at any of the inactive symbol positions , or ( 2 ) any After either adding a related symbol to the first string of 
symbols generated at any inactive symbol positions may be related symbols or marking the first string of related symbols 
displayed to the player but suitably shaded or otherwise as complete , the gaming machine proceeds as described 
designated as inactive . above for each of the remaining classified strings of related 

In one embodiment wherein a player wagers on one or 20 symbols which were previously classified or formed from 
more reels , a player ' s wager of one credit may activate each related symbols on the first and second reels . 
of the three symbol positions on a first reel , wherein one After analyzing each of the remaining strings of related 
default symbol position is activated on each of the remaining symbols , the gaming machine determines , for each remain 
four reels . In this example , as described above , the gaming ing pending or incomplete string of related symbols , if any 
machine provides the player three ways to win ( i . e . , 3 25 of the symbols from the next adjacent reel , if any , should be 
symbols on the first reelxl symbol on the second reelx1 added to any of the previously classified strings of related 
symbol on the third reelx11 symbol on the fourth reelx1 symbols . This process continues until either each string of 
symbol on the fifth reel ) . In another example , a player ' s related symbols is complete or there are no more adjacent 
wager of nine credits may activate each of the three symbol reels of symbols to analyze . In this embodiment , where there 
positions on a first reel , each of the three symbol positions 30 are no more adjacent reels of symbols to analyze , the gaming 
on a second reel and each of the three symbol positions on machine marks each of the remaining pending strings of 
a third reel wherein one default symbol position is activated related symbols as complete . 
on each of the remaining two reels . In this example , as When each of the strings of related symbols is marked 
described above , the gaming machine provides the player complete , the gaming machine compares each of the strings 
twenty - seven ways to win ( i . e . , 3 symbols on the first reelx3 35 of related symbols to an appropriate paytable and provides 
symbols on the second reelx3 symbols on the third reelx1 the player any award associated with each of the completed 
symbol on the fourth reelx1 symbol on the fifth reel ) . strings of symbols . It should be appreciated that the player 

In one embodiment , to determine any award ( s ) to provide is provided one award , if any , for each string of related 
to the player based on the generated symbols , the gaming symbols generated in active symbol positions ( i . e . , as 
machine individually determines if a symbol generated in an 40 opposed to being based on how many paylines that would 
active symbol position on a first reel forms part of a winning have passed through each of the strings of related symbols 
symbol combination with or is otherwise suitably related to in active symbol positions ) . 
a symbol generated in an active symbol position on a second In one embodiment , a base or primary game may be a 
reel . In this embodiment , the gaming machine classifies each poker game wherein the gaming machine enables the player 
pair of symbols , which form part of a winning symbol 45 to play a conventional game of video draw poker and 
combination ( i . e . , each pair of related symbols ) as a string of initially deals five cards all face up from a virtual deck of 
related symbols . For example , if active symbol positions fifty - two card deck . Cards may be dealt as in a traditional 
include a first cherry symbol generated in the top row of a game of cards or in the case of the gaming machine , may 
first reel and a second cherry symbol generated in the bottom also include that the cards are randomly selected from a 
row of a second reel , the gaming machine classifies the two 50 predetermined number of cards . If the player wishes to draw , 
cherry symbols as a string of related symbols because the the player selects the cards to hold via one or more input 
two cherry symbols form part of a winning symbol combi device , such as pressing related hold buttons or via the touch 
nation . screen . The player then presses the deal button and the 

After determining if any strings of related symbols are unwanted or discarded cards are removed from the display 
formed between the symbols on the first reel and the 55 and the gaming machine deals the replacement cards from 
symbols on the second reel , the gaming machine determines the remaining cards in the deck . This results in a final 
if any of the symbols from the next adjacent reel should be five - card hand . The gaming machine compares the final 
added to any of the formed strings of related symbols . In this five - card hand to a payout table which utilizes conventional 
embodiment , for a first of the classified strings of related poker hand rankings to determine the winning hands . The 
symbols , the gaming machine determines if any of the 60 gaming machine provides the player with an award based on 
symbols generated by the next adjacent reel form part of a a winning hand and the credits the player wagered . 
winning symbol combination or are otherwise related to the In another embodiment , the base or primary game may be 
symbols of the first string of related symbols . If the gaming a multi - hand version of video poker . In this embodiment , the 
machine determines that a symbol generated on the next gaming machine deals the player at least two hands of cards . 
adjacent reel is related to the symbols of the first string of 65 In one such embodiment , the cards are the same cards . In 
related symbols , that symbol is subsequently added to the one embodiment each hand of cards is associated with its 
first string of related symbols . For example , if the first string own deck of cards . The player chooses the cards to hold in 
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a primary hand . The held cards in the primary hand are also game . Thus , for each bonus qualifying event , such as a 
held in the other hands of cards . The remaining non - held bonus symbol , that the player obtains , a given number of 
cards are removed from each hand displayed and for each bonus game wagering points or credits may be accumulated 
hand replacement cards are randomly dealt into that hand . in a “ bonus meter " programmed to accrue the bonus wager 
Since the replacement cards are randomly dealt indepen - 5 ing credits or entries toward eventual participation in a 
dently for each hand , the replacement cards for each hand bonus game . The occurrence of multiple such bonus quali 
will usually be different . The poker hand rankings are then fying events in the primary game may result in an arithmetic 
determined hand by hand and awards are provided to the or exponential increase in the number of bonus wagering 
player . credits awarded . In one embodiment , the player may redeem 

In one embodiment , a base or primary game may be a 10 extra bonus wagering credits during the bonus game to 
keno game wherein the gaming machine displays a plurality extend play of the bonus game . 
of selectable indicia or numbers on at least one of the display In one embodiment , no separate entry fee or buy in for a 
devices . In this embodiment , the player selects at least one bonus game need be employed . That is , a player may not 
or a plurality of the selectable indicia or numbers via an purchase an entry into a bonus game , rather they must win 
input device such as the touch screen . The gaming machine 15 or earn entry through play of the primary game thus , 
then displays a series of drawn numbers to determine an encouraging play of the primary game . In another embodi 
amount of matches , if any , between the player ' s selected ment , qualification of the bonus or secondary game is 
numbers and the gaming machine ' s drawn numbers . The accomplished through a simple “ buy in ” by the player , for 
player is provided an award based on the amount of matches , example , if the player has been unsuccessful at qualifying 
if any , based on the amount of determined matches . 20 through other specified activities . In another embodiment , 

In one embodiment , in addition to winning credits or other the player must make a separate side - wager on the bonus 
awards in a base or primary game , as described above , the game or wager a designated amount in the primary game to 
gaming machine may also give players the opportunity to qualify for the secondary game . In this embodiment , the 
win credits in a bonus or secondary game or bonus or secondary game triggering event must occur and the side 
secondary round . The bonus or secondary game enables the 25 wager ( or designated primary game wager amount ) must 
player to obtain a prize or payout in addition to the prize or have been placed to trigger the secondary game . 
payout , if any , obtained from the base or primary game . In Gaming System Components 
general , a bonus or secondary game produces a significantly FIG . 7 shows a block diagram illustrating components of 
higher level of player excitement than the base or primary a gaming system 900 which may be used for implementing 
game because it provides a greater expectation of winning 30 various aspects of the present invention . In FIG . 7 , the 
than the base or primary game and is accompanied with components of a gaming system 900 for providing game 
more attractive or unusual features than the base or primary software licensing and downloads are described function 
game . In one embodiment , the bonus or secondary game ally . The described functions may be instantiated in hard 
may be any type of suitable game , either similar to or ware , firmware and / or software and executed on a suitable 
completely different from the base or primary game . 35 device . In the system 900 , there may be many instances of 

In one embodiment , the triggering event or qualifying the same function , such as multiple game play interfaces 
condition may be a selected outcome in the primary game or 911 . Nevertheless , in FIG . 7 , only one instance of each 
a particular arrangement of one or more indicia on a display function is shown . The functions of the components may be 
device in the primary game , such as the number seven combined . For example , a single device may comprise the 
appearing on three adjacent reels along a payline in the 40 game play interface 911 and include trusted memory devices 
primary slot game . In other embodiments , the triggering or sources 909 . The described components and their func 
event or qualifying condition may be by exceeding a certain tions may be incorporated various embodiments of the 
amount of game play ( such as number of games , number of servers and clients described with respect to at least FIGS . 
credits , amount of time ) , or reaching a specified number of 1A and 6 . 
points earned during game play . 45 The gaming system 900 may receive inputs from different 

In another embodiment , the gaming machine processor or groups / entities and output various services and or informa 
remote host randomly provides the player one or more plays tion to these groups / entities . For example , game players 925 
of one or more secondary games . In one such embodiment , primarily input cash or indicia of credit into the system , 
the gaming machine does not provide any apparent reasons make game selections that trigger software downloads , and 
to the player for qualifying to play a secondary or bonus 50 receive entertainment in exchange for their inputs . Game 
game . In this embodiment , qualifying for a bonus game is software content providers provide game software for the 
not triggered by an event in or based specifically on any of system and may receive compensation for the content they 
the plays of any primary game . That is , the gaming machine provide based on licensing agreements with the gaming 
may simply qualify a player to play a secondary game machine operators . Gaming machine operators select game 
without any explanation or alternatively with simple expla - 55 software for distribution , distribute the game software on the 
nations . In another embodiment , the gaming machine ( or gaming devices in the system 900 , receive revenue for the 
remote host ) qualifies a player for a secondary game at least use of their software and compensate the gaming machine 
partially based on a game triggered or symbol triggered operators . The gaming regulators 930 may provide rules and 
event , such as at least partially based on the play of a regulations that must be applied to the gaming system and 
primary game . 60 may receive reports and other information confirming that 

In one embodiment , the gaming machine includes a rules are being obeyed . 
program which will automatically begin a bonus round after In the following paragraphs , derails of each component 
the player has achieved a triggering event or qualifying and some of the interactions between the components are 
condition in the base or primary game . In another embodi - described with respect to FIG . 7 . The game software license 
ment , after a player has qualified for a bonus game , the 65 host 901 may be a server connected to a number of remote 
player may subsequently enhance his / her bonus game par - gaming devices that provides licensing services to the 
ticipation through continued play on the base or primary remote gaming devices . For example , in other embodiments , 
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the license host 901 may 1 ) receive token requests for tokens devices in gaming system . In one embodiment , the wireless 
used to activate software executed on the remote gaming mobile devices may be used to play games of chance . 
devices , 2 ) send tokens to the remote gaming devices , 3 ) The gaming system 900 may use a number of trusted 
track token usage and 4 ) grant and / or renew software information sources . Trusted information sources 904 may 
licenses for software executed on the remote gaming 5 be devices , such as servers , that provide information used to 
devices . The token usage may be used in utility based authenticate / activate other pieces of information . CRC val 
licensing schemes , such as a pay - per - use scheme . ues used to authenticate software , license tokens used to 

In another embodiment , a game usage - tracking host 915 enable the use of software or product activation codes used 
may track the usage of game software on a plurality of to activate to software are examples of trusted information 
devices in communication with the host . The game usage - 10 that might be provided from a trusted information source 
tracking host 915 may be in communication with a plurality 904 . Trusted information sources may be a memory device , 
of game play hosts and gaming machines . From the game such as an EPROM , that includes trusted information used 
play hosts and gaming machines , the game usage tracking to authenticate other information . For example , a game play 
host 915 may receive updates of an amount that each game interface 911 may store a private encryption key in a trusted 
available for play on the devices has been played and on 15 memory device that is used in a private key - public key 
amount that has been wagered per game . This information encryption scheme to authenticate in formation from another 
may be stored in a database and used for billing according gaming device . 
to methods described in a utility based licensing agreement . When a trusted information source 904 is in communi 

The game software host 902 may provide game software cation with a remote device via a network , the remote device 
downloads , such as downloads of game software or game 20 will employ a verification scheme to verify the identity of 
firmware , to various devious in the game system 900 . For the trusted information source . For example , the trusted 
example , when the software to generate the game is not information source and the remote device may exchange 
available on the game play interface 911 , the game software information using public and private encryption keys to 
host 902 may download software to generate a selected verify each other ' s identities . 
game of chance played on the game play interface . Further , 25 Gaming devices storing trusted information might utilize 
the game software host 902 may download new game apparatus or methods to detect and prevent tampering . For 
content to a plurality of gaming machines via a request from instance , trusted information stored in a trusted memory 
a gaming machine operator . device may be encrypted to prevent its misuse . In addition , 

In one embodiment , the game software host 902 may also the trusted memory device may be secured behind a locked 
be a game software configuration - tracking host 913 . The 30 door . Further , one or more sensors may be coupled to the 
function of the game software configuration - tracking host is memory device to detect tampering with the memory device 
to keep records of software configurations and / or hardware and provide some record of the tampering . In yet another 
configurations for a plurality of devices in communication example , the memory device storing trusted information 
with the host ( e . g . , denominations , number of paylines , might be designed to detect tampering attempts and clear or 
paytables , max / min bets ) . Details of a game software host 35 erase itself when an attempt at tampering has been detected . 
and a game software configuration host that may be used The gaming system 900 of the present invention may 
with the present invention are described in co - pending U . S . include devices 906 that provide authorization to download 
Pat . No . 6 , 645 , 077 , by Rowe , entitled , “ Gaming Terminal software from a first device to a second device and devices 
Data Repository and Information System , ” filed Dec . 21 , 907 that provide activation codes or information that enable 
2000 , which is incorporated herein in its entirety and for all 40 downloaded software to be activated . The devices , 906 and 
purposes . 907 , may be remote servers and may also be trusted infor 

A game play host device 903 may be a host server mation sources . One example of a method of providing 
connected to a plurality of remote clients that generates product activation codes that may be used with the present 
games of chance that are displayed on a plurality of remote invention is describes in previously incorporated U . S . Pat . 
game play interfaces 911 . For example , the game play host 45 No . 6 , 264 , 561 . 
device 903 may be a server that provides central determi - A device 906 that monitors a plurality of gaming devices 
nation for a bingo game play played on a plurality of to determine adherence of the devices to gaming jurisdic 
connected game play interfaces 911 . As another example , tional rules 908 may be included in the system 900 . In one 
the game play host device 903 may generate games of embodiment , a gaming jurisdictional rule server may scan 
chance , such as slot games or video card games , for display 50 software and the configurations of the software on a number 
on a remote client . A game player using the remote client of gaming devices in communication with the gaming rule 
may be able to select from a number of games that are server to determine whether the software on the gaming 
provided on the client by the host device 903 . The game play devices is valid for use in the gaming jurisdiction where the 
host device 903 may receive game software management gaming device is located . For example , the gaming rule 
services , such as receiving downloads of new game soft - 55 server may request a digital signature , such as CRC ' s , of 
ware , from the game software host 902 and may receive particular software components and compare them with an 
game software licensing services , such as the granting or approved digital signature value stored on the gaming juris 
renewing of software licenses for software executed on the dictional rule server . 
device 903 , from the game license host 901 . Further , the gaming jurisdictional rule server may scan the 

In particular embodiments , the game play interfaces or 60 remote gaming device to determine whether the software is 
other gaming devices in the gaming system 900 may be configured in a manner that is acceptable to the gaming 
portable devices , such as electronic tokens , cell phones , jurisdiction where the gaming device is located . For 
smart cards , tablet PC ' s and PDA ' s . The portable devices example , a maximum bet limit may vary from jurisdiction to 
may support wireless communications and thus , may be jurisdiction and the rule enforcement server may scan a 
referred to as wireless mobile devices . The network hard - 65 gaming device to determine its current software configura 
ware architecture 916 may be enabled to support commu - tion and its location and then compare the configuration on 
nications between wireless mobile devices and other gaming the gaming device with approved parameters for its location . 
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A gaming jurisdiction may include rules that describe how of gaming devices in the gaming system . The server may 

game software may be downloaded and licensed . The gam then reconcile the software configuration on each gaming 
ing jurisdictional rule server may scan download transaction device . In one embodiment , the software auditing server 912 
records and licensing records on a gaming device to deter - may store a record of software configurations on each 
mine whether the download and licensing was carried out in 5 gaming device at particular times and a record of software 
a manner that is acceptable to the gaming jurisdiction in download transactions that have occurred on the device . By 
which the gaming device is located . In general , the game applying each of the recorded game software download 
jurisdictional rule server may be utilized to confirm com - transactions since a selected time to the software configu 
pliance to any gaming rules passed by a gaming jurisdiction ration recorded at the selected time , a software configuration 
when the information needed to determine rule compliance 10 is obtained . The software auditing server may compare the 
is remotely accessible to the server . software configuration derived from applying these transac 
Game software , firmware or hardware residing a particu tions on a gaming device with a current software configu 

lar gaming device may also be used to check for compliance ration obtained from the gaming device . After the compari 
with local gaming jurisdictional rules . In one embodiment , son , the software - auditing server may generate a 
when a gaming device is installed in a particular gaming 15 reconciliation report that confirms that the download trans 
jurisdiction , a software program including jurisdiction rule action records are consistent with the current software 
information may be downloaded to a secure memory loca - configuration on the device . The report may also identify 
tion on a gaming machine or the jurisdiction rule informa - any inconsistencies . In another embodiment , both the gam 
tion may be downloaded as data and utilized by a program ing device and the software auditing server may store a 
on the gaming machine . The software program and / or juris - 20 record of the download transactions that have occurred on 
diction rule information may used to check the gaming the gaming device and the software auditing server may 
device software and software configurations for compliance reconcile these records . 
with local gaming jurisdictional rules . In another embodi - There are many possible interactions between the com 
ment , the software program for ensuring compliance and ponents described with respect to FIG . 7 . Many of the 
jurisdictional information may be installed in the gaming 25 interactions are coupled . For example , methods used for 
machine prior to its shipping , such as at the factory where game licensing may affect methods used for game down 
the gaming machine is manufactured . loading and vice versa . For the purposes of explanation , 

The gaming devices in game system 900 may utilize details of a few possible interactions between the compo 
trusted software and / or trusted firmware . Trusted firmware ) nents of the system 900 relating to software licensing and 
software is trusted in the sense that is used with the assump - 30 software downloads have been described . The descriptions 
tion that it has not been tampered with . For instance , trusted are selected to illustrate particular interactions in the game 
software / firmware may be used to authenticate other game system 900 . These descriptions are provided for the pur 
software or processes executing on a gaming device . As an poses of explanation only and are not intended to limit the 
example , trusted encryption programs and authentication scope of the present invention . 
programs may be stored on an EPROM on the gaming 35 Gaming System Configuration 
machine or encoded into a specialized encryption chip . As In one embodiment , as described above , the present 
another example , trusted game software , i . e . , game software invention may be implemented in various configurations for 
approved for use on gaming devices by a local gaming gaining machines , including but not limited to : ( 1 ) a dedi 
jurisdiction may be required on gaming devices on the cated gaming machine , wherein the computerized instruc 
gaming machine . 40 tions for controlling any games ( which are provided by the 

In the present invention , the devices may be connected by gaming machine ) are provided with the gaming machine 
a network 916 with different types of hardware using dif - prior to delivery to a gaming establishment ; and ( 2 ) a 
ferent hardware architectures . Game software can be quite changeable gaming machine , where the computerized 
large and frequent downloads can place a significant burden instructions for controlling any games ( which are provided 
on a network , which may slow information transfer speeds 45 by the gaming machine ) are downloadable to the gaming 
on the network . For game - on - demand services that require machine through a data network when the gaming machine 
frequent downloads of game software in a network , efficient is in a gaining establishment . In another embodiment , the 
downloading is essential for the service to remain viable . computerized instructions for controlling any games are 
Thus , in the present inventions , network efficient devices communicated from the remote host , the central server or 
910 may be used to actively monitor and maintain network 50 central controller to a gaming machine local processor and 
efficiency . For instance , software locators may be used to memory devices . In such a “ thick client ” embodiment , the 
locate nearby locations of game software for peer - to - peer gaming machine local processor executes the communicated 
transfers of game software . In another example , network computerized instructions to control any games ( or other 
traffic may be monitored and downloads may be actively suitable interfaces ) provided to a player . 
rerouted to maintain network efficiency . 55 In one alternative embodiment , the computerized instruc 
One or more devices in the present invention may provide tions for controlling any games are executed by a remote 

game software and game licensing related auditing , billing host , a central server or central controller . In such a “ thin 
and reconciliation reports to server 912 . For example , a client ” embodiment , the remote host remotely controls any 
software licensing billing server may generate a bill for a games ( or other suitable interfaces ) and the gaming machine 
gaming device operator based upon a usage of games over 60 is utilized to display such games ( or suitable interfaces ) and 
a time period on the gaming devices owned by the operator . receive one or more inputs or commands from a player . In 
In another example , a software auditing server may provide one embodiment , one or more gaming machines in a gaming 
reports on game software downloads to various gaming system may be thin client gaming machines and one or more 
devices in the gaming system 900 and current configurations gaming machines in the gaming system may be thick client 
of the game software on these gaming devices . 65 gaming machines . In another embodiment , certain functions 

At particular time intervals , the software auditing server of the gaming machine are implemented in a thin client 
912 may also request software configurations from a number environment and certain other functions of the gaming 
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machine are implemented in a thick client environment . In player , but the results of the bingo , keno or lottery game 
one such embodiment , computerized instructions for con determine the predetermined game outcome value for the 
trolling any primary games are communicated from the primary or secondary game . 
remote host to the gaming machine in a thick client con - In the various bingo embodiments , as each gaming 
figuration and computerized instructions for controlling any 5 machine is enrolled in the bingo game , such as upon an 
secondary games or bonus functions are executed by a appropriate wager or engaging an input device , the enrolled 
remote host in a thin client configuration . It should be gaming machine is provided or associated with a different 
appreciated that one , more or each of the functions of the bingo card . Each bingo card consists of a matrix or array of 

elements , wherein each element is designated with a sepa remote host as disclosed herein may be performed by one or 10 rate indicia , such as a number . It should be appreciated that more gaming machine processors . It should be further each different bingo card includes a different combination of appreciated that one , more or each of the functions of one or elements . For example , if four bingo cards are provided to more gaming machine processors as disclosed herein may be four enrolled gaming machines , the same element may be performed by the remote host . present on all four of the bingo cards while another element In one embodiment , the gaming machine randomly gen andomy sen 15 may solely be present on one of the bingo cards . 
erates awards and / or other game outcomes based on prob In operation of these embodiments , upon providing or 
ability data . In one such embodiment , this random determi associating a different bingo card to each of a plurality of 
nation is provided through utilization of a random number enrolled gaming machines , the remote host randomly selects 
generator ( RNG ) , such as a true random number generator , or draws , one at a time , a plurality of the elements . As each 
a pseudo random number generator or other suitable ran - 20 element is selected , a determination is made for each gaming 
domization process . In one embodiment , each award or machine as to whether the selected element is present on the 
other game outcome is associated with a probability and the bingo card provided to that enrolled gaming machine . This 
gaming machine generates the award or other game outcome determination can be made by the remote host , the gaming 
to be provided to the player based on the associated prob - machine , a combination of the two , or in any other suitable 
abilities . In this embodiment , since the gaming machine 25 manner . If the selected element is present on the bingo card 
generates outcomes randomly or based upon one or more provided to that enrolled gaming machine , that selected 
probability calculations , there is no certainty that the gaming element on the provided bingo card is marked or flagged . 
machine will ever provide the player with any specific award This process of selecting elements and marking any selected 
or other game outcome . elements on the provided bingo cards continues until one or 

In an alternative embodiment , the remote host maintains 30 more predetermined patterns are marked on one or more of 
one or more predetermined pools or sets of predetermined the provided bingo cards . It should be appreciated that in one 
game outcomes . In this embodiment , the remote host embodiment , the gaming machine requires the player to 
receives the game outcome request and independently engage a daub button ( not shown ) to initiate the process of 
selects a predetermined game outcome from a set or pool of the gaming machine marking or flagging any selected ele 
game outcomes . The remote host flags or marks the selected 35 ments . 
game outcome as used . Once a game outcome is flagged as After one or more predetermined patterns are marked on 
used , it is prevented from further selection from the set or one or more of the provided bingo cards , a game outcome is 
pool and cannot be selected by the remote host upon another determined for each of the enrolled gaming machines based , 
wager . The provided game outcome can include a primary at least in part , on the selected elements on the provided 
game outcome , a secondary game outcome , primary and 40 bingo cards . As described above , the game outcome deter 
secondary game outcomes , or a series of game outcomes mined for each gaming machine enrolled in the bingo game 
such as free games . is utilized by that gaming machine to determine the prede 

The remote host communicates the generated or selected termined game outcome provided to the player . For 
game outcome to the initiated gaming machine . The gaming example , a first gaming machine to have selected elements 
machine receives the generated or selected game outcome 45 marked in a predetermined pattern is provided a first out 
and provides the game outcome to the player . In an alter - come of win $ 10 which will be provided to a first player 
native embodiment , how the generated or selected game regardless of how the first player plays in a first game and 
outcome is to be presented or displayed to the player , such a second gaming machine to have selected elements marked 
as a reel symbol combination of a slot machine or a hand of in a different predetermined pattern is provided a second 
cards dealt in a card game , is also determined by the remote 50 outcome of win $ 2 which will be provided to a second player 
host and communicated to the initiated gaming machine to regardless of how the second player plays a second game . It 
be presented or displayed to the player . Central production should be appreciated that as the process of marking selected 
or control can assist a gaming establishment or other entity elements continues until one or more predetermined patterns 
in maintaining appropriate records , controlling gaming , are marked , this embodiment insures that at least one bingo 
reducing and preventing cheating or electronic or other 55 card will win the bingo game and thus at least one enrolled 
errors , reducing or eliminating win - loss volatility and the gaming machine will provide a predetermined winning 
like . game outcome to a player . It should be appreciated that other 

In another embodiment , a predetermined game outcome suitable methods for selecting or determining one or more 
value is determined for each of a plurality of linked or predetermined game outcomes may be employed . 
networked gaming machines based on the results of a bingo , 60 In one example of the above - described embodiment , the 
keno or lottery game . In this embodiment , each individual predetermined game outcome may be based on a supple 
gaming machine utilizes one or more bingo , keno or lottery mental award in addition to any award provided for winning 
games to determine the predetermined game outcome value the bingo game as described above . In this embodiment , if 
provided to the player for the interactive game played at that one or more elements are marked in supplemental patterns 
gaming machine . In one embodiment , the bingo , keno or 65 within a designated number of drawn elements , a supple 
lottery game is displayed to the player . In another embodi - mental or intermittent award or value associated with the 
ment , the bingo , keno or lottery game is not displayed to the marked supplemental pattern is provided to the player as 
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part of the predetermined game outcome . For example , if the a progressive award win . In another embodiment , a remote 
four corners of a bingo card are marked within the first host ( or the progressive gaming system host site computer ) 
twenty selected elements , a supplemental award of $ 10 is determines when a progressive award win is triggered . In 
provided to the player as part of the predetermined game another embodiment , an individual gaming machine and a 
outcome . It should be appreciated that in this embodiment , 5 remote host ( or progressive gaming system host site com 
the player of a gaming machine may be provided a supple puter ) work in conjunction with each other to determine 
mental or intermittent award regardless of if the enrolled when a progressive win is triggered , for example through an 
gaming machine ' s provided bingo card wins or does not win individual gaming machine meeting a predetermined 
the bingo game as described above . requirement established by the remote host . 

In another embodiment , the game outcome provided to 10 In one embodiment , a progressive award win is triggered 
the player is determined by a remote host and provided to the based on one or more game play events , such as a symbol 
player at the gaming machine . In this embodiment , each of driven trigger . In other embodiments , the progressive award 
a plurality of such gaming machines are in communication triggering event or qualifying condition may be by exceed 
with the remote host . Upon a player initiating game play at ing a certain amount of game play ( such as number of 
one of the gaming machines , the initiated gaming machine 15 games , number of credits , or amount of time ) , or reaching a 
communicates a game outcome request to the remote host specified number of points earned during game play . In 
In one embodiment , the remote host receives the game another embodiment , a gaming machine is randomly or 
outcome request and randomly generates a game outcome apparently randomly selected to provide a player of that 
for the primary game based on probability data . In another gaming machine one or more progressive awards . In one 
embodiment , the remote host randomly generates a game 20 such embodiment , the gaming machine does not provide any 
outcome for the secondary game based on probability data . apparent reasons to the player for winning a progressive 
In another embodiment , the remote host randomly generates award , wherein winning the progressive award is not trig 
a game outcome for both the primary game and the second gered by an event in or based specifically on any of the plays 
ary game based on probability data . In this embodiment , the of any primary game . That is , a player is provided a 
remote host is capable of storing and utilizing program code 25 progressive award without any explanation or alternatively 
or other data similar to the processor and memory device of with simple explanations . In another embodiment , a player 
the gaming machine . is provided a progressive award at least partially based on a 

In another embodiment , one or more of the gaming game triggered or symbol triggered event , such as at least 
machines are in communication with a remote host for partially based on the play of a primary game . 
monitoring purposes . That is , when not communicating with 30 In one embodiment , one or more of the progressive 
the remote host regarding any ECIs , each individual gaming awards are each funded via a side bet or side wager . In this 
machine randomly generates the game outcomes to be embodiment , a player must place or wager a side bet to be 
provided to the player and the remote host monitors the eligible to win the progressive award associated with the 
activities and events occurring on the plurality of gaming side bet . In one embodiment , the player must place the 
machines . In one embodiment , the gaming network includes 35 maximum bet and the side bet to be eligible to win one of 
a real - time or on - line accounting and gaming information the progressive awards . In another embodiment , if the player 
system operably coupled to the remote host . The accounting places or wagers the required side bet , the player may wager 
and gaming information system of this embodiment includes at any credit amount during the primary game ( i . e . , the 
a player database for storing player profiles , a player track player need not place the maximum bet and the side bet to 
ing module for tracking players and a credit system for 40 be eligible to win one of the progressive awards ) . In one 
providing automated casino transactions . such embodiment , the greater the player ' s wager ( in addition 

In another embodiment , a plurality of gaming machines at to the placed side bet ) , the greater the odds or probability 
one or more gaming sites may be networked to the remote that the player will win one of the progressive awards . It 
host in a progressive configuration , as known in the art , should be appreciated that one or more of the progressive 
wherein a portion of each wager to initiate a base or primary 45 awards may each be funded , at least in part , based on the 
game may be allocated to one or more progressive awards . wagers placed on the primary games of the gaming 
In one embodiment , a progressive gaming system host site machines in the gaming system , via a gaming establishment 
computer is coupled to a plurality of the remote hosts at a or via any suitable manner . 
variety of mutually remote gaming sites for providing a In another embodiment , one or more of the progressive 
multi - site linked progressive automated gaming system . In 50 awards are partially funded via a side - bet or side - wager 
one embodiment , a progressive gaming system host site which the player may make ( and which may be tracked via 
computer may serve gaming machines distributed through - a side - bet meter ) . In one embodiment , one or more of the 
out a number of properties at different geographical loca - progressive awards are funded with only side - bets or side 
tions including , for example , different locations within a city wagers placed . In another embodiment , one or more of the 
or different cities within a state . 55 progressive awards are funded based on player ' s wagers as 

In one embodiment , the progressive gaming system host described above as well as any side - bets or side - wagers 
site computer is maintained for the overall operation and placed . 
control of the progressive gaming system . In this embodi - In one alternative embodiment , a minimum wager level is 
ment , a progressive gaming system host site computer required for a gaming machine to qualify to be selected to 
oversees the entire progressive gaming system and is the 60 obtain one of the progressive awards . In one embodiment , 
master for computing all progressive jackpots . All partici - this minimum wager level is the maximum wager level for 
pating gaming sites report to , and receive information from the primary game in the gaming machine . In another 
the progressive gaming system host site computer . Each embodiment , no minimum wager level is required for a 
remote host computer is responsible for all data communi - gaming machine to qualify to be selected to obtain one of the 
cation between the gaming machine hardware and software 65 progressive awards . 
and the progressive gaming system host site computer . In In another embodiment , the gaming system maintains at 
one embodiment , an individual gaming machine may trigger least one progressive award by allocating a percentage of a 
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player ' s wager into the player ' s own progressive award or group consisting of : enabling a player to order at least one 
pool ( i . e . , a personal progressive award ) . In this embodi of a food item and a drink item , enabling the player to 
ment , upon the occurrence of an event ( either associated communicate with another player , enabling the player to 
with game play or independent of game play ) , the gaming communicate with a gaming establishment concierge , 
system provides the player their personal progressive award . 5 enabling the player to learn gaming establishment informa 
In one such embodiment , the gaming system displays , via tion , enabling the player to make at least one reservation , 
one or more ECI ' s ( as described above ) , information related enabling the player to transfer funds , enabling the player to 
to their personal progressive award . purchase a lottery ticket , enabling the player to obtain In another embodiment , a plurality of players at a plurality change , enabling the player to make a wager on an event of linked gaming machines in a gaming system participate in 10 separate from the play of the game , enabling the player to a group gaming environment . In one embodiment , a plural cash out a winning event ticket , enabling the player to send ity of players at a plurality of linked gaming machines work 
in conjunction with one another , such as playing together as and receive electronic messages , enabling the player to 
a team or group , to win one or more awards . In one such locate another player , enabling the player to purchase at least 
embodiment , any award won by the group is shared , either 15 One vending hem , enabling the player to access an interne 
equally or based on any suitable criteria , amongst the enabled service , enabling the player to check a quantity of 
different players of the group . In another embodiment , a player tracking points , enabling the player to redeem player 
plurality of players at a plurality of linked gaming machines tracking points , enabling the player to receive gaming estab 
compete against one another for one or more awards . In one lishment promotional information , enabling the player to 
such embodiment , a plurality of players at a plurality of 20 watch television , enabling the player to watch a movie , 
linked gaming machines participate in a gaming tournament enabling the player to listen to music , enabling the player to 
for one or more awards . In another embodiment , a plurality access a gaming establishment account , enabling the player 
of players at a plurality of linked gaming machines play for to pick a game to play from a plurality of available games , 
one or more awards wherein an outcome generated by one enabling the player to place at least one side - bet , enabling 
gaming machine affects the outcomes generated by one or 25 the player to play for at least one progressive award , 
more linked gaming machines . enabling the player to participate in a gaming tournament , 

Although the foregoing present invention has been enabling the player to customize at least one aspect of 
described in detail by way of illustration and example for displayed content , enabling the player to enroll in a player 
purposes of clarity and understanding , it will be recognized tracking system , enabling the player to simultaneously play 
that the above described present invention may be embodied 30 a plurality of games , enabling the player to access a score 
in numerous other specific variations and embodiments card of accomplished events , enabling the player to access 
without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics a tournament leader board , and enabling the player to select 
of the present invention . Certain changes and modifications a favorite award to play for . 
may be practiced , and it is understood that the present 3 . The gaming system of claim 1 , wherein the available 
invention is not to be limited by the foregoing details , but 35 function is at least one selected from the group consisting of : 
rather is to be defined by the scope of the appended claims . displaying information relating to a gaming experience of a 

The invention is claimed as follows : player , providing personalized audio - video content , provid 
1 . A gaming system comprising : ing a virtual automatic teller machine , providing a virtual 
at least one display device ; entertainment center , providing a virtual lottery machine , 
at least one processor ; and 40 providing a virtual change machine , providing a virtual 
at least one memory device which stores a plurality of sports book , providing a virtual communication center , 

instructions , which when executed by the at least one providing a virtual concierge , providing a virtual vending 
processor , cause the at least one processor to : machine and providing a virtual internet kiosk . 
enable a placement of a wager on a play of a game , for 4 . The gaming system of claim 1 , wherein the display in 

the wagered on play of the game : 45 the first service window controlled by the remote host occurs 
determine a game outcome from a plurality of game without affecting the wagered on play of the game . 

outcomes , 5 . The gaming system of claim 1 , wherein when executed 
cause the at least one display device to display , in a by the at least one processor responsive to a determination 
game window controlled by the at least one pro - occurring to allocate control of a second resource to the 
cessor , the determined game outcome , 50 remote host , the plurality of instructions cause the at least 

determine any award associated with the displayed one processor to cause a display , in a second service window 
game outcome , and controlled by the remote host , of at least one of : the available 

cause the at least one display device to display any player service and the available function . 
determined award associated with the displayed 6 . The gaming system of claim 1 , which includes a 
game outcome , and 55 plurality of input devices including an acceptor , and a 

after a determination occurs to allocate control of a first cashout device , wherein when executed by the at least one 
resource of the at least one display device to a remote processor , the plurality of instructions cause the at least one 
host executing remote host software , cause a display , processor to operate with the plurality of input devices to : 
in a first service window controlled by the remote responsive to a physical item being received via the accep 
host which is distinct from the at least one processor , 60 tor , establish a credit balance based , at least in part , on a 
of at least one of : an available player service and an monetary value associated with the received physical item , 
available function , wherein said determination to and responsive to a cashout input being received via the 
allocate control of the first resource of the at least one cashout device , cause an initiation of any payout associated 
display device to the remote host occurs based on a with the credit balance . 
usage of the at least one processor . 65 7 . The gaming system of claim 1 , wherein the first service 

2 . The gaming system of claim 1 , wherein the available window and the game window are displayed via the same 
player service is at least one player service selected from the display device . 
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8 . A gaming system server comprising : content , providing a virtual automatic teller machine , pro 
at least one processor ; and viding a virtual entertainment center , providing a virtual 
at least one memory device which stores a plurality of lottery machine , providing a virtual change machine , pro 

instructions , which when executed by the at least one viding a virtual sports book , providing a virtual communi 
processor , cause the at least one processor to : 5 cation center , providing a virtual concierge , providing a 
receive data associated with a wager placed on a play virtual vending machine and providing a virtual internet 

of a game , kiosk . 
for the wagered on play of the game : 11 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , wherein the 
determine a game outcome from a plurality of game display in the first service window controlled by the remote 

outcomes , 10 host occurs without affecting the wagered on play of the 
cause a display , in a game window of a display game . 

device controlled by the at least one processor , of 12 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , wherein when 
the determined game outcome , the display device executed by the at least one processor responsive to a 

om server . being distinct from the gaming system server , determination occurring to allocate control of a second 
determine any award associated with the displayed 15 resource to the remote host , the plurality of instructions 

game outcome , and cause the at least one processor to cause a display , in a 
cause a display of any determined award associated second service window controlled by the remote host , of at 

with the displayed game outcome , least one of : the available player service and the available 
determine , based on a usage of the at least one proces function . 

sor , whether to allocate control of a first resource of 20 13 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , which transmits 
the display device to a remote host executing remote and receives data over a data network . 
host software , the display device being distinct from 14 . The gaming system server of claim 13 , wherein the 
the remote host , and data network is an internet . 

responsive to the determination being to allocate con 15 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , wherein the 
trol of the first resource of the display device to the 25 placed wager causes a decrease of a credit balance which is 
remote host which is distinct from the at least one increasable via an acceptor of a physical item associated 
processor , cause a display , in a first service window with a monetary value , and decreasable via a cashout device . 
controlled by the remote host , of at least one of : an 16 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , wherein the first 
available player service and an available function service window and the game window are displayed via one 

9 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , wherein the 30 display device . 
available player service is at least one player service selected 17 . A method of operating a gaming system , said method 
from the group consisting of : enabling a player to order at comprising : 
least one of a food item and a drink item , enabling the player receiving data associated with a placement of a wager on 
to communicate with another player , enabling the player to a play of a game , 
communicate with a gaming establishment concierge , 35 for the wagered on play of the game : 
enabling the player to learn gaming establishment informa determining , by at least one processor , a game outcome 
tion , enabling the player to make at least one reservation , from a plurality of game outcomes , 
enabling the player to transfer funds , enabling the player to causing a display , in a game window of a display device 
purchase a lottery ticket , enabling the player to obtain controlled by the at least one processor , of the 
change , enabling the player to make a wager on an event 40 determined game outcome , 
separate from the play of the game , enabling the player to determining , by the at least one processor , any award 
cash out a winning event ticket , enabling the player to send associated with the displayed game outcome , and 
and receive electronic messages , enabling the player to causing a display of any determined award associated 
locate another player , enabling the player to purchase at least with the displayed game outcome , and 
one vending item , enabling the player to access an internet 45 after a determination occurs to allocate control of a first 
enabled service , enabling the player to check a quantity of resource of the display device to a remote host execut 
player tracking points , enabling the player to redeem player ing remote host software , causing a display , in a first 
tracking points , enabling the player to receive gaming estab service window controlled by the remote host which is 
lishment promotional information , enabling the player to distinct from the at least one processor , of at least one 
watch television , enabling the player to watch a movie , 50 of : an available player service and an available func 
enabling the player to listen to music , enabling the player to tion , wherein said determination to allocate control of 
access a gaming establishment account , enabling the player the first resource of the display device to the remote 
to pick a game to play from a plurality of available games , host occurs based on a usage of the at least one 
enabling the player to place at least one side - bet , enabling processor . 
the player to play for at least one progressive award , 55 18 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the available player 
enabling the player to participate in a gaming tournament , service is at least one player service selected from the group 
enabling the player to customize at least one aspect of consisting of : enabling a player to order at least one of a food 
displayed content , enabling the player to enroll in a player item and a drink item , enabling the player to communicate 
tracking system , enabling the player to simultaneously play with another player , enabling the player to communicate 
a plurality of games , enabling the player to access a score 60 with a gaming establishment concierge , enabling the player 
card of accomplished events , enabling the player to access to learn gaming establishment information , enabling the 
a tournament leader board , and enabling the player to select player to make at least one reservation , enabling the player 
a favorite award to play for . to transfer funds , enabling the player to purchase a lottery 

10 . The gaming system server of claim 8 , wherein the ticket , enabling the player to obtain change , enabling the 
available function is at least one selected from the group 65 player to make a wager on an event separate from the play 
consisting of : displaying information relating to a gaming of the game , enabling the player to cash out a winning event 
experience of a player , providing personalized audio - video ticket , enabling the player to send and receive electronic 
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messages , enabling the player to locate another player , providing a virtual change machine , providing a virtual 
enabling the player to purchase at least one vending item , sports book , providing a virtual communication center , 
enabling the player to access an internet enabled service , providing a virtual concierge , providing a virtual vending 
enabling the player to check a quantity of player tracking machine and providing a virtual internet kiosk . 
points , enabling the player to redeem player tracking points , 5 20 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the display in the 
enabling the player to receive gaming establishment promo first service window controlled by the remote host occurs tional information , enabling the player to watch television , without affecting the wagered on play of the game . enabling the player to watch a movie , enabling the player to 21 . The method of claim 17 , further comprising , respon listen to music , enabling the player to access a gaming sive to a determination occurring to allocate control of a establishment account , enabling the player to pick a game to 10 second resource to the remote host , causing a display , in a play from a plurality of available games , enabling the player second service window controlled by the remote host , of at to place at least one side - bet , enabling the player to play for least one of : the available player service and the available at least one progressive award , enabling the player to 

function . participate in a gaming tournament , enabling the player to 22 . The method of claim 17 , which is executed through a customize at least one aspect of displayed content , enabling 15 
data network . the player to enroll in a player tracking system , enabling the 

player to simultaneously play a plurality of games , enabling 23 . The method of claim 22 , wherein the data network is 
an internet . the player to access a score card of accomplished events , 24 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the placed wager enabling the player to access a tournament leader board , and 

enabling the player to select a favorite award to play for . 20 causes a decrease of a credit balance which is increasable via 
19 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the available func an acceptor of a physical item associated with a monetary 

tion is at least one selected from the group consisting of : value , and decreasable via a cashout device . 
displaying information relating to a gaming experience of a 25 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the first service 
player , providing personalized audio - video content , provid window and the game window are displayed via one display 
ing a virtual automatic teller machine , providing a virtual 25 de 
entertainment center , providing a virtual lottery machine , 


